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Please note that: 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter covers the requests for worldwide patents (WO, US, EP, FR, GB, 
DE, JP, CN, KR, RU…). 

■ Some patents can be indexed in several categories. 

■ Some old patents are sometimes introduced in the databases if they have not been included 
in the previous update. 

■ The full patent information is in the tables at the end of this document (See TABLES WITH 
REFERENCES). 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter is forwarded at the end of each month and corresponds to the 
patents appearing during the previous month. If at any time, you do not receive your 
newsletter in the usual time span, please contact us, as an electronic transmission problem 
is always possible. 

 
Even though the greatest care is taken in the preparation of H-R&S patent surveillance 
newsletters, some errors or oversights could have occurred. H-R&S is committed to making all 
reasonable efforts to ensure the reliability and a content of information as complete as possible 
without nevertheless being able to guarantee the exactitude or exhaustive character of the data 
used. H-R&S collects data from official or private sources of the best quality which themselves 
do not guarantee that the information provided is complete, up-to-date, pertinent, well-
referenced … Please also accept our apologies for the poor quality translations of Asian 
abstracts which are machine translation. 
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P34810 SECURITY & OPTICAL EFFECTS’ COLUMN 
 BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

WO202277011 WAVEFRONT TECHNOLOGY 
 
Inventors: RICH CHRISTOPHER | PHILLIPS ROGER | PETERSEN JOEL | TAMKIN JOHN 
 
Application Nber / Date: WOUS2021/071763 2021-10-07 
 
Priority Nber / Date / Country:  US63/088,944P 2020-10-07 
 
OPTICAL PRODUCTS, MASTERS FOR FABRICATING OPTICAL PRODUCTS, AND METHODS FOR 
MANUFACTURING MASTERS AND OPTICAL PRODUCTS 
An optical product includes an array of lenses and first and second plurality of portions disposed under the array of lenses.  
Individual ones of the first plurality of portions can correspond to a point on a surface of a first 3D object, and include first non-
holographic features configured to produce at least part of a first 3D image of the first 3D object. Individual ones of the second 
plurality of portions can correspond to a point on a surface of a second 3D object, and include second non-holographic features 
configured to produce at least part of a second 3D image of the second 3D object. The optical product can include an interference 
optical structure disposed with respect to the first and/or second non-holographic features. 
 
PRODUITS OPTIQUES, GABARITS POUR LA FABRICATION DE PRODUITS OPTIQUES ET PROCÉDÉS DE 
FABRICATION DE GABARITS ET DE PRODUITS OPTIQUES 
La présente invention concerne un produit optique comprenant un réseau de lentilles ainsi qu'une première et une seconde 
pluralité de parties situées sous le réseau de lentilles. Des parties individuelles de la première pluralité de parties peuvent 
correspondre à un point sur une surface d'un premier objet 3D, et comprendre des premiers éléments non holographiques conçus 
pour produire au moins une partie d'une première image 3D d'un premier objet 3D. Des parties individuelles de la seconde 
pluralité de parties peuvent correspondre à un point sur une surface d'un second objet 3D, et comprendre des seconds éléments 
non holographiques conçus pour produire au moins une partie d'une seconde image 3D d'un second objet 3D. Le produit optique 
peut comprendre une structure optique d'interférence située par rapport aux premier et/ou second éléments non holographiques. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical product comprising: an array of lenses; a first plurality of portions disposed under the array of lenses, 
individual ones of the first plurality of portions corresponding to a point on a surface of a first 3D object, and comprising first 
non-holographic features configured to produce at least part of a first 3D image of the first 3D object; a second plurality of 
portions disposed under the array of lenses, individual ones of the second plurality of portions corresponding to a point on a 
surface of a second 3D object, and comprising second non-holographic features configured to produce at least part of a second 
3D image of the second 3D object; and an interference optical structure disposed with respect to said first and/or second non-
holographic features. 
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No equivalent 
 
Status: Pending 
 
Research Report: 
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P34804 
 

WO202280608 UNIST 
Priority Date: 14/10/2020 
 
ENCRYPTION SYSTEM USING ARRAY-TYPE HOLOGRAM 
The present invention relates to an encryption system, using an array-type hologram, which can provide enhanced security by 
forming a hologram structure comprising a combination of various colors into an array type. To this end, the present invention 
can comprise: an encryption data generation unit for generating one or more encryption data items comprising encryption colors; 
a pattern data generation unit for generating pattern data comprising dithering patterns corresponding to respective encryption 
colors on the basis of the encryption data items; and a pattern forming unit for forming a mask pattern on a dithering mask on 
the basis of the pattern data, and arranging the dithering mask into an array. 
 
SYSTÈME DE CHIFFREMENT FAISANT APPEL À UN HOLOGRAMME DE TYPE RÉSEAU 
La présente invention concerne un système de chiffrement, faisant appel à un hologramme de type réseau, qui peut fournir une 
sécurité améliorée en formant une structure d'hologramme comprenant une combinaison de diverses couleurs en un type de 
réseau. À cet effet, la présente invention peut comprendre : une unité de génération de données de chiffrement permettant de 
générer un ou plusieurs éléments de données de chiffrement comprenant des couleurs de chiffrement ; une unité de génération 
de données de motifs permettant de générer des données de motifs comprenant des motifs de juxtaposition correspondant aux 
couleurs de chiffrement respectives sur la base des éléments de données de chiffrement ; et une unité de formation de motifs 
permettant de former un motif de masque sur un masque de juxtaposition sur la base des données de motifs, et d'agencer le 
masque de juxtaposition en un réseau. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A cryptographic system comprising: an encryption data generation unit configured to generate at least one 
cryptographic data including an encryption color; A pattern data generator configured to generate pattern data including dithering 
patterns corresponding to respective encrypted colors based on the encrypted data; and A pattern forming unit configured to form 
a mask pattern on a dithering mask based on the pattern data and arrange the dithering mask in an array form. 
  

PATENT REFERENCE – See the table at the end of this document 
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P34805 

 

WO202280607 UNIST 
Priority Date: 14/10/2020 
 
HOLOGRAM COLOR DESIGNATION SYSTEM AND HOLOGRAM COLOR DESIGNATION METHOD BASED 
ON DITHERING MASK 
The present invention relates to a system and a method for designating colors to be implemented as a hologram by forming a 
predetermined pattern on a dithering mask such that a hologram structure can express a specific structural color. To this end, the 
present invention may comprise: an image acquisition unit for acquiring an original image; an encryption unit for converting an 
original color of each of the pixels included in the original image into an encrypted color according to a predetermined standard; 
a pattern data generation unit for generating pattern data including a dithering pattern corresponding to each pixel on the basis 
of the encrypted color; and a pattern forming unit for forming a mask pattern on the dithering mask on the basis of the pattern 
data. 
 
SYSTÈME DE DÉSIGNATION DE COULEUR D'HOLOGRAMME ET PROCÉDÉ DE DÉSIGNATION DE 
COULEUR D'HOLOGRAMME BASÉS SUR UN MASQUE DE JUXTAPOSITION 
La présente invention concerne un système et un procédé pour désigner des couleurs devant être mises en œuvre sous la forme 
d'un hologramme par formation d'un motif prédéterminé sur un masque de juxtaposition de sorte qu'une structure d'hologramme 
puisse exprimer une couleur structurale spécifique. À cet effet, la présente invention peut comprendre : une unité d'acquisition 
d'image pour acquérir une image d'origine ; une unité de chiffrement pour convertir une couleur d'origine de chacun des pixels 
inclus dans l'image d'origine en une couleur chiffrée selon une norme prédéterminée ; une unité de génération de données de 
motif pour générer des données de motif comprenant un motif de juxtaposition correspondant à chaque pixel sur la base de la 
couleur chiffrée ; et une unité de formation de motif pour former un motif de masque sur le masque de juxtaposition sur la base 
des données de motif. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An image acquisition unit configured to acquire an original image; An encryption unit configured to convert an 
original color of each of the pixels included in the original image into an encrypted color according to a predetermined criterion; 
A pattern data generator configured to generate pattern data including a dithering pattern corresponding to each of the pixels 
based on the encrypted color; and A pattern forming unit configured to form a mask pattern on the dithering mask based on the 
pattern data. 
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P34818 CARD 
 

WO202271215 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 30/09/2020 
 
TRANSFER SHEET, METHOD FOR PRODUCING PRINTED ARTICLE, AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING 
DECORATIVE ARTICLE 
The present invention provides a transfer sheet having a novel structure, and methods for producing a printed article and 
decorative article which use the transfer sheet. The present disclosure provides a transfer sheet 100 wherein: a relief layer 5 and 
a first transfer layer 20 are provided in this order to one surface of a base material 1; the first transfer layer 20 can be peeled from 
the relief layer 5; a first surface of the relief layer 5 has a relief pattern, the first surface being on the opposite side from the base 
material 1 side surface of the relief layer 5; and the surface of the first transfer layer 20 on the relief layer 5 side has a hologram 
pattern following the relief pattern of the relief layer 5. 
 
FEUILLE DE TRANSFERT, PROCÉDÉ DE PRODUCTION D'ARTICLE IMPRIMÉ ET PROCÉDÉ DE 
PRODUCTION D'ARTICLE DÉCORATIF 
La présente invention concerne une feuille de transfert présentant une nouvelle structure et des procédés de production d'un 
article imprimé et d'un article décoratif qui utilisent la feuille de transfert. La présente invention concerne une feuille de transfert 
(100) dans laquelle : une couche en relief (5) et une première couche de transfert (20) sont disposées dans cet ordre sur une 
surface d'un matériau de base (1) ; la première couche de transfert (20) peut être décollée de la couche en relief (6) ; une première 
surface de la couche en relief (5) présente un motif en relief, la première surface étant sur le côté opposé à la surface latérale de 
matériau de base (1) de la couche en relief (5) ; et la surface de la première couche de transfert (20) sur le côté de la couche en 
relief (5) présente un motif d'hologramme suivant le motif en relief de la couche en relief (5). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A relief layer and a first transfer layer are provided in this order on one surface of a base material, the first transfer 
layer being peelable from the relief layer, and when a surface of the relief layer on a side opposite to a surface of the base material 
side is a first surface, The first surface of the relief layer has a concave-convex pattern, and a surface on the relief layer side of 
the first transfer layer has a hologram pattern following the concave-convex pattern of the relief layer. 
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P34820 PRINTING – CARD –RELIEF 
 

WO202270629 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 29/09/2020 
 
DISPLAY BODY 
Provided is a display technology enabling peculiar image display. A display body (1) includes an image display layer (22) and a 
mask layer (10). The image display layer (22) includes one or more coloring parts (22P) and displays a transmitted light image 
corresponding to the one or more coloring parts (22P) when illuminated by white light. The mask layer (10) includes a transparent 
material layer (11) having first and second principal surfaces, and the first principal surface includes one or more regions each 
of which is composed of first and second band-shaped parts (BP1 and BP2) alternately arrayed in a width direction. The second 
band-shaped parts (BP2) have a relief structure. In the mask layer (10), a portion corresponding to at least one (SR1) of the one 
or more regions conceals a portion corresponding to the second band-shaped part (BP2) of a transmitted light image. 
 
CORPS D'AFFICHAGE 
La présente invention concerne une technologie d'affichage permettant l'affichage d'une image particulière. Un corps d'affichage 
(1) comprend une couche d'affichage d'image (22) et une couche de masque (10). La couche d'affichage d'image (22) comprend 
une ou plusieurs parties de coloration (22P) et affiche une image de lumière transmise correspondant à la ou aux parties de 
coloration (22P) lorsqu'elle est éclairée par une lumière blanche. La couche de masque (10) comprend une couche de matériau 
transparent (11) ayant des première et seconde surfaces principales, et la première surface principale comprend une ou plusieurs 
régions dont chacune est composée de première et seconde parties en forme de bande (BP1 et BP2) disposées en alternance dans 
le sens de la largeur. Les secondes parties en forme de bande (BP2) présentent une structure en relief. Dans la couche de masque 
(10), une partie correspondant à au moins un (SR1) de la ou des régions masque une partie correspondant à la seconde partie en 
forme de bande (BP2) d'une image de lumière transmise. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A mask layer comprising: an image display layer including one or more colored portions, the image display layer 
displaying a transmitted light image corresponding to the one or more colored portions when illuminated with white light; and a 
transparent material layer including first and second main surfaces, wherein the first main surface includes one or more regions 
each including a first band-like portion and a second band-like portion alternately arranged in a width direction, A mask layer 
provided with a relief structure in the second band-like portion, and a portion corresponding to at least one of the one or more 
regions conceals a portion of the transmitted light image corresponding to the second band-like portion. 
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P34821 PASSPORT 
 

WO202270401 NEC 
Priority Date: 02/10/2020 
 
INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD, AND RECORDING 
MEDIUM 
This information processing device, which captures an image of a certificate and determines the authenticity of the certificate, 
comprises an image capturing means and a determination means. The image capturing means captures an image of a certificate, 
and generates the captured image. The determination means determines the authenticity of the certificate on the basis of the 
appearance of the surface of the certificate in the imaged certificate. When the certificate is determined as authentic, the image 
of the certificate is registered on the information processing device. 
 
DISPOSITIF DE TRAITEMENT D'INFORMATIONS, PROCÉDÉ DE TRAITEMENT D'INFORMATIONS ET 
SUPPORT D'ENREGISTREMENT 
Ce dispositif de traitement d'informations, qui capture une image d'un certificat et détermine l'authenticité du certificat, comprend 
un moyen de capture d'image et un moyen de détermination. Le moyen de capture d'image capture une image d'un certificat et 
génère l'image capturée. Le moyen de détermination détermine l'authenticité du certificat sur la base de l'aspect de la surface du 
certificat dans le certificat imagé. Lorsque le certificat est déterminé comme authentique, l'image du certificat est enregistrée sur 
le dispositif de traitement d'informations. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An information processing apparatus comprising: a photographing unit configured to photograph a certificate and 
generate a photographed image; and a determination unit configured to determine authenticity of the certificate based on 
appearance of a surface of the certificate in the photographed image. 
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P34840 PRINTING – BANKNOTE 
 

KR20220037300 LEE, WOO SUNG 
Priority Date: 17/09/2020 
 
INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY BANKNOTES EQUIPPED WITH HOLOGRAMS FOR ANTI-FORGERY 
DEVICES 
The present invention relates to international social competition with holograms for anti-counterfeiting devices, More 
particularly, both sides of a design banknote configured to distinguish between a surface urinary point for creation of the drawing 
and the number of banknote passing by a combination of plano-hour-dependent forces, which is provided with a hologram as a 
counterfeit prevention device, to a banknote in which the combination of the plaintext dependent forces forms an anti-reversal 
agent, We describe a civil formed of a civil image petiliary calendar and a silverboard at each twelve months showing the month 
to make someone aware of the economic function of the Earth's song as an anti-counterfeit control money of the free trade 
distribution of the international social commerce. An international social telephony having holograms for anti-counterfeiting 
devices provided as fundamentals on both sides of an unarrested flower color pink and a light green figure banknote, the anti-
counterfeiting device is configured to be used by exchanging money in banks every month. The present invention relates to an 
international social telephony commissioning comprising holograms for anti-counterfeiting devices formed by mixing the genes 
of animal pictures and vegetable pictures of the month in printing inks for 12 months in order to prevent counterfeiting as 
holograms, The international social call premises equipped with holograms for anti-counterfeiting devices include printing 
picture characteristics formed by anti-counterfeiting control of free trade distribution of international social commerce, and 
animal picture and vegetable picture using monthly pictorial calendar plots in ink for combination of printing pictures and gweft. 
An effect of providing international social complaint with hologram for anti-counterfeit device can be seen that the anti-
counterfeit device is provided with gene (DNA) ink for input to the account number area of bank monthly, and a counterfeit 
prevention device for hiding genes or fingerprints in the picture of the musk, The international social telephony country equipped 
with holograms for anti-counterfeiting devices is provided with a plurality of printers and concave-convex mold forming devices 
that constitute audiovisual impairments and prepare banknotes how to use money, Having the forgery prevention device 
configured to improve reliability of each country formed including forming a calendar diagram, the effect of providing 
international social security with holograms for forgery prevention device can be seen, In addition, the present disclosure is 
designed to solve the problems described above, and therefore, the present disclosure is designed to solve the problems described 
above, A free trade distribution anti-counterfeiting banknote for international social commerce that configures consumers to 
safety the importance of some trade countries according to the preference, adjust consumption, and maximize production of 
planning production at the entrance of the producer, and provide another effect of providing international social telephony with 
holograms for anti-counterfeiting countries. 
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P34846 PRINTING – CARD 
 

JP2022057970 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 30/09/2020 
 
LAMINATE, LAMINATE ISSUING SYSTEM, AND LAMINATE ISSUING METHOD 
TOPIC: To provide a laminate, a laminate issuing system, and a laminate issuing method capable of reliably writing information 
to an IC module corresponding to unique information without impairing the appearance as much as possible even after the unique 
information has been formed. INVENTION: a laminate (ID card 10) includes: a first core layer 170 that is a base material; a first 
printed layer of a facial image 311 having first identification information recognizable by visible light, the first printed layer 
being formed on one surface side of the first core layer; A second printed layer 312 formed on one surface side and having 
second identification information recognizable by invisible light; and an invisible light absorbing layer 140 layered so as to 
overlap in a plan view with at least the second printed layer, which is the invisible ink layer 312. The non-visible light absorbing 
layer 140 absorbs at least some non-visible light. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A package comprising: a substrate; a first printed layer formed on one surface side of the substrate and having first 
identification information recognizable by visible light; a second printed layer formed on the one surface side and having second 
identification information recognizable by invisible light; An invisible light absorbing layer laminated to overlap at least the 
second printed layer in a plan view, wherein the invisible light absorbing layer absorbs at least a portion of the invisible light. 
 
 
P34848 CARD – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

JP2022057471 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 30/09/2020 
 
HOLOGRAM STRUCTURE, COVER MEMBER WITH HOLOGRAM, PRODUCT, MANUFACTURING METHOD 
FOR COVER MEMBER WITH HOLOGRAM, AND SUPPLY REEL 
TOPIC: To provide a hologram structure, a cover member with a hologram, a product, a manufacturing method for a cover 
member with a hologram, and a supply reel capable of preventing deterioration of a hologram layer and maintaining design 
properties of the hologram. INVENTION: a hologram structure 1 to be bonded to a cover member 11 having transparency, the 
hologram structure 1 comprising: a hologram layer 2; and a plurality of layers laminated on the cover member 11 side of the 
hologram layer 2. A transparent substrate layer (3) including a transparent substrate having transparency; and an adhesive layer 
(4) having transparency, layered on a cover member (11) side of the transparent substrate layer (3), and adhered to the cover 
member (11). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A hologram structure to be bonded to a cover member having transparency, the hologram structure comprising: a 
hologram layer; a transparent base material layer including a transparent base material having transparency, the transparent base 
material being layered on a cover member side of the hologram layer; and an adhesive layer having transparency, the adhesive 
layer being layered on a cover member side of the transparent base material layer and being adhered to the cover member. 
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P34851 PRINTING 
 

JP2022056101 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 29/09/2020 
 
HEAT TRANSFER IMAGE RECEIVING SHEET, METHOD FOR PRODUCING PRINTED PRODUCT, AND 
PRINTED PRODUCT 
TOPIC: To provide a heat transfer image receiving sheet capable of forming concavities in a desired region and obtaining a 
printed matter having a high stereoscopic effect even when visually observed. INVENTION: a heat transfer image receiving 
sheet 10 including a base material 11, a hollow particle-containing layer 12-2, a porous layer 12-1, a transparent film 13, and a 
receiving layer 14, arranged in this order in a thickness direction; a thickness of the transparent film being 10 μm to 45 μm; and 
a surface roughness Ra of a surface of the receiving layer being 0.90 μm or less. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A heat transfer image receiving sheet comprising: a substrate; a hollow particle-containing layer; a porous layer; a 
transparent film; and a receiving layer, arranged in this order in a thickness direction; a thickness of the transparent film being 
10 m or greater and 45 m or less; and a surface roughness Ra of a surface of the receiving layer being 0.90 m or less. 
 
 
P34865 CARD 
 

EP3981607 BUNDESDRUCKEREI 
Priority Date: 09/10/2020 
 
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR JOINING A SECURITY ELEMENT AND A BLANK OF AN IDENTIFICATION, 
VALUE OR SECURITY DOCUMENT 
The invention relates to a method for joining a security element (206) and a blank (202) of an identification, value or security 
document (200), comprising the steps of: - providing the blank (202) and the security element (206), - applying a radiation-
curable adhesive to a surface of the blank (202) and/or to a surface of the security element (206), wherein the adhesive comprises 
at least one Photoinitiator activatable by means of actinic radiation from the ultraviolet spectrum, - applying the security element 
(206) to the blank (202) such that the adhesive is located between the blank (202) and the security element (206), and - curing 
the adhesive by means of a drying device (110), which comprises at least one UV LED (112) which emits light in an ultraviolet  
wavelength range adapted to the at least one Photoinitiator of the adhesive. The invention also relates to a device (100) for 
carrying out said method. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for joining a security element (206) and a blank (202) of an identification, value or security document 
(200), comprising the steps of:- Providing the blank (202) and the security element (206), - Applying a radiation-curable adhesive 
to a surface of the blank (202) and/or to a surface of the security element (206), wherein the adhesive comprises at least one 
Photoinitiator activatable by means of actinic radiation from the ultraviolet spectrum, - Applying the security element (206) to 
the blank (202) such that the adhesive is located between the blank (202) and the security element (206), and - Curing the 
adhesive by means of a drying device (110) comprising at least one UV-LED (112) emitting light in an ultraviolet wavelength 
range adapted to the at least one Photoinitiator of the adhesive. 
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P34877 PRINTING – LABEL – THREAD 

 

CN216311181U GAO LIFENG 
Priority Date: 08/12/2021 
 
ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL 
The utility model discloses an anti-counterfeit label, which sequentially 
comprises a silicon paper layer, a colored non-drying glue layer, a release 
layer, a first paper base material layer, a multicolor hollow laser holographic 
safety line, a lithographic printing layer and a carving gravure overprinting 
layer from inside to outside; the multicolor hollow laser holographic safety 
line is characterized in that a fiber strip is arranged in the first paper base 
material layer, and skylight wiring or flat-tiling hot stamping is adopted on 
the surface of the first paper base material layer. According to the anti-
counterfeiting label, the fiber strip is arranged in the first paper base material 
layer, so that the first paper base material layer has good anti-counterfeiting 
performance and is convenient to observe by naked eyes, the first paper base 
material layer also has excellent water resistance, friction resistance and 
folding resistance, and in addition, due to the arrangement of the multi-color 
hollow laser holographic safety line, the lithographic printing layer and the 
engraved intaglio overprinting layer, the anti-counterfeiting label can judge the authenticity of the label by naked eyes without 
the help of instruments and equipment, so that the phenomenon that counterfeit goods are abused is avoided. 
 
CLAIM 1. An anti-counterfeiting label is characterized by comprising a silicon paper layer (11), a colored non-setting adhesive 
layer (12), a release layer (13), a first paper base material layer (14), a multicolor hollow laser holographic safety line (15), a 
lithographic printing layer (17) and an engraved intaglio overprint layer (18) from inside to outside in sequence; the multi-color 
hollow-out laser holographic safety line is characterized in that a fiber strip (20) is arranged in the first paper base material layer 
(14), and the multi-color hollow-out laser holographic safety line (15) is arranged on the surface of the first paper base material 
layer (14) in a skylight-opening wiring mode or a flat-laying hot stamping mode. 
 
 
 
 
P34878 BANKNOTE – LABEL – LUMINESCENCE 

 

CN216311179U SHENZHEN CRYSTAL SOURCE LASER TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT 
Priority Date: 19/11/2021 
 
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING MARK WITH THREE-DIMENSIONAL BANKNOTE LINE DYNAMIC EFFECT 
The utility model relates to the technical field of anti-counterfeiting marks, and discloses an anti-counterfeiting mark with a 
three-dimensional money line dynamic effect, which comprises a substrate layer, a rainbow holographic pattern layer and an 
anti-copying anti-counterfeiting label layer, wherein the top of the substrate layer and the rainbow holographic pattern layer are 
arranged through an adhesive, the bottom of the substrate layer and the anti-copying anti-counterfeiting label layer are arranged 
through an adhesive, and a pressure-sensitive adhesive layer, a moisture absorption layer and a gap layer are arranged, wherein 
the pressure-sensitive adhesive layer is made of a pressure-sensitive adhesive, so that the traditional non-setting adhesive and 
release paper can be saved, the release paper is expensive, the carbon emission is reduced, the environment is protected, the 
moisture absorption layer is made of sea island fibers and flax fibers in a blending mode, the moisture is prevented from 
permeating into the pressure-sensitive adhesive, the stability of the pressure-sensitive adhesive is prevented from being 
influenced, the gap layer is made of melt extruded polycarbonate resin, and the ink layer can be broken once the label is lifted, 
the label is damaged and can not be used again, counterfeiting by illegal manufacturers is prevented, and the effect of convenient 
use is achieved. 
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P34883 BRAND PROTECTION 
 

CN216300210U WUHAN RUISHITENG ANTI COUNTERFEITING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 05/11/2021 
 
PLASTIC FILM COATING DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAPHIC IDENTIFICATION AND PACKAGING 
The utility model discloses a plastic film coating device for holographic identification and packaging, which comprises a main 
body working box, wherein a guide groove is formed in the top surface of the left side of the main body working box, the top of 
the main body working box is fixedly connected with a dust removal device, the dust removal device comprises an air suction 
box fixedly connected with the top of the main body working box, the bottom of the air suction box is communicated with an air 
guide pipe, and the bottom end of the air guide pipe penetrates through the main body working box and extends to the inner wall 
of the main body working box. This a device for plastic film coating film of holographic sign and packing, through dust collector's 
setting, can be stable with the whole suctions of main part work box in dust, avoid the dust adhesion on the film surface, improved 
the product quality after the coating film to collocation rose box, filter-tank and filtration drum simultaneously, can all introduce 
the dust of suction to the filtration drum in, effectively avoid the dust backward flow, improved the stability of device operation. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A plastic film coating device for holographic identification and packaging comprises a main body work box (1), and 
is characterized in that: the dust removal device comprises a main body working box (1), wherein a guide groove (10) is formed 
in the top surface of the left side of the main body working box (1), a dust removal device (2) is fixedly connected to the top of 
the main body working box (1), the dust removal device (2) comprises an air suction box (21) fixedly connected to the top of the 
main body working box (1), an air induction pipe (22) is communicated with the bottom of the air suction box (21), the bottom 
end of the air induction pipe (22) penetrates through the main body working box (1) and extends to the inner wall of the main 
body working box (1), a dust suction hopper (23) is fixedly connected to the bottom end of the air induction pipe (22), an output 
hose (24) is communicated with the top of the air suction box (21), a fixing sleeve (25) is fixedly connected to the surface of the 
output hose (24), an embedded plate (26) is fixedly connected to one side of the fixing sleeve (25), and a maintenance device (3) 
is rotatably connected to the left side of the top of the main body working box (1), the maintenance device (3) comprises a swing 
shaft (31) rotatably connected with the top of the main body work box (1), the surface of the swing shaft (31) is fixedly connected 
with a support plate (32), one side of the support plate (32) is fixedly connected with a positioning box (33), the top of the inner 
wall of the positioning box (33) is fixedly connected with a return spring (34), the bottom of the return spring (34) is fixedly 
connected with a sliding plate (35), the bottom of the sliding plate (35) is fixedly connected with a contact rod (36), the left side 
of the main body work box (1) is fixedly connected with a filter box (4), the filter box (4) is made of aluminum-magnesium 
alloy, and the surface of the inner wall of the main body work box (1) is fixedly connected with a guide device (7). 
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P34884 

 

CN216297227U GUANGDONG RUIXIANG SHANGCAI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 02/12/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC POSITIONING ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HOT STAMPING FILM FEEDING DEVICE 
The utility model relates to the technical field of thermoprinting film production, in particular to a holographic positioning anti-
counterfeiting thermoprinting film feeding device which comprises a base, wherein fixed plates are respectively arranged on the 
outer walls of two ends of the base, one end of each fixed plate is provided with an extrusion mechanism, the tops and the bottoms 
of the two opposite outer walls of the two fixed plates are respectively provided with a mounting groove, the extrusion mechanism 
comprises limiting rods fixed on the inner walls of the tops and the bottoms of the mounting grooves, and the outer walls of the 
circumferences of the limiting rods are slidably connected with sliding blocks. Prevent dust from adhering to the surface of the 
hot stamping film again, and improve the cleaning effect. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic location anti-fake 
thermoprint membrane send membrane device which characterized in 
that: the device comprises a base (1), wherein fixed plates (4) are 
respectively installed on the outer walls of two ends of the base (1), one 
end of each fixed plate (4) is provided with an extrusion mechanism (2), 
the tops and the bottoms of the two opposite outer walls of the two fixed 
plates (4) are respectively provided with a mounting groove, each 
extrusion mechanism (2) comprises a limiting rod (201) fixed on the top 
and the bottom inner wall of each mounting groove, the outer wall of the 
circumference of each limiting rod (201) is slidably connected with a 
sliding block (203), the outer wall of the circumference of each limiting 
rod (201) is sleeved with an extrusion spring (202), the outer wall of one 
opposite end of each sliding block (203) is rotatably connected with the 
same guide roller (204), a raw material roller (6) is installed on one side of the outer wall of the top of the base (1), one end of 
one fixed plate (4) is provided with an air draft mechanism (8), and the outer wall of one opposite end of the two fixed plates (4) 
is rotatably connected with two hollow shaft bristles (5), and the top of the base (1) is provided with a cleaning mechanism (9). 
 
 

 

 
P34886 OVD – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216268287U SHENZHEN YUTONG PACKAGING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/08/2021 
 
TRANSFER FILM AND TRANSFER FILM ARTICLE 
The application relates to a transfer film and a transfer film product, the transfer film provided by the embodiment of the 
application comprises a carrier layer, a release layer, a performance enhancement layer, a holographic layer, a photonic crystal 
layer and a light transmission layer which are sequentially arranged from top to bottom, wherein the photonic crystal layer is 
used for reflecting light with different wavelengths. Through setting up reasonable transfer membrane structure, simplified 
manufacturing process, the phenomenon that can not appear hazing and skinning moreover when the thermoprint. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A transfer film, comprising: a carrier layer; the release layer is stacked on one side surface of the carrier layer; the 
performance enhancement layer is arranged on the surface of the release layer, which is far away from the carrier layer, and 
comprises at least one of an acrylic acid layer, a resin layer, a high-temperature-resistant film layer or a fiber layer; the 
holographic layer is arranged on the surface, far away from the release layer, of the performance enhancement layer; the photonic 
crystal layer is arranged on the surface of the holographic layer far away from the performance enhancement layer and is used 
for reflecting light with various wavelengths; and the light transmitting layer is arranged on the surface of the photonic crystal 
layer far away from the holographic layer. 
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P34887 PRINTING – LABEL 

 

CN216268033U HUNAN JINGXIN TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 16/09/2021 
 
NOVEL MICRO-NANO ANTI-COUNTERFEITING ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY MATERIAL STRUCTURE 
The utility model discloses a novel micro-nano anti-counterfeiting environment-friendly material structure which comprises a 
material main body, a wrinkle strip and an anti-counterfeiting label, wherein the wrinkle strip and the anti-counterfeiting label 
are arranged on the surface of the material main body, an environment-friendly protective layer is arranged inside the material 
main body, and an environment-friendly elastic layer is arranged on one side of an environment-friendly drying layer. The 
environment-friendly material main body adopts a multilayer design of an environment-friendly protective layer, an 
environment-friendly drying layer, an environment-friendly elastic layer, an environment-friendly antibacterial layer and an 
environment-friendly reinforcing layer, the structure of the material main body is firmer through the environment-friendly 
protective layer, the material main body can be kept dry through the environment-friendly drying layer, the elasticity of the 
material main body is good through the environment-friendly elastic layer, the acting force can be buffered, the firmness of the 
material main body is increased through the environment-friendly reinforcing layer, the air circulation inside the material main 
body is better through the hollow holes in the connecting layer and the hollow layer, the air permeability is good, the material 
main body is safe and nontoxic, and is pollution-free to the environment, and the requirements of relevant national standards are 
met. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A novel micro-nano anti-counterfeiting environment-friendly material structure comprises a material main body (1), 
a fold strip (2) and an anti-counterfeiting label (12), and is characterized in that the surface of the material main body (1) is 
provided with the fold strip (2) and the anti-counterfeiting label (12), one side of the fold strip (2) is provided with a fold lug (3), 
the interior of the material main body (1) is provided with an environment-friendly protective layer (4), one side of the 
environment-friendly protective layer (4) is provided with an environment-friendly connecting layer (5), the interior of the 
environment-friendly connecting layer (5) is provided with a hollow layer (6), the interior of the hollow layer (6) is provided 
with a hollow hole (7), one side of the environment-friendly connecting layer (5) is provided with an environment-friendly drying 
layer (8), one side of the environment-friendly drying layer (8) is provided with an environment-friendly elastic layer (9), one 
side of the environment-friendly elastic layer (9) is provided with an environment-friendly antibacterial layer (10), one side of 
the environment-friendly antibacterial layer (10) is provided with an environment-friendly reinforcing layer (11). 
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P34898 PRINTING – LABEL – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216128704U ANHUI ZIJIANG ALUMINIUM SPRAY ENVIRONMENTAL PROT 
Priority Date: 31/08/2021 MATERIAL 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC LASER ANTI-COUNTERFEITING COMPOSITE ALUMINUM-SPRAYED PAPERBOARD 
The utility model relates to the technical field of paperboards, and particularly discloses a holographic laser anti-counterfeiting 
composite aluminum-sprayed paperboard which comprises a paper body, wherein an aluminum layer and a holographic laser 
film are sequentially arranged on the upper layer of the paper body from bottom to top, the holographic laser film is positioned 
above the aluminum layer, a penetrating mounting groove is formed in the lower layer of the holographic laser film, a plurality 
of supporting structures are bonded on the upper layer of the paper body through glue, and a supporting mechanism penetrates 
through the aluminum layer and is fixedly connected with a corrugated paperboard. According to the utility model, the bending 
resistance, impact resistance and extrusion resistance of the paper body can be improved by arranging the aluminum layer on the 
upper layer of the paper body, the tearing resistance of the paper body can be improved by the rubber layer, the paper body is 
prevented from being broken, and the bent paper body can be automatically repaired under the elastic resetting action of the 
rubber layer when the paper body and the aluminum layer are bent under the elastic resetting action of the rubber layer, so that 
the bending resistance of the paper body is improved, and the service life of the paper body is prolonged. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a compound aluminium 
spraying paperboard of holographic radium-shine anti-fake, includes 
paper (1), a serial communication port, paper (1) upper strata has set 
gradually aluminium lamination (3), holographic laser film (4) from 
bottom to top, holographic laser film (4) are located aluminium 
lamination (3) top, holographic laser film (4) lower floor sets up 
mounting groove (5) that run through, paper (1) upper strata bonds through glue has a plurality of bearing structure, supporting 
mechanism runs through aluminium lamination (3) and rigid coupling has corrugated container board (6), corrugated container 
board (6) are located mounting groove (5) and corrugated container board (6) upper print has anti-fake label. 
 
 
P34899 BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216128602U ANHUI ZIJIANG ALUMINIUM SPRAY ENVIRONMENTAL PROT 
Priority Date: 31/08/2021 MATERIAL 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC LASER ANTI-COUNTERFEITING COLORED ALUMINIZED DOUBLE-SIDED COMPOSITE 
FOOD PACKAGING PAPER BOX 
The utility model relates to the technical field of packaging cartons, and 
particularly discloses a holographic laser anti-counterfeiting color 
aluminized double-sided composite food packaging carton which comprises 
a carton body, wherein an inflation bag is bonded on the inner wall of the 
carton body through glue, a foam board is fixed on the inner bottom wall of 
the carton body, a damp-proof component is arranged on the foam board, the 
foam board is positioned at the inner ring of the inflation bag, the top of the 
inflation bag is flush with the top of the carton body, a top cover is hinged 
to the top of the carton body, and a hand-held component is arranged on the 
side face of the carton body. The box body is formed by splicing the 
holographic laser anti-counterfeiting color aluminizing double-sided 
composite paper board, the holographic laser anti-counterfeiting color 
aluminizing double-sided composite paper board has an anti-counterfeiting effect and is gorgeous in color, the attractiveness of 
the packaging paper box is greatly improved, the holographic laser anti-counterfeiting color aluminizing double-sided composite 
paper board can have certain effect of moisture resistance due to the built-in aluminum layer, the bending resistance of the 
packaging paper box is improved, and the hardness of the packaging paper box is improved. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a two-sided compound food packaging carton of holographic laser anti-fake colored 
aluminizing, includes box body (1), its characterized in that, box body (1) inner wall bonds through glue has gas bag (10), and 
the bottom wall is fixed with cystosepiment (11) in box body (1), is provided with dampproofing subassembly on cystosepiment 
(11), and cystosepiment (11) are located gas bag (10) inner circle, and gas bag (10) top flushes with box body (1) top, and box 
body (1) top articulates there is top cap (8), and box body (1) side is provided with portable subassembly. 
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P34901 LABEL – RFID 
 

CN114372550 SHENZHEN YONGFENGJI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 11/01/2022 
 
COMPOSITE HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LABEL FILM 
AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF 
The invention provides a compound holographic anti-counterfeiting label film and 
a manufacturing method thereof, wherein the film comprises a substrate, an RFID 
layer and a plurality of information layers, wherein the RFID layer and the 
information layers are attached to the substrate; the RFID layer is provided with an 
RFID chip, and the RFID chip is used for storing first anti-counterfeiting 
information and decryption information; the information layer records second anti-
counterfeiting information, the second anti-counterfeiting information is 
decomposed into a plurality of sub-information segments which are respectively 
recorded on the plurality of information layers, at least one sub-information segment which records the second anti-counterfeiting 
information in the information layer adopts an encrypted holographic image, and the encrypted holographic image is decrypted 
by using decryption information stored in the RFID chip and then read. The method comprises the following steps: packaging 
the RFID chip stored with the first anti-counterfeiting information and the decryption information on a substrate to form an RFID 
layer; decomposing the second anti-counterfeiting information into a plurality of sub information segments, and encrypting at 
least one sub information segment into an encrypted holographic image which can be decrypted by using decryption information 
stored in the RFID chip; each sub information segment is described in a plurality of information layers. 
 
 
P34910 

 

CN114318950 HOLOTEK TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/12/2021 
 
PRODUCTION PROCESS OF LASER PAPER 
The invention discloses a production process of laser paper, which comprises the following steps: manufacturing a laser 
information area, a first reference area and a second reference area on the layout of the working plate, enabling the first reference 
area and the second reference area to be respectively located at the transverse edge and the longitudinal edge of the laser 
information area, enabling the outer transverse edge of the first reference area to be perpendicular to the outer longitudinal edge 
of the second reference area, and then cutting the working plate to obtain a film-pressing working plate; winding and attaching 
the film pressing working plate to the periphery of the printing roller to obtain a film pressing roller; transferring the image-text 
information on the film pressing working plate to a coating film through a film pressing roller to obtain a laser film; attaching a 
laser film to the surface of the paperboard to obtain a semi-finished product of the laser paper; and cutting the semi-finished laser 
paper to obtain a finished laser paper product. The production process can save the step of fine trimming of the paperboard before 
printing while meeting the squareness requirement of the finished laser paper, can improve the production efficiency of the laser 
paper, reduces the consumption of manpower and material resources, and reduces the cost expenditure of enterprises. 
 
CLAIM 1. The production process of the laser paper is characterized by comprising 
the following steps of: s100, manufacturing a film pressing working plate: 
providing a working plate, manufacturing image-text information on the plate 
surface of the working plate, wherein the image-text information comprises a laser 
information area, a first reference area and a second reference area, the first 
reference area and the second reference area are respectively positioned at the 
transverse edge and the longitudinal edge of the laser information area, the outer 
transverse edge of the first reference area is perpendicular to the outer longitudinal 
edge of the second reference area, and then cutting the working plate to obtain a 
film-pressing working plate; s200, manufacturing a film roller: providing a printing 
roller, and winding and attaching the film pressing working plate to the periphery 
of the printing roller to obtain a film pressing roller; s300, film pressure: providing 
a coating film, and transferring the image-text information on the film pressing 
working plate to the coating film through the film pressing roller to obtain a laser film; s400, compounding: providing a 
paperboard, and attaching the laser film to the surface of the paperboard to obtain a semi-finished product of the laser paper; 
s500, cutting: and cutting the semi-finished laser paper to obtain a finished laser paper product. 
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P34913 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 
 

CN114312099 SHANTOU JIAXIN PACKING MAT 
Priority Date: 12/01/2022 
 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY HIDDEN ANTI-COUNTERFEITING 
PACKAGING MATERIAL 
The invention relates to a manufacturing process of an environment-friendly hidden anti-counterfeiting packaging material, 
which comprises the following steps: (1) coating a coating on the base film layer to form a coating, and drying the coating 
through an oven; (2) molding the coating by using a laser holographic molding press to form an information layer with 
holographic patterns, and performing corona treatment on the information layer by using a corona machine; (3) plating an 
aluminum layer on the information layer by using a vacuum aluminum plating machine, wherein the thickness of the aluminum 
layer is 300-350 angstrom; (4) printing pictures and texts on the aluminum layer by using an anilox roller to form a picture and 
text layer; (5) coating water-based paint on the image-text layer to form a protective layer, and drying the protective layer through 
an oven; (6) and coating a water-based transfer adhesive on the protective layer, drying the protective layer by an oven, 
compounding the protective layer and the base paper, and stripping off the base film layer to obtain the environment-friendly 
implicit anti-counterfeiting packaging material. The invention can not only display hidden pictures and texts under strong light, 
improve the anti-counterfeiting effect, but also greatly reduce the aluminum consumption and rapidly degrade aluminum. 
 
CLAIM 1. A manufacturing process of an environment-friendly 
implicit anti-counterfeiting packaging material is characterized by 
comprising the following steps: (1) coating a coating on the base film 
layer to form a coating, and drying the coating through an oven; (2) 
molding the coating by using a laser holographic molding press to 
form an information layer with holographic patterns, and performing 
corona treatment on the information layer by using a corona machine; 
(3) plating an aluminum layer on the information layer by using a vacuum aluminum plating machine, wherein the thickness of 
the aluminum layer is 300-350 angstrom; (4) printing pictures and texts on the aluminum layer by using an anilox roller to form 
a picture and text layer, and drying the picture and text layer by using an oven; (5) coating water-based paint on the image-text 
layer to form a protective layer, and drying the protective layer through an oven; (6) coating water-based transfer glue on the 
protective layer by adopting a compound machine, drying the protective layer by using an oven, compounding the protective 
layer with base paper, and stripping off the base film layer to obtain the environment-friendly hidden anti-counterfeiting 
packaging material; or coating water-based composite glue on the protective layer by a compound machine, drying the protective 
layer by an oven, and compounding the protective layer and the base paper to obtain the environment-friendly hidden anti-
counterfeiting packaging material. 
 
 
P34914 PRINTING 
 

CN114312093 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 11/01/2022 
 
ELECTROCHEMICAL ALUMINUM CAPABLE OF HIGH-SPEED GOLD STAMPING AND PREPARATION 
METHOD THEREOF 
The application discloses an alumite capable of gold stamping at high speed 
and a preparation method thereof. The image layer comprises a first color 
layer, a toughening layer and a second color layer which are sequentially 
stacked; one side of the first color layer, the toughening layer and the second 
color layer, which is close to the film coating layer, is provided with a 
microstructure capable of displaying holographic patterns under the action of 
the film coating layer; the first color layer, the toughening layer and the second 
color layer form an image layer with a sandwich structure, the toughening 
layer arranged between the first color layer and the second color layer is used for improving the flexibility of the image layer, 
and buffer thermal stress is provided for the first color layer and the second color layer in the heating and pressing process of the 
alumite; the invention compensates the product defect caused by the insufficient performance of the glue layer by regulating and 
controlling the structure of the image layer, solves the phenomenon of pockmark or missing point in high-speed hot stamping 
and can reach the standard of high-speed hot stamping under the condition of using glue with slightly low performance. 
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P34916 LABEL – LUMINESCENCE 
 

CN114290436 JIANGSU CIMEI NEW MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/12/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC FLUORESCENT ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT 
The invention relates to the technical field of anti-counterfeit label manufacturing and processing, in particular to holographic 
fluorescent anti-counterfeit label manufacturing and processing equipment which comprises a workbench, guide strips, a lifting 
top plate and a die cutting mechanism, wherein the upper end surface of the workbench is provided with the two guide strips 
which are symmetrically distributed front and back, and the lifting top plate is arranged above the workbench and positioned on 
the right side of the guide strips. The anti-counterfeiting label is pressed and limited by the outer positioning ring and the inner 
positioning barrel, so that the anti-counterfeiting label is prevented from deviating when the annular cutter is cut, the annular 
cutter returns to the initial position after cutting is finished, and the wiping surface of the cleaning block is attached and contacted 
with the cutting edge of the annular cutter under the action of the first elastic telescopic rod. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic fluorescence antifalsification label preparation processing equipment, 
includes workstation (1), gib block (2), lift roof (3) and die-cutting mechanism (4), its characterized in that: the upper end surface 
of the workbench (1) is provided with two guide strips (2) which are symmetrically distributed front and back, a lifting top plate 
(3) is arranged above the workbench (1) and positioned on the right side of the guide strips (2), the upper end of the lifting top 
plate (3) is connected with the conventional lifting mechanism, the lower end of the lifting top plate (3) is provided with a die 
cutting mechanism (4), and the side wall of the lifting top plate (3) is provided with a leveling component; wherein: the die 
cutting mechanism (4) comprises a die cutting plate (41), a connecting assembly (42), an outer positioning ring (43), an inner 
positioning cylinder (44), a die cutting ring (45) and an annular cutter (46), the die cutting plate (41) is installed at the lower end 
of the lifting top plate (3) in a detachable mode, a plurality of outer positioning rings (43) are evenly arranged below the die 
cutting plate (41), the inner positioning cylinder (44) concentric with the outer positioning rings (43) is arranged in the outer 
positioning rings (43), the outer positioning rings (43) and the inner positioning cylinder (44) are installed at the lower end of 
the die cutting plate (41) through the connecting assembly (42), the die cutting ring (45) is arranged between the outer positioning 
rings (43) and the inner positioning cylinder (44) in a sliding mode, the top of the die cutting ring (45) is connected with the die 
cutting plate (41), and the annular cutter (46) is installed at the lower end of the die cutting ring (45) in a detachable mode; a 
driving annular strip (411) concentric with the inner positioning cylinder (44) is arranged on the lower end surface of the die 
cutting plate (41) and above the inner positioning cylinder (44), a plurality of connecting blocks (412) are uniformly arranged 
on the outer side wall of the driving annular strip (411) in the circumferential direction, and the included angle between the 
connecting block (412) and the outer side wall of the driving annular strip (411) is an acute angle, an electromagnet (413) is 
arranged on the side wall of the connecting block (412) which forms an obtuse angle with the outer side wall of the driving 
annular strip (411), a plurality of matching blocks (414) are uniformly arranged on the inner side wall of the top of the die cutting 
ring (45) in the circumferential direction, and the included angle between the matching block (414) and the inner side wall of the 
die cutting ring (45) is an acute angle, the side wall of the matching block (414) and the inner side wall of the die cutting ring 
(45) which forms an obtuse angle is also provided with an electromagnet (413), the electromagnet (413) on the connecting block 
(412) is the same as the electromagnet (413) on the matching block (414); the inside wall of outer holding ring (43) and the 
relative one side of the lateral wall of outer location section of thick bamboo all set up fluted (431), and recess (431) bottom 
installs first elastic telescopic link (432), clean piece (433) are installed to first elastic telescopic link (432) output, clean piece 
(433) are provided with the face of cleaning of laminating mutually with annular cutter (46) cutting edge towards one side of 
annular cutter (46). 
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P34920 PRINTING – CARD 

 

CN114266334 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 21/12/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PC FILM, PC CARD AND PREPARATION METHOD 
The embodiment of the application provides a holographic anti-counterfeiting PC film, a PC card and a preparation method, and 
relates to the field of anti-counterfeiting printing. The preparation method of the holographic anti-counterfeiting PC film 
comprises the steps of sequentially forming a release layer, an imaging layer and a dielectric layer on a substrate layer to prepare 
a holographic transfer film; coating photo-thermal dual-curing resin paint on an area, where a holographic anti-counterfeiting 
layer is required to be arranged, on the upper surface of the PC film to form a first coating, and performing thermal curing to 
semi-cure the first coating; coating a light-cured resin coating on the surface of the semi-cured first coating to form a second 
coating, attaching one surface of the holographic transfer film, which is provided with the dielectric layer, to the surface of the 
corresponding second coating, and performing light curing to completely cure the first coating to form a bottom oil layer and 
completely cure the second coating to form a transfer glue layer; and removing the substrate layer. The manufacturing method 
is simple and convenient to implement, can manufacture the holographic anti-counterfeiting layers with different shapes and 
specifications on the PC film, avoids the phenomena of scalding leakage, plate pasting and the like, and has good holographic 
anti-counterfeiting effect. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The holographic anti-counterfeiting PC film is characterized by comprising a PC film and a holographic anti-
counterfeiting layer arranged on the upper surface of the PC film, wherein the holographic anti-counterfeiting layer comprises a 
bottom oil layer, a transfer adhesive layer, a dielectric layer, an imaging layer and a release layer which are sequentially 
overlapped from bottom to top, the bottom oil layer is formed by coating and curing a photo-thermal dual-curing resin coating, 
the transfer adhesive layer is formed by coating and curing a photo-curing resin coating, and the surface of the imaging layer, 
which is adjacent to the dielectric layer, is provided with a holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern. 
 
 
P34928 BRAND PROTECTION – RELIEF 
 

BG-113420 DEMAKS HOLOGRAMI 
Priority Date: 21/09/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC COLOUR FILM 
The invention relates to a holographic colour film, which finds application in protecting 
goods and documents from imitation and counterfeiting. It comprises a sequentially 
arranged base (1), a separating layer (2), a relief-receiving layer (3), containing smooth 
areas (6) without microrelief and areas with microrelief (7), an optical reflective layer (4) 
with constant thickness in the smooth areas, and variable and inversely proportional to the 
depth of the depressions in the areas with microrelief, and adhesive layer (5). At least two 
areas with microrelief are coloured areas (10) in which the relief receiving layer is coloured 
with a dye with different saturations of one colour tone. The saturation is directly 
proportional to the depth of the depression. At least one coloured area is a multi-connected 
area (11) with at least one microrelief border (12) bordering on coloured areas and at least 
one smooth border (13) bordering entirely on smooth areas. The topography of the multi-
connected and adjacent colorued areas is different. The distance between the smooth and 
any of the micro-relief borders is less than 0.2 mm. 
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P34922 BRAND PROTECTION 
 

CN114261178 SHANTOU JIAXIN PACKING MAT 
Priority Date: 29/12/2021 
 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY FINE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING IMAGE-TEXT 
PACKAGING MATERIAL 
The invention relates to a manufacturing process of an environment-friendly fine anti-counterfeiting image-text packaging 
material, which comprises the following steps: a plurality of cutting units are arranged on the laser engraving special anilox 
roller, and each cutting unit is provided with a positioning cursor and an image-text area; arranging a non-local coating area and 
a local coating area on the base film layer, and coating a release transfer coating on the local coating area to form a local coating; 
carrying out corona treatment on the non-local coating area and the local coating; coating a laser transfer coating on the non-
local coating area and the local coating to form a full-page coating; molding the whole coating to form an information layer; 
corona treatment of the information layer; plating a dielectric layer on the information layer; and (3) coating a water-based 
adhesive on the base paper, drying the base paper by an oven, and then compounding and stripping the seamless laser transfer 
film and the base paper to obtain the environment-friendly fine anti-counterfeiting image-text packaging material. The image 
and text prepared by the invention are fine and complete, the anti-counterfeiting effect can be improved, the working procedures 
are reduced, the production cost is reduced, and the production efficiency is improved. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The production process of environment friendly fine anti-fake packing material includes the following steps: (1) a 
plurality of cutting units are arranged on the laser engraving special anilox roller, and each cutting unit is provided with a 
positioning cursor and an image-text area; (2) the base film layer comprises a base film back surface and a base film front surface, 
a local coating area and a non-local coating area are arranged on the base film front surface, and the edge of the local coating 
area is spliced with the edge of the non-local coating area; coating a release transfer coating on the local coating area by adopting 
the laser engraving special-plate anilox roller in the step (1) to form a local coating; (3) carrying out first corona treatment on 
the non-local coating area and the local coating on the local coating area by adopting a corona machine; (4) after the first corona 
treatment, coating a laser transfer coating on the non-local coating area and the local coating on the local coating area by using 
an anilox roller to form a full-plate coating; (5) molding the full-page coating by using a laser holographic molding press to form 
an information layer with seamless holographic patterns; (6) corona treatment is carried out on the information layer for the 
second time by adopting a corona machine; (7) after the second corona treatment, plating a dielectric layer on the information 
layer by using a vacuum aluminum plating machine to prepare a seamless laser transfer film; (8) and (3) coating a water-based 
adhesive on the base paper, drying the base paper by an oven, compounding the seamless laser transfer film obtained in the step 
(7) with the base paper, and stripping the base film layer after compounding to completely transfer the local coating on the local 
coating area to the base paper, thereby obtaining the environment-friendly fine anti-counterfeiting image-text packaging material. 
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P34809 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – CARD – THREAD – WINDOW 

 

WO202277012 WAVEFRONT TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 07/10/2020 
 
OPTICAL PRODUCTS, MASTERS FOR FABRICATING OPTICAL PRODUCTS, AND METHODS FOR 
MANUFACTURING MASTERS AND OPTICAL PRODUCTS 
An optical product can be configured, when illuminated, to reproduce an image that appears to be a 3D image of at least a part 
of a 3D object. The optical product can include a surface comprising a plurality of portions. Each portion can correspond to a 
point on a surface of the 3D object. One or more non-holographic features can be disposed within each portion configured to 
produce at least part of the image without relying on diffraction. An interference optical structure can be disposed on one or 
more features. A gradient in the features can correlate to a surface normal of the surface of the 3D object at the corresponding 
point. An orientation of the features can correlate to an orientation of the surface of the 3D object at the corresponding point. 
 
PRODUITS OPTIQUES, MAÎTRES DE FABRICATION DE PRODUITS OPTIQUES, ET PROCÉDÉS DE 
FABRICATION DE MAÎTRES ET DE PRODUITS OPTIQUES 
L'invention concerne un produit optique qui peut être configuré, lorsqu'il est éclairé, pour reproduire une image qui apparaît 
comme étant une image 3D d'au moins une partie d'un objet 3D. Le produit optique peut comprendre une surface comprenant 
une pluralité de parties. Chaque partie peut correspondre à un point sur une surface de l'objet 3D. Une ou plusieurs 
caractéristiques non holographiques peuvent être disposées à l'intérieur de chaque partie configurée pour produire au moins une 
partie de l'image sans se baser sur la diffraction. Une structure optique d'interférence peut être disposée sur une ou plusieurs 
caractéristiques. Un gradient dans les caractéristiques peut être mis en corrélation avec une normale de surface de la surface de 
l'objet 3D au point correspondant. Une orientation des caractéristiques peut être mise en corrélation avec une orientation de la 
surface de l'objet 3D au point correspondant. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical product configured, when illuminated, to reproduce an image that appears 3D of at least a part of a 3D 
object, said optical product comprising: a surface comprising a plurality of portions, each portion corresponding to a point on a 
surface of said 3D object; one or more non-holographic features disposed within each portion configured to produce at least part 
of said image without relying on diffraction; an interference optical structure disposed with respect to said one or more non-
holographic features; wherein for individual ones of the portions, a gradient in said nonholographic features correlates to a 
surface normal of said surface of said 3D object at said corresponding point, and wherein for individual ones of the portions, an 
orientation of said nonholographic features correlates to an orientation of said surface of said 3D object at said corresponding 
point. 
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P34810 PATENT OF THE MONTH 
 BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

WO202277011 WAVEFRONT TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 07/10/2020 
 
OPTICAL PRODUCTS, MASTERS FOR FABRICATING OPTICAL PRODUCTS, AND METHODS FOR 
MANUFACTURING MASTERS AND OPTICAL PRODUCTS 
An optical product includes an array of lenses and first and second plurality of portions disposed under the array of lenses.  
Individual ones of the first plurality of portions can correspond to a point on a surface of a first 3D object, and include first non-
holographic features configured to produce at least part of a first 3D image of the first 3D object. Individual ones of the second 
plurality of portions can correspond to a point on a surface of a second 3D object, and include second non-holographic features 
configured to produce at least part of a second 3D image of the second 3D object. The optical product can include an interference 
optical structure disposed with respect to the first and/or second non-holographic features. 
 
PRODUITS OPTIQUES, GABARITS POUR LA FABRICATION DE PRODUITS OPTIQUES ET PROCÉDÉS DE 
FABRICATION DE GABARITS ET DE PRODUITS OPTIQUES 
La présente invention concerne un produit optique comprenant un réseau de lentilles ainsi qu'une première et une seconde 
pluralité de parties situées sous le réseau de lentilles. Des parties individuelles de la première pluralité de parties peuvent 
correspondre à un point sur une surface d'un premier objet 3D, et comprendre des premiers éléments non holographiques conçus 
pour produire au moins une partie d'une première image 3D d'un premier objet 3D. Des parties individuelles de la seconde 
pluralité de parties peuvent correspondre à un point sur une surface d'un second objet 3D, et comprendre des seconds éléments 
non holographiques conçus pour produire au moins une partie d'une seconde image 3D d'un second objet 3D. Le produit optique 
peut comprendre une structure optique d'interférence située par rapport aux premier et/ou second éléments non holographiques. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical product comprising: an array of lenses; a first plurality of portions disposed under the array of lenses, 
individual ones of the first plurality of portions corresponding to a point on a surface of a first 3D object, and comprising first 
non-holographic features configured to produce at least part of a first 3D image of the first 3D object; a second plurality of 
portions disposed under the array of lenses, individual ones of the second plurality of portions corresponding to a point on a 
surface of a second 3D object, and comprising second non-holographic features configured to produce at least part of a second 
3D image of the second 3D object; and an interference optical structure disposed with respect to said first and/or second non-
holographic features. 
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P34817 PRINTING – CARD 

 

WO202271311 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 29/09/2020 
 
DISPLAY BODY 
Provided is a display technique that enables special image display. A display body (1) comprises: a light-shielding layer (12) 
provided with a plurality of slits (SL) arranged at intervals in the width direction; and an image recording layer (22) that is 
opposed at an interval to one principal surface of the light-shielding layer (12), and in which a latent image that becomes visible 
by being partially shielded by the light-shielding layer (12) is recorded. 
 
CORPS D'AFFICHAGE 
La présente invention concerne une technique d'affichage qui permet un affichage d'images spécial. Un corps d'affichage (1) 
comprend : une couche de protection contre la lumière (12) pourvue d'une pluralité de fentes (SL) disposées à des intervalles 
dans le sens de la largeur ; et une couche d'enregistrement d'images (22) qui est opposée à un intervalle sur une surface principale 
de la couche de protection contre la lumière (12), et dans laquelle est enregistrée une image latente qui devient visible en étant 
partiellement protégée par la couche de protection contre la lumière (12). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A display member comprising: a light-shielding layer provided with a plurality of slits arranged at intervals in a 
width direction; and a first image recording layer facing at intervals from one main surface of the light-shielding layer, the first 
image recording layer having a first latent image recorded thereon, the first latent image being partially revealed by the light-
shielding layer. 
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P34823 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – MAGNETISM 

 

WO202269107 KOENIG & BAUER 
Priority Date: 01/10/2020 
 
DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ALIGNING MAGNETIC OR MAGNETISABLE PARTICLES, AND MACHINE FOR 
GENERATING OPTICALLY VARIABLE IMAGE ELEMENTS 
The invention relates to a device for aligning magnetic or magnetisable particles (P) which are contained in a coating agent (06) 
applied to a side of a strip-shaped or arcuate substrate (02), the device having a first aligning means (33; 33') which is arranged 
in the transport path of the substrate (02) to be conveyed and has a plurality of magnets (44) in the region of its side facing the 
transport path in order to align, in each case in a surface region having the coating agent (06), at least some of the particles (P) 
contained in the coating agent (06) in a defined manner in order to generate image information, wherein the magnets (44) of the 
first aligning means (33;33') which are used for the alignment and the substrate (02) which is supplied with the coating agent 
(06) containing the particles (P) move synchronously with one another at least on a portion of the transport path. At least one 
further aligning means (42; 43) which is attached to the frame on the transport path during operation and has a plurality of 
magnets (46; 47) which remain stationary in the device during operation is allocated in front of or opposite the first aligning 
means (33; 33') in the transport path of the substrate (02) to be conveyed. The invention further relates to a printing machine 
having such a device as well as to a method for aligning magnetic or magnetisable particles. 
 
DISPOSITIF ET PROCÉDÉ POUR ALIGNER DES PARTICULES MAGNÉTIQUES OU MAGNÉTISABLES, ET 
MACHINE POUR GÉNÉRER DES ÉLÉMENTS D'IMAGE OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLES 
L'invention concerne un dispositif pour aligner des particules magnétiques ou magnétisables (P) qui sont contenues dans un 
agent de revêtement (06) appliqué sur un côté d'un substrat en forme de bande ou arqué (02), le dispositif ayant un premier 
moyen d'alignement (33 ; 33') qui est disposé dans le trajet de transport du substrat (02) à transporter et qui comporte une pluralité 
d'aimants (44) dans la région de son côté faisant face au trajet de transport afin d'aligner, dans chaque cas, dans une région de 
surface ayant l'agent de revêtement (06), au moins une partie des particules (P) contenues dans l'agent de revêtement (06) de 
manière définie pour générer des informations d'image, les aimants (44) du premier moyen d'alignement (33 ; 33') qui sont 
utilisés pour l'alignement et le substrat (02) qui est alimenté en agent de revêtement (06) contenant les particules (P) se déplaçant 
de manière synchrone les uns par rapport aux autres au moins sur une partie du trajet de transport. Au moins un autre moyen 
d'alignement (42 ; 43) qui est fixé au cadre sur le trajet de transport pendant le fonctionnement et comporte une pluralité d'aimants 
(46 ; 47) qui restent fixes dans le dispositif pendant le fonctionnement, est associé à l'avant ou à l'opposé du premier moyen 
d'alignement (33 ; 33') dans le trajet de transport du substrat à transporter (02). L'invention concerne également une machine 
d'impression comprenant un tel dispositif ainsi qu'un procédé pour aligner les particules magnétiques ou magnétisables. 
 
CLAIM 1. An apparatus for aligning magnetic or magnetizable particles (P) which are 
contained in a coating agent (06) applied to one side of a web-shaped or sheet-shaped 
substrate (02), having a first aligning device (33; 33 '), which is arranged in the transport 
path of the substrate (02) to be conveyed and has a plurality of magnets (44) in the 
region of its side facing the transport path in order in each case to align at least some 
of the particles (P) contained in the coating means (06) in a defined manner in a surface 
region having coating means (06) in order to generate image information, wherein the 
magnets (44) of the first alignment device (33; 33 ') serving for alignment and the 
substrate (02) acted upon by the coating agent (06) containing the particles (P) move 
synchronously with one another at least on a section of the transport path, characterized 
in that the first alignment device (33; 33 ') in the transport path of the substrate (02) to 
be conveyed is assigned at least one further alignment device (42; 43) which is arranged 
on the transport path in a manner fixed to the frame during operation and has a plurality 
of magnets (46) which remain stationary in the apparatus during operation in front of 
or opposite the transport path. 
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P34824 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – THREAD – MAGNETISM 

 

WO202263570 LEONHARD KURZ STIFTUNG 
Priority Date: 25/09/2020 
 
MULTILAYER BODY AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A MULTILAYER BODY 
The invention relates to a multilayer body (1) and to a method for producing a multilayer body (1). The multilayer body (1) 
comprises at least one support layer (10), at least one colour layer (12), at least one metal layer (13) and at least one magnetic 
paint layer (14), the support layer (10), in particular the multilayer body (1), comprising an upper face (31) and a lower face (32), 
and the layers of the multilayer body (1) being arranged in such a way, in particular in the following order, that: a) the at least 
one colour layer (12), the at least one metal layer (13) and the at least one magnetic paint layer (14) are applied to the lower face 
(32) of the support layer (10); or b) the at least one metal layer (13) and the at least one colour layer (12) are applied to the upper 
face (31) of the support layer (10) and the at least one magnetic paint layer (14) is applied to the lower face (32) of the support 
layer (10). 
 
CORPS MULTICOUCHE ET PROCÉDÉ DE PRODUCTION D'UN CORPS MULTICOUCHE 
L'invention concerne un corps multicouche (1) et en particulier un procédé de production d'un corps multicouche (1). Le corps 
multicouche (1) comprend au moins une couche de support (10), au moins une couche de couleur (12), au moins une couche 
métallique (13) et au moins une couche de peinture magnétique (14), la couche de support (10), en particulier le corps 
multicouche (1), comprenant une face supérieure (31) et une face inférieure (32), et les couches du corps multicouche (1) étant 
agencées de sorte que, en particulier dans l'ordre suivant : a) l'au moins une couche de couleur (12), l'au moins une couche 
métallique (13) et l'au moins une couche de peinture magnétique (14) sont appliquées sur la face inférieure (32) de la couche de 
support (10) ; ou b) l'au moins une couche métallique (13) et l'au moins une couche de couleur (12) sont appliquées sur la face 
supérieure (31) de la couche de support (10) et l'au moins une couche de peinture magnétique (14) est appliquée sur la face 
inférieure (32) de la couche de support (10). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. multilayer body (1 ), in particular a security thread for securing security documents, wherein the multilayer body (1 
) has at least one carrier layer (10), at least one ink layer (12), at least one metal layer (13) and at least one magnetic lacquer 
layer (14), wherein the carrier layer (10), in particular the multilayer body (1 ), has a 
 Upper side (31 ) and a lower side (32), and wherein the layers of the multilayer body (1 ) are arranged, in particular in the 
following order, in such a way that a) the at least one ink layer (12), the at least one metal layer (13) and the at least one magnetic 
lacquer layer (14) are applied to the lower side (32) of the carrier layer (10); or b) the at least one metal layer (13) and the at least 
one ink layer (12) are applied to the upper side (31 ) of the carrier layer (10) and the at least one magnetic lacquer layer (14) is 
applied to the lower side (32) of the carrier layer (10). 
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P34825 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – LUMINESCENCE – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

WO202263430 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/09/2020 
 
OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT HAVING A REFLECTIVE SURFACE REGION 
The invention relates to an optically variable security element (12) which is intended for protecting items of value and the surface 
extent of which defines a z axis perpendicular thereto, the element comprising a reflective surface region (20). The reflective 
surface region (20) contains a two-dimensional primary structure (22). The two-dimensional primary structure (22) is covered 
by a secondary structure (32) in the form of an embossed lacquer layer, which contains a stamped relief structure (34). In blocking 
regions the secondary structure has low transmissivity, and in transmissive regions (64) it has high transmissivity, to a 
crosslinking radiation, in particular to UV radiation. Also provided is a reflection-increasing coating (40), which coats the 
secondary structure (32) and, wherever the transmissive regions (64) are formed by clearances in the secondary structure (32), 
in the transmissive regions (64) also coats the primary structure (22). Arranged on the side of the two-dimensional primary 
structure (22) that is opposite from the secondary structure (32) there is, congruent with the transmissive regions (64), a 
crosslinked, translucently coloured chemical colour (28), which imparts a colour effect to the primary structure (22) in the 
transmissive regions (64). 
 
ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE COMPORTANT UNE ZONE DE SURFACE 
RÉFLÉCHISSANTE 
L'invention concerne un élément de sécurité (12) optiquement variable destiné à la protection d'objets de valeur, dont l'étendue 
de surface définit un axe z perpendiculaire à ceux-ci, comprenant une zone de surface (20) réfléchissante. La zone de surface 
(20) réfléchissante contient une structure primaire (22) plane. Cette structure primaire (22) plane est recouverte d'une structure 
secondaire (32) se présentant sous la forme d'une couche de vernis d'estampage possédant une structure en relief (34) gaufrée. 
La structure secondaire présente une faible transmissivité dans des zones de blocage (66) et une transmissivité élevée dans des 
zones transmissives (64) pour un rayonnement de réticulation, en particulier pour un rayonnement UV. L'invention concerne 
également un revêtement (40) augmentant la réflexion qui recouvre la structure secondaire (32) et, là où les zones transmissives 
(64) sont formées par des évidements dans la structure secondaire (32), dans les zones transmissives (64), recouvre également la 
structure primaire (22). Sur le côté de la structure primaire (32) plane qui est à l'opposé de la structure secondaire (22) se trouve, 
congruente aux zones transmissives (64), une couleur chimique à coloration translucide (28) qui donne un effet coloré à la 
structure primaire (22) dans les zones transmissives (64). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optically variable security element (12) for securing valuable objects, the areal extent of which defines a z-axis 
perpendicular thereto, having a reflective areal region (20), wherein the reflective areal region (20) contains a planar primary 
structure (22), the planar primary structure (22) is covered by a secondary structure (32) in the form of an embossing lacquer 
layer which contains an embossed relief structure (34) and which has a low permeability to crosslinking radiation in blocking 
regions (66) and a high permeability to crosslinking radiation in transmission regions (64), in particular for UV radiation, a 
reflection-increasing coating (40) is provided which coats the secondary structure (32) and, if the transmission regions (64) are 
formed by cutouts in the secondary structure (32), also coats the primary structure (22) in the transmission regions (64), and in 
that on the side of the planar primary structure (22) opposite the secondary structure (32), congruent with the passage regions 
(64), a cross-linked washing ink (28) coloured in a transparent manner is arranged, which imparts a colouring effect to the 
primary structure (22) in the passage regions (64). 
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P34826 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – RELIEF 

 

WO202263424 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/09/2020 
 
METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT 
The invention relates to a method for producing an optically variable security element (12), wherein a first embossing lacquer 
layer (32) is applied solely onto sub-regions of a provided production support (30) in a flat region (20) so as produce lacquer 
regions (52) with the embossing lacquer layer and free regions (54) without the embossing lacquer layer. The first embossing 
lacquer layer is provided with a first embossing (34) at a first level. The flat region is provided with a first coating (36) in the 
free regions and lacquer regions and with an additional layer at least in the free regions, said additional layer being a second 
embossing lacquer layer (22) which is provided with a second embossing (24) at a second level. The first coating is removed 
again in the free regions, and the production support is taken off. The first embossing lacquer layer prevents the first coating 
from being removed in the lacquer regions during or after the production support is taken off. 
 
PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'UN ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE 
L'invention concerne un procédé de fabrication d'un élément de sécurité optiquement variable (12), selon lequel une première 
couche de vernis gaufré (32) est appliquée dans une zone de surface (20) sur un support de production fourni (30) seulement par 
endroits de manière à former des zones vernies (52) pourvues de la couche de vernis gaufré et des zones dégagées (54) 
dépourvues de ladite couche de vernis gaufré. La première couche de vernis gaufré est pourvue d'un premier gaufrage (34) à un 
premier niveau de hauteur. La zone de surface est pourvue d'un premier revêtement (36) dans les zones dégagées et les zones 
vernies et d'une couche supplémentaire au moins dans les zones dégagées, ladite couche supplémentaire étant une seconde couche 
de vernis gaufré (22) pourvue d'un second gaufrage (24) à un second niveau de hauteur. Le premier revêtement est éliminé dans 
les zones dégagées et le support de production est détaché. La première couche de vernis gaufré empêche le premier revêtement 
d'être éliminé dans les zones vernies pendant ou après le détachement du support de production. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for producing an optically variable security element (12), in which a production carrier (30) is provided, 
the areal extent of which defines a z-axis perpendicular thereto; in an areal region (20), a first embossing lacquer layer (32) is 
applied to the surface of the production carrier only in partial regions, so that lacquer regions (52) with an embossing lacquer 
layer and free regions (54) without embossing lacquer layer are produced in the surface region; the applied first embossing 
lacquer layer (32) is provided with a first embossing (34) at a first height level; the surface region (20) is provided with a first 
coating (36) in the free regions (54) and in the lacquer regions (52); the surface region (20) is provided with a further layer in 
the free regions (54) and optionally in the lacquer regions (52); the first coating (36) is removed again in the free regions (54); 
and the production carrier (30) is pulled off; characterized in that the further layer is a second embossing lacquer layer (22), 
which is provided with a second embossing (24) - on a second, spaced apart from the first height step in the z-direction-so that 
a combination structure with the two embossments (34, 24) is produced at two height steps; and the first embossing lacquer layer 
(32) prevents removal of the first coating (36) in the lacquer regions (52) during or after the removal of the production carrier 
(30) from the combination structure. 
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P34828 INK – BANKNOTE 
 

US20220119655 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/10/2020 
 
PRODUCTION OF PIGMENTS HAVING A DEFINED SIZE AND SHAPE 
A process for producing pigments having a defined size and shape and also pigments produced by this process. The process has 
the steps: a) production of a three-dimensional surface structure on a substrate, with surface regions which are in each case partly 
bounded by a plurality of three-dimensional structural elements and are arranged in gaps being formed; b) application of a 
pigment material layer to the surface structure; c) detachment of the pigment material layer from the surface structure and 
production of pigments. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A process for producing pigments having a defined size and shape, comprising the steps: a) production of a three-
dimensional surface structure on a substrate, with surface regions which are in each case partly bounded by a plurality of three-
dimensional structural elements and are arranged in gaps being formed; b) application of a pigment material layer to the surface 
structure; c) detachment of the pigment material layer from the surface structure and production of pigments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P34843 

 

KR102377297 NANO MECCA 
Priority Date: 19/07/2021 
 
TRANSMISSION TYPE DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL ELEMENT AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING THE 
SAME 
The present invention relates to a transmission type diffractive optical element, wherein a diffraction pattern includes a plurality 
of layers, and a minimum spacing Deltah between the plurality of layers in a thickness direction is 110 to 160 nm, and a method 
for manufacturing the same. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A transmissive diffractive optical element comprising a diffraction pattern, wherein the diffraction pattern comprises 
a plurality of layers, a minimum spacing h in a thickness direction between the plurality of layers is 110 to 160 nm, and a total 
height h of the diffraction pattern is 880 to 1100 nm. 
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P34844 BRAND PROTECTION 

 

KR102377294 NANO MECCA 
Priority Date: 19/07/2021 
 
REFLECTIVE COUNTERFEIT PREVENTION FILM AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING THE SAME 
There is provided a reflective counterfeit prevention film including: a base; and a diffractive optical element layer disposed on 
the base and including a diffraction pattern, wherein the diffraction pattern includes a plurality of layers, and a minimum distance 
Deltah between the plurality of layers in a thickness direction is 20 nm to 50 nm. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A reflection-type counterfeit prevention film, comprising: a base; and a diffractive optical element layer located on 
the base and including a diffraction pattern, wherein the diffraction pattern (122) includes a plurality of layers, a minimum 
interval h between the plurality of layers in a thickness direction is 20 to 50 nm, and a total height h of the diffraction pattern is 
200 to 330 nm. 
 
 
P34847 

 

JP2022057567 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 30/09/2020 
 
OPTICAL ELEMENT AND LIGHT IRRADIATION DEVICE 
TOPIC: To provide an optical element capable of suppressing the infiltration of an adhesive into an optical region and increasing 
the ratio of the area of the optical region to the area of the top surface of the optical element. INVENTION: The present invention 
provides an optical semiconductor device including: a base material; an optical functional layer located on at least one surface 
of the base material, the optical functional layer including recesses and protrusions on a surface on an opposite side to a side 
facing the base material; and an adhesive penetration suppressing pattern located in recesses of the recesses and protrusions, the 
adhesive penetration suppressing pattern forming a continuous closed curve with protrusions of the recesses and protrusions. the 
optical region includes: a frame; An adhesive penetration suppressing region being a region satisfying a range of a distance 
greater than 0 μm and less than 150 μm from the frame toward the inner side; and a central region being a region surrounded by 
the adhesive penetration suppressing region, wherein the closed curved line is formed in the adhesive penetration suppressing 
region so as to surround the central region. 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical functional layer, comprising: a base material; an optical 
functional layer located on at least one surface of the base material, the optical 
functional layer including recesses and protrusions on a surface opposite to a surface 
facing the base material; and an adhesive penetration suppressing pattern located on 
recesses of the recesses and protrusions, the adhesive penetration suppressing pattern 
forming a continuous closed curve with protrusions of the recesses and protrusions, 
wherein the optical region includes a frame; An adhesive penetration suppressing 
region being a region satisfying a range of a distance greater than 0 m and less than 
150 m from the frame toward an inner side; and a central region being a region 
surrounded by the adhesive penetration suppressing region, wherein the closed curved 
line is formed in the adhesive penetration suppressing region so as to surround the 
central region. 
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P34852 PRINTING – LABEL – LIQUID CRYSTALS 

 

JP2022055724 ZEON 
Priority Date: 29/09/2020 
 
OPTICAL DISPLAY MEDIA AND ARTICLES 
TOPIC: To provide an optical display medium with increased difficulty in reuse. INVENTION: An optical display medium 
including: a holding unit including a first transmissive portion capable of transmitting light, a second transmissive portion capable 
of transmitting light, and a coupling portion coupling the first transmissive portion and the second transmissive portion; and a 
display unit including a polarization separation layer having a polarization separation function, wherein the first transmissive 
portion, the coupling portion, and the second transmissive portion include: The first transmissive portion and the second 
transmissive portion are continuously formed, the first transmissive portion and the second transmissive portion face each other, 
the display unit is provided between the first transmissive portion and the second transmissive portion, and the polarization 
separation layer is directly or indirectly bonded to both the first transmissive portion and the second transmissive portion. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An optical display medium comprising: a retainer including a first transmissive portion capable of transmitting light, 
a second transmissive portion capable of transmitting light, and a coupling portion coupling the first transmissive portion and 
the second transmissive portion; and a display unit including a polarization separation layer having a polarization separation 
function, wherein the first transmissive portion, the coupling portion, and the second transmissive portion include: The first 
transmissive portion and the second transmissive portion are continuously formed, the first transmissive portion and the second 
transmissive portion face each other, the display unit is provided between the first transmissive portion and the second 
transmissive portion, and the polarization separation layer is directly or indirectly bonded to both the first transmissive portion 
and the second transmissive portion. 
 
 
P34853 

 

JP2022050547 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 06/01/2022 
 
DISPLAY DEVICE 
TOPIC: To effectively improve luminance in a desired direction by improving utilization efficiency of light source light. 
INVENTION: a vehicle-mounted display device 10 including a display surface 11 includes a display panel 15, a surface light 
source device 20 disposed on a back surface side of the display panel 15 and configured to illuminate the display panel 15 
planarly from the back surface side, and an adhesive layer 17 configured to bond the display panel 15 and the surface light source 
device 20. In an angular distribution of luminance in all directions of light emitted from the display surface 11, luminance in at 
least one direction inclined by 40 ° from a direction in which peak luminance is obtained is 6.5% or less of peak luminance. 
 
CLAIM 1. A vehicle-mounted display device having a display surface, the 
display device comprising: a display panel; a surface light source device 
disposed on a back surface side of the display panel, the surface light source 
device illuminating the display panel in a planar shape from the back surface 
side; and an adhesive layer bonding the display panel to the surface light 
source device; Wherein, in an angular distribution of luminance in all 
directions of light emitted from the display surface, luminance in at least one 
direction inclined by 40  from a direction in which peak luminance is 
obtained is 6.5% or less of the peak luminance. 
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P34861 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – THREAD – WINDOW 

 

IN202021016030 PATEL SHILPAN PRAVINCHANDRA 
Priority Date: 14/06/2020 
 
NOVEL HIGH SECURITY BANK NOTE SUBSTRATE 
The present invention discloses novel high security conventional bank note substrate comprises atleast one or more windows on 
both side of the bank note substrate; atleast one or more bridges on both side of the bank note substrate; a multi security thread 
positioned between the bank note substrate, such that the security thread is visible through windows and bridges on both sides 
of the bank note substrate; Security feature coated or printed over face side of the security thread; and Security feature is coated 
or printed over obverse side of the security thread; wherein said security features coated or printed over security thread are visible 
on both the side of the bank note substrate, due to formation of bridges and windows on both sides of the bank note substrate, 
thus providing a more complex and robust security feature. Further a method of manufacturing novel high security bank note is 
disclosed. 
 
CLAIM 1. A novel high security conventional bank note substrate 
comprises:-atleast one or more windows (106) on both side of the bank 
note substrate;-atleast one or more bridges (107) on both side of the bank 
note substrate;-A multi security thread (101) positioned between the 
bank note substrate, such that the security thread (101) is visible through 
the windows (106) and bridges (107) on both sides of the bank note 
substrate;-Security feature (108) coated or printed over the face side of the security thread (101); and-Security feature (109) is 
coated or printed over the obverse side of the security thread (101); wherein said security features (108, 109) coated or printed 
over the security thread (101) are visible on both the side of the bank note substrate, due to formation of bridges (107) and 
windows (106) on both the sides of the bank note substrate, thus providing a more complex and robust security feature. 
 
 
P34863 PRINTING – CARD – WINDOW 

 

EP3984762 BUNDESDRUCKEREI 
Priority Date: 14/10/2020 
 
SECURITY ELEMENT COMPRISING A WINDOW JIB AND METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF 
The invention relates to a security element (1) and to a method for the production thereof, which has a security element body 
(20) with a window region (25), in which the material of the security element body (20) is transparent between an upper side 
(21) and a lower side (22), wherein the window region (25) is surrounded and delimited circumferentially by a non-transparent 
region of the security element body (20), characterized in that the window region (25) merges into a transparent window bearing 
which extends into the non-transparent region, wherein, however, the window extension arm (60) is completely covered in a 
non-transparent manner both with respect to the upper side (21) and with respect to the lower side (22) of the security element 
body (20). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A security element (1) having a security element body (20) with a window region (25) in which the material of the 
security element body (20) is transparent between an upper side (21) and a lower side (22), wherein the window region (25) is 
surrounded and delimited circumferentially by a non-transparent region (26) of the security element body (20), characterized in 
that In such a way that the window region (25) merges into a transparent window extension arm (60) which extends into the non-
transparent region, wherein the window extension arm (60) is, however, not transparently completely covered both with respect 
to the upper side (21) and with respect to the lower side (22) of the security element body (20). 
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P34866 PRINTING – INK – BANKNOTE – MAGNETISM 

 

EP3978573 RUIZ QUEVEDO ANDRES 
Priority Date: 30/09/2020 
 
V-SHAPED (NON PLANAR) MAGNETIC EFFECT PIGMENTS 
Effect pigment comprising a plurality of layers (26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32) and a magnetic element (29), having a nonplanar 
configuration with at least two segments (3, 4, 9, 10, 24, 25) which joint at an angle, one side of the at least two segments (3, 4, 
9, 10, 24, 25) possessing the same optical properties to an opposing side of another of the at least two segments (3, 4, 9, 10, 24, 
25), and at least two of the plurality of layers (26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32) having an asymmetrical configuration, wherein the pigment 
produces more than one optical effect, regardless of the face on which the pigment falls on the substrate. The different optical 
effects are perceived according as the pigment is looked at from the left or from the right or if a document printed with an ink 
comprising the effect pigments is rotated along its perpendicular axis. 
 
PIGMENTS À EFFET MAGNÉTIQUE EN FORME DE V (PAS 
PLANAIRE) 
L'invention concerne un pigment à effet qui comprend une pluralité de 
couches (26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32) et un élément magnétique (29), qui 
présente une configuration non plane avec au moins deux segments (3, 
4, 9, 10, 24, 25) qui se lient en un angle, un côté des au moins deux 
segments (3, 4, 9, 10, 24, 25) qui possède les mêmes propriétés optiques 
qu'un côté opposé d'un autre des au moins deux segments (3, 4, 9, 10, 24, 
25), et au moins deux de la pluralité de couches (26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32) 
qui possèdent une configuration asymétrique, dans laquelle le pigment 
produit plus d'un effet optique, indépendamment de la face sur laquelle tombe le pigment dans le substrat. Les différents effets 
optiques se perçoivent selon que l'on regarde le pigment depuis la gauche ou depuis la droite ou si on tourne à 180° un document 
imprimé avec une encre qui contient les pigments à effets autour de son axe perpendiculaire. 
 
CLAIM 1. Effect pigment comprising a plurality of layers (26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32) and a magnetic element (29), characterized in 
that its configuration is nonplanar. 
 
 
P34869 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – MAGNETISM 

 

DE102020006457 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/10/2020 
 
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF PLATELET-SHAPED PIGMENTS 
The present invention relates to a process for producing platelet-shaped pigments, comprising the steps of: - providing a film 
structure which comprises a carrier substrate, a water-soluble release layer and a pigment material layer; - mechanically breaking 
up the pigment material layer present in the film structure at certain points; - soaking the film structure with aqueous solution; - 
subjecting the film structure to mechanical force, so that the pigment material layer is detached from the carrier substrate as a 
multiplicity of pigments in accordance with the fractures present at specific points. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A process for producing platelet-shaped pigments, comprising the steps of: a) providing a film structure which 
comprises a carrier substrate, a water-soluble release layer and a pigment material layer; b) mechanically breaking up the pigment 
material layer present in the film structure at certain points; C) soaking the film structure with aqueous solution; d) subjecting 
the film structure to mechanical force, so that the pigment material layer is detached from the carrier substrate as a multiplicity 
of pigments in accordance with the fractures present at certain points. 
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P34870 INK – BANKNOTE 
 

DE102020006455 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/10/2020 
 
PREPARATION OF PIGMENTS OF DEFINED SIZE AND SHAPE 
The invention relates to a process for the preparation of pigments of defined size and shape and to pigments prepared therewith. 
The method has the following steps: a) producing a three-dimensional surface structure (10; 100) on a substrate (11), wherein 
surface regions (12; 120) are formed which each have a gradient running obliquely with respect to a base level (N) of the surface 
structure, and in gaps (14, 15; 140, 150) offset relative to one another; b) applying a pigment material layer (19) to the surface 
structure; c) detaching the pigment material layer (19) from the surface structure and producing pigments. 
 
PRODUCTION DE PIGMENTS AYANT UNE TAILLE ET UNE FORME DEFINIES 
L'invention concerne un procédé de production de pigments ayant une taille et une forme définies, ainsi que des pigments produits 
à partir de ceux-ci. Le procédé comprend les étapes consistant à : a) produire une structure de surface 3D (10 ; 100) sur un 
substrat (11), des zones de surface (12 ; 120) étant formées, qui présentent chacune un gradient qui s'étend de manière oblique 
par rapport à un niveau de base (N) de la structure de surface et qui sont disposées en colonnes (14, 15 ; 140, 150) qui sont 
décalées les unes par rapport aux autres ; b) appliquer une couche de matériau de pigment (19) sur la structure de surface ; c) 
détacher la couche de matériau de pigment (19) de la structure de surface et produire les pigments. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Method for producing pigments of defined size and shape, comprising the steps of: a) producing a three-dimensional 
surface structure (10; 100) on a substrate (11), wherein surface regions (12; 120) are formed which each have a gradient extending 
obliquely to a base level (N) of the surface structure, and in gaps (14, 15; 140, 150) offset relative to one another; b) applying a 
pigment material layer (19) to the surface structure; c) detaching the pigment material layer (19) from the surface structure and 
producing pigments. 
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P34874 PRINTING – LABEL – TRACK & TRACE 
 

CN216353017U BEIJING XINGHAN SPECIAL PRINTING 
Priority Date: 08/10/2021 
 
TRACEABLE ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL 
The utility model discloses a traceable anti-counterfeit label, which relates to the 
technical field of anti-counterfeiting and comprises a release film and a glue layer 
coated on the release film, wherein a base film layer, a first anti-counterfeit layer, a 
3D grating layer, a second anti-counterfeit layer and a protective film are sequentially 
arranged above the glue layer, the base film layer, the first anti-counterfeit layer, the 
3D grating layer, the second anti-counterfeit layer and the protective film are mutually 
bonded and fixed, an anti-counterfeit code is arranged on the first anti-counterfeit 
layer, a verification area is arranged on the right side of the anti-counterfeit code on 
the first anti-counterfeit layer, a grating anti-counterfeit pattern is arranged on the left 
side of the 3D grating layer, a traceable code is arranged on the second anti-counterfeit 
layer, and an anti-counterfeit number is arranged below the traceable code on the 
second anti-counterfeit layer. The utility model has the advantages that: the surface 
layer tracing code can display the production and transportation information of the 
commodity during scanning, so that each process of the product can be traced, and 
the anti-counterfeiting label is ensured to be non-reproducible, non-reusable and non-
removable by adopting a multi-time anti-counterfeiting verification mode, thereby improving the anti-counterfeiting degree. 
 
CLAIM 1. A traceable anti-counterfeit label is characterized by comprising a release film (1) and a glue layer (2) coated on the 
release film (1), a base film layer (3), a first anti-counterfeiting layer (4), a 3D grating layer (5), a second anti-counterfeiting 
layer (6) and a protective film (7) are sequentially arranged above the glue layer (2), the base film layer (3), the first anti-
counterfeiting layer (4), the 3D grating layer (5), the second anti-counterfeiting layer (6) and the protective film (7) are mutually 
bonded and fixed, an anti-counterfeiting code (401) is arranged on the first anti-counterfeiting layer (4), a verification area (402) 
is arranged on the first anti-counterfeiting layer (4) on the right side of the anti-counterfeiting code (401), a grating anti-
counterfeiting pattern (501) is arranged on the left side of the 3D grating layer (5), the anti-counterfeiting system is characterized 
in that a tracing code (601) is arranged on the second anti-counterfeiting layer (6), and an anti-counterfeiting number (602) is 
arranged below the tracing code (601) on the second anti-counterfeiting layer (6). 
 
 
P34886 HOLOGRAM – BRAND PROTECTION 

 

CN216268287U SHENZHEN YUTONG PACKAGING SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/08/2021 
 
TRANSFER FILM AND TRANSFER FILM ARTICLE 
The application relates to a transfer film and a transfer film product, the transfer film provided by the embodiment of the 
application comprises a carrier layer, a release layer, a performance enhancement layer, a holographic layer, a photonic crystal 
layer and a light transmission layer which are sequentially arranged from top to bottom, wherein the photonic crystal layer is 
used for reflecting light with different wavelengths. Through setting up reasonable transfer membrane structure, simplified 
manufacturing process, the phenomenon that can not appear hazing and skinning moreover when the thermoprint. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A transfer film, comprising: a carrier layer; the release layer is stacked on one side surface of the carrier layer; the 
performance enhancement layer is arranged on the surface of the release layer, which is far away from the carrier layer, and 
comprises at least one of an acrylic acid layer, a resin layer, a high-temperature-resistant film layer or a fiber layer; the 
holographic layer is arranged on the surface, far away from the release layer, of the performance enhancement layer; the photonic 
crystal layer is arranged on the surface of the holographic layer far away from the performance enhancement layer and is used 
for reflecting light with various wavelengths; and the light transmitting layer is arranged on the surface of the photonic crystal 
layer far away from the holographic layer. 
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P34903 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 
 

CN114369969 ZHEJIANG YAXIN PACKAGING MAT 
Priority Date: 10/12/2021 
 
PRODUCTION METHOD OF UV (ULTRAVIOLET) STEREOSCOPIC LENS TRANSFER PAPER 
The invention relates to a production method of UV (ultraviolet) three-dimensional lens transfer paper, which comprises paper 
and a PET (polyethylene terephthalate) base film, wherein the surface of the PET base film is provided with a corona layer, a 
water-based release layer is coated on the corona layer, and a UV transfer nano glue layer is coated on the water-based release 
layer, and the production method comprises the following steps: the method comprises the following steps of coating the water-
based release coating, coating the UV transfer nano glue layer, copying the pattern of the three-dimensional lens, vacuum 
aluminum plating, slitting, compounding the transfer paper, and peeling the transfer paper, and has the advantages that: because 
the UV shifts the nanometer glue film and contains the coating for 100% admittedly, can perfectly duplicate dark line lens effect 
under the condition of colding pressing, the 3D third dimension is strong, and the stereovision is strong, has better visual effect 
and anti-fake outstanding effect, because the aluminized layer coating has increased holistic thickness through UV shifts the 
nanometer glue film on the UV shifts the nanometer glue film, consequently can improve three-dimensional 3D lens effect 
greatly, can play better anti-fake effect moreover, also seem the product more high-end. 
 
CLAIM 1. The production method of the UV three-dimensional lens transfer paper comprises paper and a PET base film with 
a corona layer on the surface, and is characterized in that: the dyne value of corona layer is 48 ~ 58 dynes, it is waterborne from 
the type layer to coat on the corona layer one deck, waterborne from coating on the type layer has one deck UV to shift the 
nanometer glue film, the layer of aluminizing has been plated on the UV shifts the nanometer glue film, the layer of aluminizing 
passes through glue adhesion on the paper, waterborne is from the type coating by waterborne from the type coating, waterborne 
is from the type coating including following component composition: 20-35 parts by mass of styrene acrylic resin, 8-12 parts by 
mass of acrylate copolymer, 10-20 parts by mass of polyurethane resin, 3-8 parts by mass of styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer, 
0.5-1 part by mass of hydroxyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane, 30-40 parts by mass of distilled water and 28-35 parts by mass 
of ethanol, wherein the UV transfer nano adhesive layer comprises the following components: 9-15 parts by mass of epoxy resin 
and 4-7 parts by mass of acrylic acid-2-ethyl acetic acid; 2-7 parts by mass of isooctyl acrylate, 18-25 parts by mass of polyester 
acrylate, 28-33 parts by mass of urethane acrylate, 6-12 parts by mass of hydroxyethyl methacrylate, 26-33 parts by mass of 1, 
6-hexanediol diacrylate and 6-13 parts by mass of dipropylene glycol diacrylate, wherein the production method comprises the 
following steps: the method comprises the following steps: coating a water-based release coating formed by mixing styrene 
acrylic resin, acrylate copolymer, polyurethane resin, styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer, hydroxyl-terminated 
polydimethylsiloxane, distilled water and ethanol on a corona layer of a PET (polyethylene terephthalate) base film, and drying 
the water-based release coating at the drying temperature of 60-75 ; step two: conveying the PET base film coated in the step 
one into a UV gloss oil trough through a UV mould press, coating a UV transfer nano glue layer formed by mixing epoxy resin, 
acrylic acid-2-ethyl acetic acid, isooctyl acrylate, polyester acrylate, polyurethane acrylate, hydroxyethyl methacrylate, 1, 6-
hexanediol diacrylate and dipropylene glycol diacrylate on the water-based release layer, wherein the temperature in the UV 
gloss oil trough is 40-50 , the conveying speed of the UV mould press is 25-35 m/min, and the unreeling tension of the UV 
mould press is 6-9 kg; step three: connecting the PET base film coated with the UV transfer nano adhesive layer in the step two 
to a mould pressing plate roller through an oven to copy a three-dimensional lens pattern, irradiating the copied PET base film 
through UV ultraviolet light to enable the UV transfer nano adhesive layer to be instantly cured, cooling the PET base film 
through a pulling roller, and then rolling the PET base film on a UV mould pressing machine, wherein the temperature of the 
oven is 40-60 , the tension of the oven is 5-10 kg, the temperature of the mould pressing plate roller is 30-50 , the cooling 
temperature of the pulling roller is 18-23 , and the tension during rolling is 4-7 kg; unreeling the PET base mold treated in the 
step three by a vacuum aluminizing machine, transmitting the PET base mold to an evaporation tank for vacuum aluminizing 
treatment, so that an aluminized layer is plated on the UV transfer nano adhesive layer, and rolling the aluminized PET base 
film, wherein the unreeling tension of the vacuum aluminizing machine is 140-150N, the transmission speed of the vacuum 
aluminizing machine is 450-550 m/min, and the tension during rolling is 70-90N; step five: cutting the PET base film plated 
with the aluminum in the step four into a finished film through a splitting machine, wherein the splitting speed of the splitting 
machine is 180-260 m/min, and the unwinding tension of the splitting machine is 55-70N; step six: compounding the cut finished 
film on paper on a compounding machine through glue, drying and winding the compounded paper through four sections of 
drying ovens, wherein the unwinding tension of the finished film is 6-12 kg, the unwinding tension of the paper is 25-35 kg, the 
compounding speed is 70-100 m/min, the tension during winding is 30-50 kg, the temperature of the first three sections of drying 
ovens in the four sections of drying ovens is gradually increased, and the temperature of the fourth section of drying ovens is 
equal to the temperature of the second section of drying ovens; step seven: and cooling and shaping the composite paper 
compounded in the step six, peeling the film and the paper by unwinding through a thread cutting machine, thread cutting, 
winding the peeled film, finishing the transferred finished paper after thread cutting through a tray, wherein the unwinding 
tension of the thread cutting machine is 20-50 kg, and the tension during winding is 5-10 kg. 
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P34905 PRINTING 
 

CN114360360 SHENZHEN ZHONGLISHENG PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/12/2021 
 
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PRINTING MATERIAL AND PREPARATION METHOD 
AND APPLICATION THEREOF 
The invention discloses an anti-counterfeiting printing material and a preparation method and 
application thereof. The anti-counterfeiting printing material comprises a medium carrier and a 
micron-level anti-counterfeiting medium, wherein the anti-counterfeiting medium is provided 
with micro-nano-level micro-scale pictures and texts. The anti-counterfeiting printing material 
has the anti-counterfeiting grade and anti-counterfeiting strength far higher than those of the 
traditional mode, has a good anti-counterfeiting effect, and also has a decorative effect. 
 
CLAIM 1. The anti-counterfeiting printing material is characterized by comprising a medium 
carrier and a micrometer-level anti-counterfeiting medium, wherein the anti-counterfeiting 
medium is provided with micro-nano-level micro-scale pictures and texts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P34908 PRINTING – INK – MAGNETISM 

 

CN114347685 HUIZHOU HUAYANG OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 09/12/2021 
 
PATTERN PRINTING METHOD AND PRINTING EQUIPMENT FOR MAGNETIC PIGMENT 
The application provides a pattern printing method of magnetic pigment and printing equipment. The pattern printing method of 
the magnetic pigment comprises the following steps: coating and printing magnetic ink on the surface of a printing stock, wherein 
the magnetic ink comprises a connecting material and a magnetically orientable optically variable pigment, and the mass ratio 
of the connecting material to the optically variable pigment is less than 1.7; orienting the optically variable pigment in the 
magnetic ink by a magnetic orienting device to form a magnetic orienting pattern with a three-dimensional effect in the magnetic 
ink, wherein the magnetic axis direction of a magnet in the magnetic orienting device is spatially parallel to a printing stock; and 
(3) infrared curing of the magnetic ink. The printing method is simple to operate, the printed pattern is full, the transition of 
bright dark areas is soft, more selection schemes are provided for 3D (three-dimensional) fixed magnetism color changing, the 
method can be applied to industrial production on a large scale, and the method has high practicability. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of printing a pattern of magnetic pigment, the method comprising: coating magnetic ink on the surface of 
a printing stock, wherein the magnetic ink comprises a binder and a magnetically orientable optically variable pigment, and the 
mass ratio of the binder to the optically variable pigment is less than 1.7; orienting optically variable pigments in the magnetic 
ink by a magnetic orienting device to form a magnetic orienting pattern with a stereoscopic effect in the magnetic ink, wherein 
the magnetic axis direction of a magnet in the magnetic orienting device is parallel to the printing stock in space; and infrared 
curing the magnetic ink. 
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P34909 PRINTING – INK – LABEL 
 

CN114333553 SHENZHEN HUAXIN ANTI COUNTERFEITING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 27/12/2021 
 
NOVEL LIGHT BECOMES ANTIFALSIFICATION LABEL 
The invention relates to the technical field of anti-counterfeiting labels, in particular to a novel optically variable anti-
counterfeiting label. Is provided with a substrate, a liquid bag, a color development layer and a protective layer; the base plate is 
provided with a capsule groove; the liquid sac is arranged in the sac groove, and a first reagent is filled in the liquid sac; the color 
development layer is coated with a second reagent, and the second reagent can change color after reacting with the first reagent; 
the protective layer covers the display panel; the color development layer is connected with the bag groove, the first reagent 
flows out of the liquid bag after the liquid bag is broken by external force, the first reagent spreads in the display panel and reacts 
with the second reagent to change color according to the capillary phenomenon principle, and the liquid bag cannot be reused 
after being broken, so that the anti-counterfeiting label can be effectively prevented from being reused, and the anti-counterfeiting 
performance of the anti-counterfeiting label is improved. 
 
CLAIM 1. A novel optically variable anti-counterfeit label is characterized by 
comprising: a base plate (1) provided with a capsule groove (11); the liquid sac 
(2) is arranged in the sac groove (11), and a first reagent (3) is filled in the 
liquid sac (2); a color development layer (4) coated with a second reagent (5), 
wherein the second reagent (5) can change color after reacting with the first 
reagent (3); a protective layer (6) covering the display panel; the color 
development layer (4) is connected with the capsule groove (11), after the liquid capsule (2) is broken by external force, the first 
reagent (3) flows out of the liquid capsule (2), and according to the capillary phenomenon principle, the first reagent (3) spreads 
in the display panel and reacts with the second reagent (5) to change color. 
 
 
P34921 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – LABEL – LUMINESCENCE 

 

CN114262466 GUANGDONG UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 04/01/2022 
 
CDTE QUANTUM DOT DOPED STRUCTURAL COLOR COMPOSITE FILM, PREPARATION METHOD 
THEREOF AND APPLICATION THEREOF IN OPTICAL ANTI-COUNTERFEITING 
The invention belongs to the technical field of high polymer materials, and discloses a CdTe quantum dot doped structural color 
composite film material, a preparation method thereof and application thereof in optical anti-counterfeiting. The method 
comprises the following steps: adding an initiator into the polymer monomer A by using a sacrificial template method to obtain 
a pre-polymerization solution, filling the pre-polymerization solution into a photonic crystal template, performing light induced 
polymerization, and removing the template to obtain an inverse opal framework with a three-dimensional periodic arrangement 
structure; adopting a hydrothermal reflux method, heating and refluxing in an alkali solution to prepare various CdTe quantum 
dot solutions with different emission wavelengths and core-shell structures; and mixing the polymer monomer B with the one or 
more CdTe quantum dot solutions, adding an initiator to obtain a prepolymerization solution, filling the prepolymerization 
solution into pores of an inverse opal framework, and performing illumination crosslinking polymerization to obtain the CdTe 
quantum dot-doped structural color composite film. The obtained composite film can be well applied to optical anti-
counterfeiting. 
 
CLAIM 1. A preparation method of a CdTe quantum dot doped structural 
color composite film is characterized by comprising the following operation 
steps: (1) adding an initiator into the polymer monomer A by using a 
sacrificial template method to obtain a pre-polymerization solution, filling 
the pre-polymerization solution into a photonic crystal template, performing 
light induced polymerization, and removing the template to obtain an inverse 
opal framework with a three-dimensional periodic arrangement structure; (2) 
adopting a hydrothermal reflux method, heating and refluxing in an alkali solution to prepare various CdTe quantum dot solutions 
with different emission wavelengths and core-shell structures; (3) and (3) mixing a polymer monomer B with one or more CdTe 
quantum dot solutions obtained in the step (2), adding an initiator to obtain a prepolymerization solution, filling the 
prepolymerization solution into the pores of the inverse opal framework obtained in the step (1), and performing illumination 
crosslinking polymerization to obtain the CdTe quantum dot-doped structural color composite film. 
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N8617 
 

CN114231148 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 27/12/2021 
 
WEAR-RESISTANT IMAGING LAYER PAINT, HOLOGRAPHIC THERMOPRINTING FILM, PLASTIC 
PRODUCT AND PREPARATION METHOD 
The embodiment of the application provides wear-resistant imaging layer paint, a holographic hot stamping film, a plastic product 
and a preparation method, and relates to the field of plastic decoration. The wear-resistant imaging layer coating comprises the 
following components in parts by weight: 20-50 parts of polyhydroxy polyacrylic resin; 10-20 parts of a curing agent; 0.1-1 part 
of anti-aging agent; 5-30 parts of nitrocotton; 25-50 parts of a solvent; wherein the hydroxyl value of the polyhydroxy polyacrylic 
resin is 70-100; the curing agent is aromatic polyisocyanate. The holographic hot stamping film comprises a base film layer, a 
release layer, a wear-resistant imaging layer, a vapor deposition layer and a glue layer which are sequentially stacked from top 
to bottom, wherein the wear-resistant imaging layer is coated with the wear-resistant imaging layer paint, and the holographic 
image is obtained by die pressing and curing. The wear-resistant imaging layer has good weather resistance and good mould 
pressing performance, and meets the requirement of applying the holographic thermoprinting film to plastic base materials. 
 
CLAIM 1. The wear-resistant imaging layer paint is characterized by comprising the following components in parts by weight: 
wherein the hydroxyl value of the polyhydroxy polyacrylic acid resin is 70-100; the curing agent is aromatic polyisocyanate. 
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N8554 
 

WO202280563 KOREA ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 15/10/2020 
 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HOGEL FOR MANUFACTURING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC 
OPTICAL DEVICE 
Provided are a Hogel recording structure capable of increasing a beam deflection angle during optical recording and a 
manufacturing method using same. An apparatus for manufacturing a holographic optical device according to an embodiment 
of the present invention comprises: a splitting unit which receives light emitted from a light source and enables a reference beam 
and a signal beam to exit in different directions; a spatial light modulator for modulating an incoming signal beam on the basis 
of a spherical wave by a lens; and a recording medium for storing an interference pattern of the reference beam and the signal 
beam incident from different directions. Accordingly, in configuring an apparatus for manufacturing a digitized holographic 
optical device, a wider degree of freedom of beam deflection can be provided, thereby increasing the functions of an optical 
device that can be designed and manufactured, and construction cost and system volume can be reduced by simplifying a filtering 
and reduction optical system. In addition, it is possible to manufacture a high-efficiency HOE optical device that can operate 
under the Bragg condition in any target wavefront condition. 
 
PROCÉDÉ ET APPAREIL POUR GÉNÉRER UN HOGEL POUR FABRIQUER UN DISPOSITIF OPTIQUE 
HOLOGRAPHIQUE NUMÉRIQUE 
L'invention concerne une structure d'enregistrement de Hogel capable d'augmenter un angle de déviation de faisceau lors d'un 
enregistrement optique et un procédé de fabrication l'utilisant. Un appareil de fabrication d'un dispositif optique holographique 
selon un mode de réalisation de la présente invention comprend : une unité de division qui reçoit la lumière émise par une source 
de lumière et qui permet à un faisceau de référence et à un faisceau de signal de sortir dans différentes directions ; un modulateur 
spatial de lumière pour moduler un faisceau de signal entrant sur la base d'une onde sphérique par une lentille ; et un support 
d'enregistrement pour stocker un motif d'interférence du faisceau de référence et du faisceau de signal incident à partir de 
différentes directions. En conséquence, dans la configuration d'un appareil de fabrication d'un dispositif optique holographique 
numérisé, un degré de liberté de faisceau plus large peut être obtenu, ce qui permet d'augmenter les fonctions d'un dispositif 
optique qui peut être conçu et fabriqué, et le coût de construction et le volume du système peuvent être réduits par simplification 
d'un système optique de filtrage et de réduction. De plus, il est possible de fabriquer un dispositif optique HOE à haut rendement 
qui peut fonctionner sous l'état de Bragg dans n'importe quelle condition de front d'onde cible. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A light emitting device comprising: a splitting unit configured to receive light emitted from a light source and cause 
the reference beam and the signal beam to emit in different directions; A spatial light modulator such that the incoming signal 
beam is modulated based on a spherical wave by the lens; and And a recording medium storing an interference pattern of the 
emitted reference beam and the modulated signal beam. 
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N8587 

 

CN216133257U FUJIAN NORMAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 26/08/2021 
 
VECTOR LIGHT FIELD GENERATING DEVICE BASED ON POLARIZATION HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY 
The utility model relates to a vector light field generating device based on a polarization holographic technology, which 
comprises a laser, a polarization beam splitting system, a reflector group, a vector light field adjusting system, an image 
acquisition unit and a polarization recording material, wherein the laser is used for emitting a polarized light beam; the laser is 
used for generating a light source; the polarization beam splitting system is used for splitting an incident light source into 
reference light and signal light, the polarization directions of which are orthogonal, the reference light is in a p polarization state, 
and the signal light is in any linear polarization state; the reflector group is used for mutually and vertically irradiating the 
reference light and the signal light which are separated by the polarization beam splitting system into the polarization recording 
material; the vector light field adjusting system is used for regulating and controlling signal light to generate different vector 
light fields; the polarization recording material is used for carrying out polarization recording on incident reference light and 
signal light to form a polarization hologram; the image acquisition unit is used for detecting the intensity distribution of the 
vector light field of the polarization hologram. No specially designed optical element is needed, the structure is simple, the 
operation is convenient and the generation speed is high. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A vector light field generating device based on polarization holography is characterized by comprising a laser, a 
polarization beam splitting system, a reflector group, a vector light field adjusting system, an image collecting unit and a 
polarization recording material; the laser is used for generating a light source and emitting the light source into the polarization 
beam splitting system; the polarization beam splitting system is used for splitting an incident light source into reference light and 
signal light, the polarization directions of which are orthogonal, the reference light is in a p polarization state, and the signal light 
is in any linear polarization state; the reflector group is used for mutually and vertically irradiating the reference light and the 
signal light which are separated by the polarization beam splitting system into the polarization recording material; the vector 
light field adjusting system is arranged on a propagation path of the signal light and used for adjusting and controlling the signal 
light to generate different vector light fields; the polarization recording material is used for carrying out polarization recording 
on incident reference light and signal light to form a polarization hologram; the image acquisition unit is used for detecting the 
intensity distribution of the vector light field of the polarization hologram. 
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N8600 

 

CN114322834 ZERNIKE OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/12/2021 
 
FREE-FORM SURFACE ZERO INTERFERENCE DETECTION DEVICE AND DESIGN METHOD OF 
COMPUTER GENERATED HOLOGRAM 
The invention discloses a free-form surface zero interference detection device and a design method of a computer generated 
hologram. The invention solves the problem that a zero compensation element required by the detection of the non-rotational 
symmetry free-form surface is difficult to design, optimize and simulate. The method comprises the steps of carrying out 
intensive sampling by utilizing a free-form surface expression to obtain sampling point coordinates and calculating a 
corresponding normal vector, calculating at a selected position based on a bi-pass light path ray tracing principle to obtain a 
discrete point phase value required for calculating a hologram, calculating based on a Zernike polynomial fitting wavefront 
principle to obtain a continuous phase value, optimizing by a self-research algorithm and light path simulation software to reach 
a zero compensation standard, generating an engineering drawing required for etching a chromium plate, and generating a 
hologram calculation object with zero compensation and auxiliary positioning functions. When the pose is adjusted accurately 
enough, the free-form surface shape error is carried by the emergent plane wave, and the surface shape error information can be 
obtained quantitatively by collecting, demodulating and reconstructing wavefront. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The zero interference detection device for the free-form surface is characterized in that a laser (S1) generates parallel 
light through a collimation beam expanding system (S2), the parallel light enters a standard spherical mirror (S4) through a 
spectroscope (S3) to generate spherical wave I, and the spherical wave I passes through a small-hole diaphragm (S5) and then 
enters a diffraction fringe surface of a calculation hologram (S6) based on a chromium photoetching plate to generate aspheric 
wave I through diffraction; the aspheric wave I is incident along the normal direction everywhere and performs zero 
compensation on the actual free curved surface to be measured (S7); the reflected aspheric wave II of the actual free-form surface 
to be measured (S7) is also strictly returned to the diffraction surface of the computer hologram (S6) along the normal direction 
of each point, diffraction occurs again, the transmitted +1 diffraction order can be modulated according to the phase distribution 
of the computer hologram (S6) to generate a spherical wave II, and each stray diffraction light is filtered after the spherical wave 
II passes through the small-hole diaphragm (S5); the spherical wave II passing through the aperture stop (S5) is incident on a 
standard spherical mirror (S4) to generate a plane wave, the plane wave is reflected by a spectroscope (S3) to become an emergent 
plane wave, and the emergent plane wave is received by a four-wave front lateral shearing interferometer S8 to generate a four-
wave front interference pattern. 
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N8610 

 

CN114237002 BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF POSTS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Priority Date: 20/12/2021 
 
SYSTEM FOR GENERATING IMAGE PLANE HOLOGRAM 
The invention provides a generation system of an image plane hologram, which comprises: a computer, a spatial light modulator, 
a beam splitter, a mirror, and a photopolymer; the beam splitter and the reflector are sequentially arranged, and the centers of the 
beam splitter and the reflector are positioned on the same horizontal optical axis; the output end of the computer is connected 
with the input end of the spatial light modulator; the spatial light modulator, the beam splitter and the photopolymer are 
sequentially arranged, and the centers of the spatial light modulator, the beam splitter and the photopolymer are positioned on 
the same vertical optical axis. The generation system of the image plane hologram provided by the invention combines the 
advantages of the traditional optical hologram and the computational hologram, breaks through the problem that the 
reconstruction of the computational hologram is limited, and can reconstruct the high-resolution three-dimensional hologram of 
the virtual object under white light. 
 
CLAIM 1. An image plane hologram generation system, comprising: a computer, a spatial light modulator, a beam splitter, a 
mirror, and a photopolymer; the beam splitter and the reflector are sequentially arranged, and the centers of the beam splitter and 
the reflector are positioned on the same horizontal optical axis; the output end of the computer is connected with the input end 
of the spatial light modulator; the spatial light modulator, the beam splitter and the photopolymer are sequentially arranged, and 
the centers of the spatial light modulator, the beam splitter and the photopolymer are positioned on the same vertical optical axis; 
the beam splitter is used for splitting the plane light wave into two beams, so that the first beam of plane light is refracted to the 
reflector, and the second beam of plane light is reflected to the spatial light modulator; the reflector is used for reflecting the first 
beam of plane light waves onto the photopolymer; the computer is used for sampling and calculating the information of the 
original image to obtain a hologram of the original image; the spatial light modulator is used for modulating the second beam of 
plane light waves by utilizing the hologram of the original image so as to enable the second beam of plane light waves to carry 
original image information; the photopolymer is used for utilizing the first beam of plane light wave to interfere with the second 
beam of plane light wave carrying the original image information to generate an image surface hologram. 
 
 
N8613 

 

CN114236971 GOERTEK 
Priority Date: 30/11/2021 
 
EXPOSURE SYSTEM AND EXPOSURE METHOD OF POLARIZATION HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING 
The application discloses exposure system and exposure method of polarization holographic grating, and the exposure system 
includes: a light source for emitting light; the first phase retarder is positioned on a transmission path of the light source, and 
light rays emitted by the light source form first circularly polarized light with a first polarization state after passing through the 
first phase retarder; the exposure sample is positioned on one side of the first phase retarder, which is far away from the light 
source, and the exposure sample and the first phase retarder form an included angle theta; the second phase retarder is positioned 
on one side of the exposed sample away from the light source; and the reflector is positioned on one side of the second phase 
retarder far away from the light source. This application utilizes the single beam light that the light source sent and its light 
through the reflector reflection return to form interference pattern in exposure sample department, realizes the exposure of 
polarization holographic grating, and the light path interference killing feature is strong, is convenient for prepare the polarization 
holographic grating that grating period range is wider. 
 
CLAIM 1. An exposure system for a polarization holographic grating, 
comprising: a light source for emitting light; the first phase retarder is 
positioned on a transmission path of the light source, and light emitted 
by the light source forms first circularly polarized light with a first 
polarization state after passing through the first phase retarder; the 
exposure sample is positioned on one side, away from the light source, 
of the first phase retarder, and the exposure sample and the first phase retarder form an included angle theta; a second phase 
retarder located on a side of the exposed sample away from the light source; a reflector positioned on one side of the second 
phase retarder far away from the light source; and the first circularly polarized light enters the reflecting mirror after passing 
through the second phase retarder, and light reflected by the reflecting mirror enters the second phase retarder to form second 
circularly polarized light with a second polarization state, and the second circularly polarized light enters the exposure sample 
and forms an interference pattern with the first circularly polarized light at the exposure sample. 
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N8567 
 

EP3984746 MAYR MELNHOF KARTON 
Priority Date: 14/10/2020 
 
ROTARY PRINTING DEVICE AND METHOD FOR OPERATING A ROTARY PRINTING DEVICE 
The invention relates to a rotary printing device (10) for cold-film coating of predetermined application regions (82) on a web 
(80) to be printed, having at least one transfer component (20) for transferring adhesive (100) to the application regions (82) of 
the web (80), having at least one film transfer unit (30) which is designed to arrange transfer film elements (92) arranged on at 
least one transfer film (90) on the application regions (82) provided with adhesive (100), and having at least one computing and 
control device (70) for controlling the movement of at least the film transfer unit (30), wherein the computing and control device 
(70) is designed to record predetermined and/or currently determined position data of the respective transfer film element (92) 
and to control the movement of at least the film transfer unit (30) on the basis of these position data. A further aspect of the 
invention relates to a method for operating a rotary printing device (10). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Rotary printing device (10) for cold film coating of predetermined application regions (82) on a web (80) to be 
printed, having at least one transfer component (20) for transferring adhesive (100) to the application regions (82) of the web 
(80), having at least one film transfer unit (30) which is designed to arrange transfer film elements (92) arranged on at least one 
transfer film (90) on the application regions (82) provided with adhesive (100), and having at least one computing and control 
device (70) for controlling the movement of at least the film transfer unit (30), wherein the computing and control device (70) is 
designed, predetermined and/or currently determined position data of the respective transfer film element (92), and to control 
the movement of at least the film transfer unit (30) on the basis of these position data. 
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N8574 

 

CN216330810U BEIJING KANGTEMAN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS | BEIJING SPECTRUM 
Priority Date: 15/10/2021 YINBAO TECHNOLOGY | TIANJIN YANGGUANG TECHNOLOGY 
 
TRANSFER PRINTING SYSTEM OF HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE 
The embodiment of the utility model discloses a transfer printing system of a holographic image, which comprises: the laminating 
machine is provided with a holographic image layer and an adhesive layer, the holographic image layer at least comprises a 
transfer layer containing a holographic image and capable of being peeled from a base film, the adhesive layer is of a double-
sided sticky solid film structure, and the laminating machine is used for laminating the transfer layer containing the holographic 
image and capable of being peeled from the base film on the first surface of the adhesive layer; the die cutting machine is used 
for die cutting the attached holographic image layer and the adhesive layer according to the shape of a preset holographic image; 
and the labeling machine is used for coating the second surface of the bonding layer after die cutting on the substrate so as to 
finish the transfer printing of the holographic image and obtain the holographic image with high bonding degree and clear and 
intact image. 
 
CLAIM 1. A transfer system for a holographic image, comprising: the 
laminating machine is provided with a holographic image layer and an 
adhesive layer, the holographic image layer at least comprises a transfer 
layer containing a holographic image and capable of being peeled from 
a base film, the adhesive layer is of a double-sided sticky solid film 
structure, and the laminating machine is used for laminating the transfer layer containing the holographic image and capable of 
being peeled from the base film on the first surface of the adhesive layer; the die cutting machine is used for die cutting the 
attached holographic image layer and the adhesive layer according to the shape of a preset holographic image; and the labeling 
machine is used for coating the second surface of the adhesive layer on the substrate after die cutting. 
 
 
N8581 

 

CN216183723U SHENZHEN YUNWU ZHILIAN TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 19/10/2021 
 
AUXILIARY TOOL FOR IMPROVING PRINTING PRECISION OF HOLOGRAPHIC LASER POSITIONING 
PAPER 
The utility model discloses an auxiliary tool for improving printing precision of 
holographic laser positioning paper, which comprises a first linear motor, 
wherein one side of the first linear motor is fixedly provided with a second linear 
motor, position sensors are fixedly arranged at the positions, close to the two 
ends, of the upper surfaces of the first linear motor and the second linear motor, 
fixed pipes are movably arranged above the first linear motor and the second 
linear motor, a first guide wheel is movably arranged above the fixed pipes, a 
second guide wheel is movably arranged above the first guide wheel, and a 
compression roller is movably arranged between the first linear motor and the 
second linear motor. According to the auxiliary tool for improving the printing 
precision of the holographic laser positioning paper, two auxiliary linear motors 
can be arranged on two sides of the press roller when the laser paper passes 
through the space between the two press rollers, so that the laser paper is 
prevented from deviating to two sides under the influence of external force, the 
printing precision of the laser paper is improved, and waste materials generated by printing of the laser paper are reduced. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides an improve auxiliary fixtures of holographic radium-shine location paper printing 
precision which characterized in that: including linear electric motor (1), linear electric motor (1) one side fixed mounting has 
No. two linear electric motor (2), linear electric motor (1) with No. two linear electric motor (2) upper surfaces are close the 
equal fixed mounting of both ends department and have position sensor (3), linear electric motor (1) with No. two equal movable 
mounting in linear electric motor (2) top has fixed pipe (4), fixed pipe (4) top movable mounting has guide wheel (5) No. one, 
guide wheel (5) top movable mounting has guide wheel (501) No. two, linear electric motor (1) with movable mounting has 
compression roller (6) between No. two linear electric motor (2). 
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CN216183675U BEIJING XINHAI JINAO OFFSET PRINTING 
Priority Date: 26/10/2021 
 
PRINTING ROLLER OF FULL-AUTOMATIC LASER HOLOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINE 
The utility model discloses a printing roller of a full-automatic laser holographic printing machine, which comprises an 
installation seat, wherein a moving groove is fixedly arranged at the bottom of the installation seat, a double-end lead screw is 
rotatably inserted in the moving groove, moving blocks are rotatably sleeved at the two ends of the double-end lead screw in a 
threaded manner, the bottom of each moving block is hinged with a connecting rod, a U-shaped frame is hinged at the bottom of 
each connecting rod, a rotating shaft is rotatably inserted at the two ends of the U-shaped frame, a moving rod is slidably inserted 
at one end of each rotating shaft, which is far away from the U-shaped frame, a fixed block is fixedly arranged at one end of each 
moving rod, which is far away from the rotating shaft, a spring is movably sleeved on the moving rod between the fixed block 
and the rotating shaft, a fixed groove is fixedly arranged at one side of the fixed block, which is far away from the moving rod, 
and a roller body is movably clamped between the two fixed grooves. The printing roller of the full-automatic laser holographic 
printing machine is convenient for adjusting the height of the roller and is convenient for mounting and dismounting the roller. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A printing roller of a full-automatic laser holographic printing machine comprises a mounting seat (1) and is 
characterized in that a moving groove (2) is fixedly arranged at the bottom of the mounting seat (1), a double-headed lead screw 
(3) is rotatably inserted in the moving groove (2), moving blocks (4) are rotatably sleeved at two ends of the double-headed lead 
screw (3) in a threaded manner, connecting rods (5) are hinged to the bottoms of the moving blocks (4), U-shaped frames (6) are 
hinged to the bottoms of the connecting rods (5), rotating shafts (7) are rotatably inserted at two ends in the U-shaped frames 
(6), a moving rod (8) is slidably inserted at one end, far away from the U-shaped frames (6), of the rotating shaft (7), of each 
moving rod (8), a fixed block (9) is fixedly arranged at one end, far away from the rotating shaft (7), of each moving rod (8) 
between the fixed block (9) and the rotating shaft (7), and a moving spring (10) is sleeved on each moving rod (8), one side that 
movable rod (8) was kept away from in fixed block (9) is fixed to be equipped with fixed slot (11), two the activity joint has 
roller body (12) between fixed slot (11), the both ends tip symmetry of roller body (12) is fixed to be equipped with fixture block 
(13), fixed draw-in groove (14) that use with fixture block (13) cooperation that are equipped with on fixed slot (11). 
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CN216182759U GUANGDONG RUIXIANG SHANGCAI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 11/11/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC EMBOSSING FILM PRESSURE ROLLER APPLIED TO PATTERNED ISOLATION FILM 
The utility model relates to the technical field of compression rollers, in particular to a holographic embossing film compression 
roller applied to a patterned isolating film, which comprises a support frame, wherein the inner side end of the support frame is 
rotatably connected with an auxiliary compression roller, the lower side of the auxiliary compression roller is provided with an 
embossing mechanism, the outer end of one side of the support frame is fixedly connected with a power box, the interior of the 
power box is connected with a driving mechanism, one end of the auxiliary compression roller is connected with the driving 
mechanism, the embossing mechanism comprises a pair of adjusting discs and a plurality of embossing rollers, the end parts of 
the plurality of embossing rollers, which are close to the power box, are connected with a connecting member, and a connecting 
block is rotatably connected on one support frame, which is close to the power box. Convenient and fast improves the knurling 
efficiency. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a be applied to holographic embossed film compression roller of decorative pattern barrier 
film which characterized in that: comprises a supporting frame (1), the medial extremity of supporting frame (1) rotates and is 
connected with auxiliary compression roller (6), the downside of auxiliary compression roller (6) is provided with knurling 
mechanism, one side outer end fixed connection of supporting frame (1) has headstock (2), the internal connection of headstock 
(2) has actuating mechanism, the one end of auxiliary compression roller (6) is connected with drive structure, knurling 
mechanism includes a pair of adjustment disk (9) and a plurality of embossing roller (11), and is a pair of adjustment disk (9) all 
rotates with the inside wall of supporting frame (1) to be connected, and is close to adjustment disk (9) of headstock (2) and is 
connected with actuating mechanism, and is a plurality of embossing roller (11) rotates along the centre of a circle equidistance 
of adjustment disk (9) and connects between a pair of adjustment disk (9), and is a plurality of end connection that embossing 
roller (11) is close to headstock (2) has connecting member (10), a support frame (1) close to the power box (2) is rotatably 
connected with a connecting block (12), and the connecting member (10) is connected with a driving mechanism through the 
connecting block (12). 
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KR20220046903 HOLOLAB 
Priority Date: 08/10/2020 
 
HOLOGRAM REPLICATION METHOD AND SYSTEM BASED ON MIRROR MOVEMENT 
The present invention relates to a hologram replication system based on mirror movement, comprising: a light source unit 100 
spatially arranging a plurality of parallel beams to form multiplexed incident beams; a mirror movement unit 310 comprising a 
mirror and a motor-driven movement stage; a hologram recording medium, A coating body moving part (320) composed of a 
motor-driven moving stage; and a radiator part (200) composed of a master hologram, wherein a plurality of beams are spatially 
aligned and multiplexed beams are used as incident beams. The present invention relates to a method for replicating a hologram 
based on mirror movement, using a hologram replication system based on mirror movement using, as an incident beam, multiple 
beams generated by a light source that spatially arranges a plurality of parallel beams to form multiple beams, When moving a 
mirror of a mirror moving unit in a state in which an incident beam composed of a plurality of parallel beams is irradiated, the 
incident beam being close to the extent that the radiator and the coated object are not in physical contact with each other, 
Hologram replication is performed while the incident beam is moved to scan the coated body and the radiating body, and the 
incident beam is scanned over an overlapping section of the radiating body and the coated body, and beam exposure is 
accumulated. in replicating or radiating the radiating body onto the coated body, the entire replicated area can be uniformly 
replicated by only one one-dimensional linear scan using multiple beams, and the uniformity of exposure energy is high. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A light source unit (100) which spatially arranges a plurality of parallel beams to form multiplexed incident beams; 
a mirror moving unit (310) composed of a mirror and a motor-driven moving stage; a coating body moving unit (320) composed 
of a hologram recording medium and a motor-driven moving stage; And a radiator unit (200) composed of a master hologram, 
and spatially arranges several beams and uses multiplexed beams as incident beams. 
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KR20220043305 KOREA ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 29/09/2020 
 
WAVELENGTH COMPENSATION METHOD AND DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT 
Provided are an optical structure capable of precompensating for differences from reproduction light during optical recording 
and preventing distortion of reproduction light. A wavelength compensation method of a holographic optical element includes 
dividing, by a fabrication device, a region of interest in the holographic optical element into a plurality of local regions, deriving, 
by the fabrication device, a local reference beam and a local signal beam for individual local regions, Combining the derived 
local reference beam and local signal beam to derive a compensation reference wavefront and a compensation signal wavefront 
required for final recording; performing, by the fabrication device, wavefront approximation of the compensation reference 
wavefront and the compensation signal wavefront; and performing, by the fabrication device, optical recording of the holographic 
optical element based on the approximation result. Thereby, a desired grating can be recorded by adjusting a light input condition 
of a held laser, and a holographic optical element-based HMD (Head-mounted Display) manufactured by mitigating a 
requirement for recording-light-reproducing light coincidence, an inexpensive and compact projection module can be used in 
HUD (Head-Up Display) and the like, so that it is possible to develop an enhancement through miniaturized light source and a 
low-cost light source introduction. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method comprising: dividing, by a fabrication device, a 
region of interest in a holographic optical element into a plurality of local 
regions; deriving, by the fabrication device, local reference beams and 
local signal beams for individual local regions; deriving, by the 
fabrication device, compensation reference wavefronts and 
compensation signal wavefronts required for final recording by 
aggregating the derived local reference beams and local signal beams; A 
method of compensating a wavelength of a holographic optical element, 
the method comprising: performing wavefront approximation of a 
compensation reference wavefront and a compensation signal wavefront 
by a fabrication device; and performing optical recording of the 
holographic optical element based on an approximation result. 
 
 
 
 
 
N8565 

 

KR20220035761 LG CHEM 
Priority Date: 14/09/2020 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME 
The present invention relates to a holographic optical device and a method of 
manufacturing the same, and more particularly, to a holographic optical device 
and a method of manufacturing the same, in which a reproducible angle of the 
holographic optical device is improved by adjusting a material of a 
photosensitive sheet applied to the holographic optical device and continuously 
adjusting an incident angle of a reference beam during a recording process of an 
interference pattern. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic optical element in which an interference pattern 
caused by interference phenomenon of a reference beam incident on one side of 
a photosensitive sheet at a predetermined incident angle and an object beam 
incident on the other side of the photosensitive sheet are recorded, wherein 
diffraction efficiency of a diffracted beam with respect to a reproduced beam 
irradiated at a predetermined angle with respect to the incident angle is 30% or 
more. 
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KR20220035760 LG CHEM 
Priority Date: 14/09/2020 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME 
The present invention relates to a holographic optical device and a method of manufacturing the same, and more particularly, to 
a holographic optical device and a method of manufacturing the same, in which an interference pattern is adjusted according to 
a position using a retardation layer in a process of writing the interference pattern in a photopolymer resin layer. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for producing a photopolymer resin layer, comprising: providing a retardation layer on one surface of a 
photopolymer resin layer containing a photopolymer resin; and irradiating a first laser parallel beam to the other surface of the 
photopolymer resin layer which is the surface not provided with the retardation layer, Irradiating a second laser parallel beam 
onto one surface of the photopolymer resin layer to record an interference pattern caused by interference phenomenon of the first 
laser parallel beam and the second laser parallel beam in the photopolymer resin layer, Wherein the retardation layer includes 
two or more retardation films, and a fast axis direction of each of the two or more retardation films forms an angle different from 
a polarization direction of the first laser parallel beam. 
 
 
 
 
N8615 

 

CN114236660 NANCHANG VIRTUAL REALITY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 24/12/2021 
 
PREPARATION METHOD OF HOLOGRAPHIC VOLUME GRATING 
The invention relates to the technical field of display, in particular to a preparation method of a holographic volume grating. The 
specific technical scheme is as follows: a preparation method of a holographic body grating comprises the steps of mixing a 
photo-polymerization monomer, a photoinitiator and an organic solvent to obtain a photosensitive solution, pouring the 
photosensitive solution into a glass box, respectively exposing the photosensitive solution in the glass box under coherent laser 
and under a high-pressure mercury lamp, and removing the organic solvent after exposure to obtain the holographic body grating. 
The invention solves the problems of difficult dispersion of nano particles in a photo-polymerization monomer and low 
modulation degree of the refractive index of the holographic grating in the prior art. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for preparing a holographic volume grating is characterized in that: mixing a photo-polymerization 
monomer, a photoinitiator and an organic solvent to obtain a photosensitive solution, pouring the photosensitive solution into a 
glass box, respectively exposing the photosensitive solution in the glass box under coherent laser and under a high-pressure 
mercury lamp, and removing the organic solvent after exposure to obtain the holographic grating. 
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WO202274373 VIVIDQ 
Priority Date: 06/10/2020 
 
ILLUMINATION POWER CONTROL FOR A COMPUTER-GENERATED HOLOGRAM DISPLAY 
A method for adjusting the apparent brightness of a computer-generated hologram display is disclosed. The method comprises: 
receiving source data representative of a scene to be displayed as a hologram; determining hologram data to display a computer-
generated hologram representing the scene; determining a scene energy based on the source data; associating the scene energy 
with the hologram data; controlling a holographic display according to the hologram data and simultaneously controlling an 
output power of an illumination source of the holographic display according to the scene energy. A method for generating a 
computer-generated hologram data is also disclosed. The method comprises: receiving source data representative of a scene to 
be displayed as a hologram; determining hologram data to display a computer-generated hologram representing the scene; 
determining a scene energy based on the source data; and associating the scene energy with the hologram data. The scene energy 
may be for controlling an output power of an illumination source when displaying the computer-generated hologram data. 
 
COMMANDE DE PUISSANCE D'ÉCLAIRAGE POUR UN AFFICHAGE D'HOLOGRAMME GÉNÉRÉ PAR 
ORDINATEUR 
L'invention concerne un procédé permettant d'ajuster la luminosité apparente d'un affichage d'hologramme généré par ordinateur. 
Le procédé consiste à : recevoir des données source représentatives d'une scène à afficher sous la forme d'un hologramme ; 
déterminer des données d'hologramme pour afficher un hologramme généré par ordinateur représentant la scène ; déterminer une 
énergie de scène sur la base des données source ; associer l'énergie de scène aux données d'hologramme ; commander un 
affichage holographique en fonction des données d'hologramme et commander simultanément une puissance de sortie d'une 
source d'éclairage de l'affichage holographique selon l'énergie de scène. L'invention concerne également un procédé de 
génération de données d'hologramme généré par ordinateur. Le procédé consiste à : recevoir des données source représentatives 
d'une scène à afficher sous la forme d'un hologramme ; déterminer des données d'hologramme pour afficher un hologramme 
généré par ordinateur représentant la scène ; déterminer une énergie de scène sur la base des données source ; et associer l'énergie 
de scène aux données d'hologramme. L'énergie de scène peut être destinée à commander une puissance de sortie d'une source 
d'éclairage lors de l'affichage des données d'hologramme généré par ordinateur. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for adjusting the apparent brightness of a computer-generated 
hologram display, the method comprising: receiving source data representative of a scene 
to be displayed as a hologram; determining hologram data to display a computer-
generated hologram representing the scene; determining a scene energy based on the 
source data; associating the scene energy with the hologram data; controlling a 
holographic display according to the hologram data and simultaneously controlling an 
output power of an illumination source of the holographic display according to the scene 
energy. 
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WO202273860 SAINT GOBAIN GLASS 
Priority Date: 05/10/2020 
 
VEHICLE PANE FOR A HEAD-UP DISPLAY 
The invention relates to a vehicle pane (1) for a head-up display (100), comprising an outer face (I) which faces the outer 
surroundings (13) in an installed state and an inner face (IV) which faces the vehicle interior. The vehicle pane comprises: - at 
least one transparent pane (2, 3), - at least one masking strip (5) in an edge region (11) of the pane (2, 3), and - at least one light-
deflecting device (9) for deflecting light into the vehicle interior (12) or at least one image display device for displaying image 
information, said device being arranged in the region of the masking strip (5) on the vehicle-interior side thereof. 
 
VITRE DE VÉHICULE POUR AFFICHAGE TÊTE HAUTE 
L'invention concerne une vitre de véhicule (1) pour un affichage tête haute (100), présentant une face extérieure (I) orientée vers 
un environnement extérieur (13) à l'état monté et une face intérieure (IV) orientée vers l'habitacle, comprenant : au moins une 
vitre transparente (2, 3), au moins une bande de masquage (5) dans une zone marginale (11) de la vitre (2, 3), au moins un 
dispositif de guidage de lumière (9) servant à guider la lumière dans l'habitacle (12) ou au moins un dispositif d'affichage d'image 
servant à représenter des informations d'image, qui est disposé dans la zone de la bande de masquage (5), côté habitacle de la 
bande de masquage. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Vehicle window (1) for a head-up display (100) having an outer side (I) facing an external environment (13) in the 
installed state and an inner side (IV) facing a vehicle interior, comprising: at least one transparent window (2, 3), at least one 
masking strip (5) in an edge region (11) of the window (2, 3), at least one light-directing device (9) for directing light into the 
vehicle interior (12) or at least one image display device for displaying image information, which is arranged in the region of the 
masking strip (5) on the vehicle interior side of the masking strip. 
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WO202266744 VEYEZER 
Priority Date: 25/09/2020 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC REAL SPACE REFRACTIVE SYSTEM 
A method for testing for visual impairment is provided. The method includes rendering, via a computing device communicatively 
coupled to a head mounted holographic display device, a virtual target displayed to a user within the holographic display device. 
The method further includes rendering, via the computing device, at least one virtual light within a field of vision of the user 
within the holographic display device. The method also includes identifying, via the computing device, whether input was 
received from the user, wherein the input comprises an indication that the user identified the at least one virtual light. The method 
further includes generating, via the computing device, a map identifying one or more locations that the user identified the at least 
one virtual light or did not identify the at least one virtual light. 
 
SYSTÈME DE RÉFRACTION EN ESPACE RÉEL HOLOGRAPHIQUE 
L'invention concerne un procédé de test de déficience visuelle. Le procédé consiste à effectuer le rendu, par l'intermédiaire d'un 
dispositif informatique couplé en communication avec un dispositif d'affichage holographique monté sur la tête, d'une cible 
virtuelle affichée à un utilisateur à l'intérieur du dispositif d'affichage holographique. Le procédé consiste en outre à effectuer le 
rendu, par l'intermédiaire du dispositif informatique, d'au moins une lumière virtuelle dans un champ de vision de l'utilisateur à 
l'intérieur du dispositif d'affichage holographique. Le procédé consiste également à identifier, par l'intermédiaire du dispositif 
informatique, si une entrée a été reçue en provenance de l'utilisateur, l'entrée comprenant une indication que l'utilisateur a 
identifié ladite lumière virtuelle. Le procédé consiste en outre à générer, par l'intermédiaire du dispositif informatique, une carte 
identifiant un ou plusieurs emplacements au niveau desquels l'utilisateur a identifié ladite lumière virtuelle ou n'a pas identifié 
ladite lumière virtuelle. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for testing for visual impairment, comprising: rendering, via a computing device communicatively coupled 
to a head mounted holographic display device, a virtual target displayed to a user within the holographic display device; 
rendering, via the computing device, at least one virtual light within a field of vision of the user within the holographic display 
device; identifying, via the computing device, whether input was received from the user, wherein the input comprises an 
indication that the user identified the at least one virtual light; and generating, via the computing device, a map identifying one 
or more locations that the user identified the at least one virtual light or did not identify the at least one virtual light. 
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US20220113675 CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS OPERATING 
Priority Date: 09/10/2020 
 
DELIVERING PRE-RENDERED HOLOGRAPHIC CONTENT OVER A NETWORK 
Delivering pre-rendered holographic content over a network is disclosed. A first camera view segment of a plurality of camera 
view segments that compose a holographic video is selected. Each camera view segment corresponds to a different camera view 
perspective of a scene and includes rendered holographic content that depicts a plurality of concurrent different viewer 
perspectives of the scene. The first camera view segment is streamed toward a holographic display for presentation of the first 
camera view segment on the holographic display. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method comprising: selecting, by one or more processor devices executing on one or more computing devices, a 
first camera view segment of a plurality of camera view segments that compose a holographic video, each camera view segment 
corresponding to a different camera view perspective of a scene and comprising rendered holographic content that depicts a 
plurality of concurrent different viewer perspectives of the scene; and streaming the first camera view segment toward a 
holographic display for presentation of the first camera view segment on the holographic display. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N8559 

 

US20220100147 GM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS 
Priority Date: 30/09/2020 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTORS INCLUDING SIZE CORRECTION AND ALIGNMENT OF BEAMS HAVING 
DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS OF LIGHT 
A holographic projection system including first, second and third light sources, SLMs, a lens, a combiner and a control module. 
The first, second and third light sources generate respective light beams. The light beams have respective wavelengths. The 
SLMs respectively diffract the light beams. The lens is disposed to adjust a divergence angle of one of the light beams, such that 
diffracted light out of each of the SLMs is at a same diffraction angle. The SLMs encode phase holograms including respective 
versions of a graphic image based on light generated by the light sources including light output from the lens to provide phase 
hologram beams. The combiner combines the phase hologram beams to provide a combined phase hologram beam projected for 
viewing a combined graphic image. The control module encodes a prism hologram on one of the SLMs to align outputs of the 
SLMs. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic projection system comprising: a first light 
source configured to generate a first light beam; a second light source 
configured to generate a second light beam; a third light source 
configured to generate a third light beam, wherein the first light beam, the 
second light beam and the third light beam have respective wavelengths; 
a plurality of spatial light modulators configured to respectively diffract 
the first light beam, the second light beam and the third light beam; a first 
lens disposed to adjust a divergence angle of one of the first light beam, 
the second light beam or the third light beam, such that diffracted light 
out of each of the plurality of spatial light modulators is at a same 
diffraction angle, wherein the plurality of spatial light modulators are 
configured to encode phase holograms including respective versions of a 
graphic image based on light generated by the first light source, the 
second light source and the third light source including light output from 
the first lens to provide phase hologram beams; a combiner configured to combine the phase hologram beams to provide a 
combined phase hologram beam projected for viewing a combined graphic image; and a control module configured to encode a 
prism hologram on one of the plurality of spatial light modulators to align outputs of the plurality of spatial light modulators. 
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US11294178 LUMINIT 
Priority Date: 30/08/2021 
 
TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAPHIC HEADS UP DISPLAY WITH IN-PLANE IMAGE 
A transparent holographic diffuser screen that diffracts the light beams of a digital light projector, which focuses a real image in 
the plane of the aforementioned transparent holographic diffuser screen, which redirects the light to an eyebox at a pre-
determined viewing position generating as a set of diffracted diffused beams that can be seen from the eyebox as a flat in-plane 
image. The transparent holographic diffuser screen may be used to provide either a highest luminance or a largest eyebox. 
Potential applications include use for automotive applications, which may include applications for displaying videos, playing 
games, and video conference apps. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A Heads-Up Display (HUD), comprising: a transparent screen having a holographic diffuser element to diffract light 
received from a digital light projector, which creates a real image focused in a plane of the transparent screen, and redirects the 
light to an eyebox at a pre-determined viewing position in response to being played back by a phase conjugate divergent beam 
focused at the holographic diffuser element from the digital light projector; the holographic diffuser element recorded with an 
object beam formed from a collimated beam traversing through a diffuser to generate a divergent object beam entering a first 
surface of a holographic film and a reference beam that is either 1) a convergent beam converging to a point, O, corresponding 
to a location of the digital light projector during playback or 2) a divergent beam originating at the point, O, corresponding to a 
location point of the digital light projector during playback. 
 
 
 
 
N8563 

 

KR20220036146 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 
Priority Date: 15/09/2020 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 
 
INTERACTION HOLOGRAM DISPLAY METHOD AND SYSTEM BASED ON HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION 
An interaction hologram display system based on hand gesture 
recognition includes a sensor for gesture recognition, and a 
processor configured to receive depth image data from the 
sensor, generate hologram data based on hand gesture 
recognition, A hand gesture interaction processing apparatus 
configured to transmit the generated hologram data in real 
time, and a hologram display apparatus configured to provide 
a hologram display based on the hologram data received from 
the hand gesture interaction processing apparatus. 
 
CLAIM 1. An interaction hologram display system based on hand gesture recognition, the interaction hologram display system 
comprising: a sensor for gesture recognition; a processor for receiving depth image data from the sensor, generating hologram 
data based on hand gesture recognition, A hand gesture interaction processing device configured to transmit the generated 
hologram data in real time; and a hologram display device configured to provide hologram display based on the hologram data 
received from the hand gesture interaction processing device. 
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EP3979006 ENVISICS 
Priority Date: 02/10/2020 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 
A method and system for improving the control of a holographic projection system in order to meet, or to attempt to meet, one 
or more targets or aims for a holographically reconstructed image that is produced by the holographic projection system. The 
target, or aim, may concern the luminance of part or all of the holographically reconstructed image. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of holographic projection, the method comprising: (i) receiving an image for projection; (ii) forming an 
image frame comprising a first image region and second image region, wherein the first image region corresponds to the image 
and the second image region corresponds to non-image content representative of a system control parameter; (iii) applying a first 
gain factor to the non-image content in order to change a grey level of the non-image content of the image frame; (iv) calculating 
a hologram of the image frame; (v) displaying the hologram and illuminating the hologram with light from a light source to form 
a holographic reconstruction of the image frame; (vi) measuring a parameter representative of the luminance of the holographic 
reconstruction of the non-image content; (vii) scaling the measured parameter in accordance with an inverse of the first gain 
factor, to obtain a parameter value that is representative of a true luminance of the holographic reconstruction of the non-image 
content; and (viii) controlling the optical power of the light illuminating the hologram until the true luminance of the holographic 
reconstruction of the non-image content indicates that a target luminance is met, for the holographic reconstruction of the image 
content of the image frame. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N8569 

 

CR202100488U YGLESIAS MORA MANUEL FERNANDO |XIRINACHS JIMENEZ DIEGO 
Priority Date: 22/09/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR FOR NFT 
NFT is a digital file linked to an identification of the blockchain, giving it authentication. At this time, the most widespread 
technical application is its use in artwork. These artwork are often paints or multimedia files. Any part is susceptible to becoming 
a hologram, or the work of art can be directly designed as a hologram. The NFT hologram reader allows the continuous projection 
of the artwork for digital art to fulfill its objective of being shown and viewed. 
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CN216355508U HUNAN XIANGDIAN TEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE | JIANGSU 
Priority Date: 09/11/2021 SHENGTONG POWER NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC OUTDOOR DISTRIBUTION BOX WITH SCREEN 
The utility model relates to the field of outdoor distribution boxes, in particular to a holographic outdoor distribution box with a 
screen. The box is by outdoor case, the looped netowrk cabinet, display screen group, monitored control system and monitoring 
system constitute, door plant and side door board before being equipped with on the outdoor case, display screen group comprises 
holographic screen and control group, holographic screen mounting is in outdoor case outside whole face, control group and 
looped netowrk cabinet are installed inside outdoor case, the control group is connected with outdoor incasement portion 
electricity, monitored control system comprises camera and control management system, the camera is installed in outdoor case 
outside top position, control management system locates outdoor case inside and electricity and signal connection, monitored 
control system installs inside outdoor case, be used for monitoring whole box power consumption operation. The mode that 
adopts holographic screen and block terminal to combine together can carry out large screen propaganda and commercial effect 
with outdoor block terminal's vacant utilization, and screen display can play the beautification district and to the beautification 
effect of block terminal externally simultaneously. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic screen outdoor distribution box that takes, a serial communication port, the 
power distribution box comprises a box body, the box comprises outdoor case, looped netowrk cabinet, display screen group, 
monitored control system and monitoring system, door plant and side door board before being equipped with on the outdoor 
case, display screen group comprises holographic screen and control group, holographic screen mounting is in outdoor case 
outside whole face, the control group with looped netowrk cabinet installs inside the outdoor case, the control group is connected 
with outdoor incasement portion electricity, monitored control system comprises camera and control management system, the 
camera is installed in outdoor case top position outside, control management system locates outdoor incasement portion and 
electricity and signal connection, monitoring system installs inside the outdoor case for monitor whole box power consumption 
operation. 
 
 
N8571 

 

CN216351793U BEIJING YIYI INTELLIGENT CULTURE COMMUNICATION 
Priority Date: 07/12/2021 
 
MULTIMEDIA HOLOGRAPHIC IMMERSION TYPE EQUIPMENT 
The application relates to a multimedia holographic immersion device comprising: the 
holographic projection screen comprises a mounting rack, an imaging source, a 
holographic film, a first projection screen and a first projector. The imaging source is 
arranged at the bottom of the mounting rack, the holographic film is obliquely arranged in 
the mounting rack, and the holographic film is positioned above the imaging source. The 
first projection screen is arranged on one side of the mounting frame, the first projection 
screen is located on one side, away from the imaging source, of the holographic film, and 
one side face, facing the mounting frame, of the first projection screen is an arc-shaped 
concave curved surface. The two or more first projectors are arranged on one side of the 
concave surface of the first projection screen. The holographic film is obliquely arranged 
in the mounting rack, so that an imaging source at the bottom can display images in the air 
to form a Pepper's ghost through the reflection principle of the holographic film, and the 
imaging layering is enhanced by matching with the first simultaneous projection screen arranged at the rear side of the mounting 
rack, so that the picture is three-dimensional. The first projectors enable the first curved projection screens to image more clearly. 
 
CLAIM 1. A multimedia holographic immersion device, comprising: the holographic projection screen comprises a mounting 
rack, an imaging source, a holographic film, a first projection screen and a first projector; the imaging source is arranged at the 
bottom of the mounting rack, the holographic film is obliquely arranged inside the mounting rack, and the holographic film is 
positioned above the imaging source; the first projection screen is arranged on one side of the mounting rack, the first projection 
screen is positioned on one side, away from the imaging source, of the holographic film, and one side, facing the mounting rack, 
of the first projection screen is an arc-shaped concave curved surface; the first projectors are more than two, and the first 
projectors are arranged on one side of the concave surface of the first projection screen. 
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CN216351754U ZHENGZHOU SHUOHONG INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 03/12/2021 
 
INTELLIGENT WALL FOR HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 
The utility model belongs to the technical field of projection equipment and specifically relates to 
an intelligent wall body for holographic projection is related to, it includes a pair of stand, fixed 
connection is a pair of connecting rod between the stand, set up in the removal wheel of stand bottom, 
set up in a pair of projection board between the stand, respectively the symmetry set up in both sides 
two sets of lifting unit of stand, lifting unit is including seting up in the relative lateral wall of stand 
and along the shifting chute that its length direction extends, along vertical direction rotate connect 
in drive lead screw, sliding connection in the shifting chute and threaded connection in drive lead 
screw's movable block, the projection board is connected in both sides between the movable block. 
The application has an effect of high applicability. 
 
CLAIM 1. An intelligent wall for holographic projection, characterized in that: the lifting device 
comprises a pair of stand columns (1), a connecting rod (2) fixedly connected between the stand 
columns (1), a moving wheel (3) arranged at the bottom ends of the stand columns (1), a projection 
plate (4) arranged between the stand columns (1), and two sets of lifting components (5) 
symmetrically arranged on the two sides of the stand columns (1) respectively, wherein each lifting component (5) comprises a 
moving groove (7) which is formed in the opposite side walls of the stand columns (1) and extends along the length direction of 
the moving groove, a driving lead screw (8) which is rotatably connected into the moving groove (7) along the vertical direction, 
and a moving block (9) which is connected into the moving groove (7) in a sliding mode and is in threaded connection with the 
driving lead screw (8), and the projection plate (4) is connected between the moving blocks (9) on the two sides. 
 
 
N8573 

 

CN216351537U JITONG TECHNOLOGY BEIJING 
Priority Date: 12/07/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC NEAR-TO-EYE THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM 
The embodiment of the application discloses a holographic near-to-eye three-
dimensional display system. The system comprises: the device comprises a control 
module, a light source, a spatial light modulator, a concave semi-transparent semi-
reflecting mirror and a spectroscope; the control module is used for calculating the 
three-dimensional image information into a two-dimensional hologram and sending the 
two-dimensional hologram to the spatial light modulator; a light source for emitting 
divergent light and making the divergent light incident on the spatial light modulator; 
the spatial light modulator is used for modulating the divergent light and diffracting the 
two-dimensional hologram into a three-dimensional imaging light beam; the 
spectroscope is used for reflecting the three-dimensional imaging light beam to the 
concave surface semi-transparent semi-reflective mirror, and the three-dimensional 
imaging light beam is reflected by the concave surface semi-transparent semi-reflective 
mirror to enter human eyes. According to the technical scheme, three-dimensional 
image information is calculated into a two-dimensional hologram through a holographic algorithm and is loaded on a spatial 
light modulator, and a three-dimensional imaging light beam image is projected to human eyes by utilizing the modulation 
capability of the spatial light modulator. The chromatic aberration of the three-dimensional imaging light beam can be eliminated, 
the imaging quality is improved, and light-weight holographic near-to-eye display is realized. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic near-eye three-dimensional display system is characterized by comprising a control module, a light 
source, a spatial light modulator, a concave semi-transparent semi-reflecting mirror and a spectroscope; the control module is 
used for calculating three-dimensional image information into a two-dimensional hologram and sending the two-dimensional 
hologram to the spatial light modulator; the light source is used for emitting divergent light and enabling the divergent light to 
be incident to the spatial light modulator; the spatial light modulator is used for modulating the divergent light and diffracting 
the two-dimensional hologram into a three-dimensional imaging light beam; the spectroscope is used for reflecting the three-
dimensional imaging light beam to the concave surface semi-transparent semi-reflective mirror, and the three-dimensional 
imaging light beam is reflected by the concave surface semi-transparent semi-reflective mirror to enter human eyes. 
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CN216256413U SHANGHAI YINGHUOCHONG DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/10/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC MUTUAL SHOW CUPBOARD EQUIPMENT OF AERIAL 
FORMATION OF IMAGE 
The utility model relates to a holographic display technology's field especially relates 
to a holographic mutual show cupboard equipment of aerial formation of image, and 
it includes the cabinet body, cabinet body top is equipped with the stand, the stand is 
used for putting the product, the stand is the translucent plate, the internal portion of 
cabinet is equipped with air imaging display and host computer, the host computer 
can with air imaging display communication, the light that air imaging display 
launches can pass the stand and form holographic image in the top of stand; the 
exhibition stand is provided with a gesture sensor electrically connected with the 
host. The application can enable the audience and the product to generate good 
interaction as much as possible. 
 
 
N8576 

 

CN216245843U XIAMEN HAIPAI INVESTMENT & MANAGEMENT 
Priority Date: 11/10/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC SIGHTING TELESCOPE OF SUPPLEMENTARY DIFFRACTION OF OPTICS 
The utility model discloses an optical auxiliary diffraction holographic sighting telescope, belonging to the technical field of 
sighting telescopes, and the technical scheme is characterized by comprising a fishbone guide rail, the top of the fishbone guide 
rail is movably connected with a first dovetail fixture, the top of the first dovetail fixture is fixedly connected with a laser 
holographic sighting telescope, the top of the fishbone guide rail is movably connected with a second dovetail fixture, the first 
dovetail fixture and the second dovetail fixture are connected on the fishbone guide rail by arranging the locking mechanism, 
aiming of a short-distance rifle and crossbow and the like can meet the requirements only by using a laser holographic sighting 
telescope under normal conditions, during long-distance sighting, the rotating shaft is pressed leftwards, so that the limiting 
block is separated from the inside of the square groove, then the rotating shaft and the clamping frame can be rotated together 
along the first connecting block and the second connecting block, the position of the laser holographic sighting telescope is 
adjusted, and the optical sighting telescope additionally provided with the triple optical telescope can clearly see details of a 
target object. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides an optics assists holographic gun sight of 
diffraction, includes fishbone guide rail (1), its characterized in that: the top of the 
fishbone guide rail (1) is movably connected with a first dovetail fixture (2), the top of 
the first dovetail fixture (2) is fixedly connected with a laser holographic sighting 
telescope (3), the top of the fishbone guide rail (1) is movably connected with a second 
dovetail fixture (4), the top of the second dovetail fixture (4) is movably connected with 
a rapid turnover mechanism (5), the top of the rapid turnover mechanism (5) is movably 
connected with a clamp frame (6), the top of the clamp frame (6) is movably connected 
with an optical sighting telescope (7), the bottoms of the first dovetail fixture (2) and 
the second dovetail fixture (4) are both movably connected with a locking mechanism 
(9), and the locking mechanism (9) is movably connected with the fishbone guide rail 
(1); the quick turnover mechanism (5) comprises a first connecting block (501), a reset 
groove (502), a second connecting block (503), a square groove (504), a rotating shaft 
(505) and a limiting block (506), wherein the first connecting block (501) is fixedly 
connected to the right side of the top of the second dovetail fixture (4), the reset groove 
(502) is formed in the right side of the first connecting block (501), the second connecting block (503) is fixedly connected to 
the left side of the top of the second dovetail fixture (4), the square groove (504) is formed in the left side of the second connecting 
block (503), the rotating shaft (505) is rotatably connected to the inner walls of the first connecting block (501) and the second 
connecting block (503), the rotating shaft (505) is arranged on the inner side of the reset groove (502), the surface of the rotating 
shaft (505) is fixedly connected with a clamping frame (6), and the limiting block (506) is fixedly connected to the left side of 
the rotating shaft (505), the surface of the limiting block (506) is movably connected with the square groove (504). 
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CN216225619U NANCHANG TRIPOLAR OPTOELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/11/2021 
 
CONTROL DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY CONVENIENT TO IT IS DUSTPROOF 
The utility model discloses a holographic display control device convenient for dust prevention, which comprises a control device 
body, wherein heat dissipation holes are formed in the outer side of the control device body, a dust screen is arranged in each 
heat dissipation hole, the rear end of the dust screen is connected with a movable block, the front end of the movable block is 
provided with a second spring, and a cleaning mechanism is arranged on the inner outer side of the control device body; the 
moving block is slidably mounted at the rear end of the control device body, a first spring is arranged on the outer side of the 
moving block, the front end of the control device body is connected with a connecting plate, and a mounting rod is mounted 
inside the connecting plate; and the movable plate is arranged on the inner side of the mounting rod, the outer side of the movable 
plate is connected with a connecting rod, and a fixing block is fixedly arranged on the outer side of the connecting rod. This 
controlling means for holographic display convenient to it is dustproof conveniently prevents dust controlling means, and the 
convenience is changed the dust screen, and conveniently maintains controlling means's inside. 
 
CLAIM 1. A control device for holographic display convenient to prevent dust, characterized by comprising: the control device 
comprises a control device body, wherein heat dissipation holes are formed in the outer side of the control device body, a dust 
screen is installed inside the heat dissipation holes, a movable block is connected to the rear end of the dust screen, a second 
spring is arranged at the front end of the movable block, and a cleaning mechanism is installed on the outer side of the inner side 
of the control device body; the moving block is slidably mounted at the rear end of the control device body, a first spring is 
arranged on the outer side of the moving block, the front end of the control device body is connected with a connecting plate, 
and a mounting rod is mounted inside the connecting plate; and the movable plate is arranged on the inner side of the mounting 
rod, the outer side of the movable plate is connected with a connecting rod, and a fixing block is fixedly arranged on the outer 
side of the connecting rod. 
 
 
N8578 

 

CN216210417U JINAN VIEWCOLOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/09/2021 
 
PORTABLE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE 
The utility model relates to the technical field of holographic display equipment, in 
particular to a portable holographic display device, which comprises an equipment 
base, wherein the front end and the rear end of the right surface of the equipment 
base are fixedly connected with vertical bars, a cross bar is arranged between the two 
vertical bars, when the display is carried out, four rotating plates face downwards, 
the four rotating plates are respectively limited in position by four limiting plates, so 
that the rotating plates cannot rotate any more, the four rotating plates and a bottom 
plate play a role of a bracket, so that the equipment body on the upper surface of the 
equipment base and the equipment base can be directly displayed without additional 
bracket installation, the installation efficiency is improved, a T-shaped sliding block 
I is separated from a T-shaped sliding groove I, so that the limiting plates do not limit 
the rotating plates any more, the rotating plates can rotate upwards, the bottom plate 
is inserted into the T-shaped sliding groove II again at the moment, so that the 
equipment base and the equipment body on the upper surface of the four rotating plates and the bottom plate at the moment are 
surrounded, the effect of protection is played for the equipment is difficult impaired improvement security when removing. 
 
CLAIM 1. A portable holographic display, comprising an apparatus base (1), characterized in that: vertical bars (7) are fixedly 
connected to the front end and the rear end of the right surface of the equipment base (1), a cross bar (2) is arranged between the 
two vertical bars (7), the front end and the rear end of the cross bar (2) are fixedly connected with the middle parts of the opposite 
surfaces of the two vertical bars (7), the upper surface and the lower surface of each vertical bar (7) are respectively flush with 
the upper surface and the lower surface of the equipment base (1), the surfaces of the two vertical bars (7) which are deviated 
from each other are respectively provided with a T-shaped chute I (6) in the vertical direction, the upper end of each T-shaped 
chute I (6) is an open end, the lower end of each T-shaped chute I is a closed end, and pulleys (13) are fixedly arranged at the 
four corners of the bottom surface of the equipment base (1); limiting mechanisms are arranged in the two T-shaped sliding 
grooves I (6) and comprise limiting plates (3). 
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CN216210252U EAST CHINA ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE | SHANGHAI 
Priority Date: 18/11/2021 JIRUI INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY | STATE GRID SHANGHAI 
 MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC POWER 
 
OUTDOOR ACCURATE NAVIGATION HOLOGRAPHIC HEAD-MOUNTED DEVICE BASED ON RTK 
DIFFERENTIAL POSITIONING 
The utility model discloses outdoor accurate navigation holographic head-mounted equipment based on RTK differential 
positioning, which relates to the technical field of augmented reality and comprises an engine body, wherein the front end surface 
of the engine body is connected with a holographic screen, the outer wall of the engine body is provided with a button, the rear 
end surface of the engine body is connected with an installation seat, and the top end of the installation seat is fixedly provided 
with an RTK positioning module; a first telescopic spring is arranged in the mounting seat, the top end of the first telescopic 
spring is connected with an L-shaped rod, the top end of one side of the L-shaped rod is fixedly provided with an inserting 
column, the top end of the L-shaped rod is connected with a resisting rod in a fitting manner, a limiting block is fixedly arranged 
on one side of the resisting rod, and the outer wall of the resisting rod is sleeved with a reset spring; the inner wall of the machine 
body is provided with a fixed plate; the machine body is electrically connected with the RTK positioning module. The RTK 
positioning module is convenient for a user to disassemble, assemble and maintain through the mounting base, the subsequent 
maintenance cost of the RTK positioning module is reduced, the service life of the RTK positioning module is prolonged, and 
the stability of the equipment is improved. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An outdoor accurate navigation holographic headset based on RTK differential positioning, includes organism (1), 
its characterized in that: the front end face of the machine body (1) is connected with a holographic screen (2), the outer wall of 
the machine body (1) is provided with a button (3), the rear end face of the machine body (1) is connected with a mounting seat 
(4), and the top end of the mounting seat (4) is fixedly provided with an RTK positioning module (5); a first telescopic spring 
(6) is installed inside the installation seat (4), the top end of the first telescopic spring (6) is connected with an L-shaped rod (7), 
an inserting column (8) is fixedly installed at the top end of one side of the L-shaped rod (7), and the inserting column (8) is 
movably inserted into the installation seat (4); the top end of the L-shaped rod (7) is connected with a resisting rod (9) in a fitting 
mode, a limiting block (10) is fixedly installed on one side of the resisting rod (9), and a return spring (11) is sleeved on the outer 
wall of the resisting rod (9); a fixing plate (21) is arranged on the inner wall of the machine body (1); the machine body (1) is 
electrically connected with the RTK positioning module (5). 
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CN216202259U YANG FENGYUN 
Priority Date: 09/09/2021 
 
INTELLIGENT HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION IMAGING DEVICE WITH LUMINOSITY ADJUSTING 
FUNCTION 
The utility model discloses an intelligent holographic projection imaging device with a luminosity adjusting function, which 
comprises an upright post, wherein the lower end of the outer surface of the upright post is movably connected with a thread 
block through a bearing, the inner surface of the thread block is in threaded connection with a first threaded rod, the bottom of 
the first threaded rod is fixedly connected with an operation box, the middle end on the left side of the inner cavity of the operation 
box is fixedly provided with a first servo motor, and the output end of the first servo motor is fixedly provided with a first gear. 
The holographic projection device body is adjusted in multiple directions under the mutual matching action of the threaded block, 
the upright post, the first threaded rod, the operation box, the adjusting cylinder, the holographic projection device body, the first 
servo motor, the first gear, the second servo motor, the threaded sleeve, the second threaded rod, the lifting plate, the push rod, 
the fixing pin and the adjusting frame, the operation is convenient and fast, and great convenience is brought to the use and 
operation of a user. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An intelligent holographic projection imaging device with luminosity adjusting function comprises a stand column 
(10), and is characterized in that: the lower end of the outer surface of the upright post (10) is connected with a thread block (9) 
through a bearing movable joint, the inner surface of the thread block (9) is connected with a first threaded rod (8) through a 
thread, the bottom of the first threaded rod (8) is fixedly connected with an operation box (7), the left middle end of an inner 
cavity of the operation box (7) is fixedly provided with a first servo motor (17), the output end of the first servo motor (17) is 
fixedly provided with a first gear (16), the middle end of the inner cavity of the operation box (7) is connected with an adjusting 
cylinder (6) through a bearing movable joint, the upper end of the outer surface of the adjusting cylinder (6) is fixedly provided 
with a second gear (15), the second gear (15) is meshed with the first gear (16), the upper end of the inner cavity of the adjusting 
cylinder (6) is fixedly provided with a second servo motor (18), the output end of the second servo motor (18) is fixedly provided 
with a thread sleeve (19), the internal surface threaded connection of thread bush (19) has second threaded rod (22), the bottom 
fixedly connected with lifter plate (20) of second threaded rod (22), the bottom fixedly connected with push rod (5) of lifter plate 
(20), the lower extreme fixedly connected with fixed pin (2) of push rod (5), there is holographic projection equipment body (1) 
bottom and the rear that is located push rod (5) of adjusting a section of thick bamboo (6) surface through round pin axle swing 
joint, the positive fixed surface of holographic projection equipment body (1) is connected with adjust the frame (3), the 
surperficial swing joint in the internal surface of adjust the frame (3) of fixed pin (2). 
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CN216161428U ORIENTAL ANIME ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 03/09/2021 
 
NOVEL HOLOGRAPHIC MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM 
The utility model discloses a novel holographic multimedia platform which comprises a platform, a holographic display structure, 
a space spotlight, a sound system, a master control system and a dustproof curtain, wherein the platform is a base of the 
holographic display structure, the holographic display structure consists of a holographic reflection medium, a holographic 
imaging screen and a support frame, the sound system consists of a sound box, a power amplifier sound console and a wireless 
microphone, the master control system consists of a control module, a wireless 5G router and a holographic host, the dustproof 
curtain consists of an electric motor and a curtain, and the holographic host and the control module are electrically connected 
with the wireless 5G router. Has the advantages that: the control module controls the holographic courseware picture to play,  
pause, inter cut, switch and line and explain; holographic multimedia platform space area is big, can make the real person get 
into holographic space, combines virtual holographic 3D picture to carry out immersive interdynamic, takes wireless microphone 
can strengthen the interactive interchange experience of pronunciation. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a novel holographic multimedia 
platform, a serial communication port, including podium (8), holographic 
display structure, space shot-light (9), sound system, total accuse system and 
dustproof curtain, podium (8) are the base of holographic display structure, 
holographic display structure comprises holographic reflection medium (2), 
holographic imaging screen (10) and support frame (13), sound system 
comprises audio amplifier tuning table (4), wireless microphone (5), total 
accuse system comprises control module (3), wireless 5G router (6) and 
holographic host computer (7), the dustproof curtain comprises electric 
motor (11) and curtain (12), holographic host computer (7) and the wireless 
5G router (6) of control module (3) electric connection. 
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CN216143445U SHANGHAI ZHANGJIANG CHAOYI MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 
Priority Date: 18/08/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC 3D DISPLAY DEVICE 
The utility model belongs to the field of holographic display, and particularly 
relates to a holographic 3D display device which comprises a display device body, 
wherein one side of the display device body is fixedly connected with an adjusting 
mechanism, the adjusting mechanism comprises a rotating shaft, a damping ring 
and a clamping sleeve, the inner wall of the damping ring is fixedly connected with 
the rotating shaft, the outer wall of the rotating shaft is fixedly connected with the 
clamping sleeve, the outer wall of the adjusting mechanism is fixedly connected 
with an installation frame, the bottom of the installation frame is fixedly connected 
with a sleeve, and the inner wall of the sleeve is fixedly connected with a rotating 
mechanism; through the display device body when using show work, adjustment 
mechanism carries out angle modulation work to the display device body when 
showing, and damping circle carries out damping work in accommodation process, 
lets the position of angle modulation fix, lets the angle modulation fix through the 
damping circle and can be better let the display device body fix the demonstration 
at suitable angle, has better promotion to the display effect of equipment. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic 3D display device, characterized by: the display device comprises a display device body (4), wherein 
one side of the display device body (4) is fixedly connected with an adjusting mechanism (5), and the adjusting mechanism (5) 
comprises a rotating shaft (501), a damping ring (502) and a clamping sleeve (503); the inner wall fixedly connected with pivot 
(501) of damping circle (502), the outer wall fixedly connected with block cover (503) of pivot (501), the outer wall fixedly 
connected with mounting bracket (6) of adjustment mechanism (5), the bottom fixedly connected with sleeve (7) of mounting 
bracket (6), the inner wall fixedly connected with rotary mechanism (11) of sleeve (7). 
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CN216133651U SHENYANG KEMEITE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 25/08/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC FAREWELL CEREMONY HALL 
The utility model discloses a holographic farewell hall, which comprises a hall, wherein a ceiling space is arranged in the middle 
of the top end of the hall, a plurality of thermostats are connected in the ceiling space in a sliding manner, a plurality of projection 
devices are arranged in the thermostats, electric lifting curtains are arranged on the left side and the right side of the interior of 
the hall, and four-fold curtains are arranged on the front side of the interior of the hall. The utility model is based on the 
improvement of the solid building, integrates holographic projection, lamplight and sound, computer software and hardware, 
interactive acquisition equipment and the like, creates a holographic 3D funeral parlor with novel and regret effect, real sense of 
hierarchy, 3D three-dimensional space and immersion type, combines the image data of wreaths, mourning and deceased with 
holographic content, is more environment-friendly, enables relatives and friends who participate in the debarking to see the 
locked memory together for the lifetime of the deceased, and is worthy of great popularization. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic take a business ceremony hall, includes room (1) and image fusion 
processing module (11), its characterized in that: the ceiling structure is characterized in that a ceiling space (2) is arranged in 
the middle of the top end of the hall (1), three layers of support frames (16) are arranged in the ceiling space (2) at equal intervals, 
sliding grooves (17) are formed in the left side and the right side of the upper end of each support frame (16), installation frames 
(18) are arranged on each support frame (16), sliding strips (19) are fixedly connected to the left side and the right side of the 
bottom end of each installation frame (18), the sliding strips (19) are slidably connected with the corresponding sliding grooves 
(17), hollow grooves (21) are formed in the middle of each installation frame (18), two movable support sheets (20) are 
transversely slidably connected in each hollow groove (21), thermostats (3) are fixedly connected to the middle of the left side 
and the right side of the upper end of each installation frame (18) and the middle of the upper end of each bottom installation 
frame (18), projection equipment (5) is arranged in each thermostats (3), and fixed supports (22) are fixedly connected to the 
front middle of the top end of each installation frame (18), the both ends of upper portion rotate to be connected in the middle 
part both sides of fixing support (22) all with splint (24) one side, the middle part of fixing support (22) all is provided with 
torque spring (23), the one end of torque spring (23) all with splint (24) fixed connection that correspond, the other end of torque 
spring (23) all with fixing support (22) fixed connection that corresponds, the inside left and right sides of room (1) all is provided 
with electric lift curtain (6), the inside front side of room (1) is provided with four folds curtain (7). 
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CN216133254U NANJING WAVELENGTH OPTO ELECTRONIC SCIENCE 
Priority Date: 05/08/2021 TECHNOLOGY | WAVELAB SCIENTIFIC NANJING 
 
HUD LIGHT PATH SYSTEM BASED ON LASER HOLOGRAPHIC SCANNING 
The utility model discloses a laser holographic scanning based HUD (head Up display) optical path system, which comprises a 
laser light source, a shaping lens, a spatial light modulator, a galvanometer, a compensation lens and a windshield, wherein the 
shaping lens is arranged on the laser light source; the laser beam emitted by the laser source sequentially passes through the 
shaping lens for beam expanding and collimating, the spatial light modulator for reflecting, the vibrating mirror for reflecting 
and the compensating lens for compensating and then is hit on the windshield. The light path system takes laser as light source 
output, and realizes image display with good color reducibility and high brightness; expanding and collimating the laser beam 
through a shaping lens for irradiating the holographic pattern; the spatial light modulator is used for generating a holographic 
interference pattern of an image to be displayed, and different imaging depths correspond to different interference patterns; the 
use of the galvanometer realizes the increase of the field of view and is beneficial to the miniaturization of the system; the use 
of the compensation lens makes the displayed image clearer and has smaller distortion. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a based on laser holographic scanning formula HUD optical path system which 
characterized in that: the device comprises a laser light source, a shaping lens, a spatial light modulator, a vibrating mirror, a 
compensating lens and a windshield; the laser beam emitted by the laser source sequentially passes through the shaping lens for 
beam expanding and collimating, the spatial light modulator for reflecting, the vibrating mirror for reflecting and the 
compensating lens for compensating and then is hit on the windshield. 
 
 
N8589 

 

CN114373061 SUZHOU COOLYOUR NETWORK TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 26/04/2021 
 
IMMERSIVE INTERACTIVE PANORAMIC HOLOGRAPHIC SYSTEM AND APPLICATION THEREOF 
The invention belongs to the technical field of holography, and particularly relates to an immersive interactive panoramic 
holographic system and application thereof; the invention provides an immersive interactive panoramic holographic system, 
which comprises a scene information acquisition module, a scene module, an environment monitoring module, a channel module, 
a data storage module, a data transmission module, a data processing module and hardware, wherein the scene information 
acquisition module is used for acquiring scene information; the system solves the problems of asynchronous and unreal weather 
data acquisition in a scene; the invention provides a system for feeding back real people and dressing information, which can 
provide recommended information for more sports and outdoor protection under the condition of knowing outdoor weather 
information; the system of the invention provides the expression of multi-sensory channel interaction in panoramic holography; 
the system for restoring the real scene by 100 percent is provided, and the problem that the scene data is not real in the collected 
reality is solved; a beautiful scene which is originated from reality higher than reality is created through panoramic holography 
and virtual reality. 
 
CLAIM 1. An immersive interactive panoramic holographic system is characterized by comprising a scene information 
acquisition module, a scene module, an environment monitoring module, a channel module, a data storage module, a data 
transmission module, a data processing module and hardware. 
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CN114333440 HARBIN ENGINEERING UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 05/01/2022 
 
REMOTE TEACHING DEVICE BASED ON INTERNET HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNOLOGY 
The invention discloses a remote teaching device based on internet holographic projection technology, which comprises an 
auditorium (100), a projection teaching end (200) and a server (300), wherein the projection teaching end (200) is electrically 
connected with the server (300), the projection teaching end (200) is arranged on one side of the auditorium (100), a camera is 
arranged on the projection teaching end (200), the camera is used for collecting the observation position of each audience on the 
auditorium (100) and transmitting data to the server (300), the server (300) is used for calculating the optimal projection height 
through the observation position of each audience on the auditorium (100) and generating a height control signal to the projection 
teaching end (200); the projection teaching terminal (200) is used for adjusting the projection height through a height control 
signal, and the projection teaching terminal (200) is also used for providing a projection video. 
 
CLAIM 1. A remote teaching device based on internet holographic projection 
technology is characterized by comprising an auditorium (100), a projection 
teaching end (200) and a server (300), wherein the projection teaching end (200) is 
electrically connected with the server (300), the projection teaching end (200) is 
arranged on one side of the auditorium (100), a camera is arranged on the projection 
teaching end (200) and used for collecting the observation position of each audience 
on the auditorium (100) and transmitting data to the server (300), and the server 
(300) is used for calculating the optimal projection height through the observation 
position of each audience on the auditorium (100) and generating a height control 
signal to the projection teaching end (200); the projection teaching terminal (200) is used for adjusting the projection height 
through a height control signal, and the projection teaching terminal (200) is also used for providing a projection video. 
 
 
N8599 

 

CN114326143 MU QIANWEI 
Priority Date: 29/09/2020 
 
METHOD FOR DISPLAYING STACKED 3D (THREE-DIMENSIONAL) HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES BY 
MULTILAYER TRANSPARENT DISPLAY SCREEN 
The invention discloses a method for displaying a stacked 3D (three-dimensional) 
holographic image by a multilayer transparent display screen, which comprises the 
following steps of: arranging a plurality of layers of transparent liquid crystal display 
panels to be stacked, wherein the total number is N; the transparent liquid crystal screen 
is connected with a display device, and the display device is connected with a computer; 
calculating an image three-dimensional imaging structure through a computer, and 
longitudinally layering the three-dimensional structure; the image data after longitudinal 
layering is transmitted back to the display device, the image data is respectively 
displayed on the liquid crystal screen by the liquid crystal display drive in the display 
device, the liquid crystal particles in the pixel units of the liquid crystal screen emit light 
according to the image to be displayed, and the integral three-dimensional image effect 
is realized according to the stacking of the liquid crystal particles of the multilayer liquid 
crystal screen. According to the invention, the 3D image can be observed by naked eyes 
without wearing auxiliary glasses; the observation angles are different, images with 
different angles are presented, and the stereo shape of the object can be seen at any angle. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for displaying a 3D stereoscopic holographic image by stacking multiple layers of transparent display 
screens is characterized by comprising the following steps: A. arranging a plurality of layers of transparent liquid crystal display 
panels to be stacked, wherein the total number is N; B. the transparent liquid crystal screen is connected with a display device, 
and the display device is connected with a computer; C. calculating an image three-dimensional imaging structure through a 
computer, and longitudinally layering the three-dimensional structure; D. the image data after longitudinal layering is transmitted 
back to the display device, the image data is respectively displayed on the liquid crystal screen by the liquid crystal display drive 
in the display device, the liquid crystal particles in the pixel units of the liquid crystal screen emit light according to the image 
to be displayed, and the integral three-dimensional image effect is realized according to the stacking of the liquid crystal particles 
of the multilayer liquid crystal screen. 
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CN114297763 SHENZHEN GUOJIAN ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION 
Priority Date: 06/01/2022 ENGINEERING 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING FULL DECORATION SIMULATION DISPLAY METHOD AND DISPLAY SYSTEM 
The invention discloses a holographic imaging full decoration simulation display method and a display system, which comprises 
1, CAD software, a plane graph used for drawing indoor layout scheme design and plane and vertical construction drawings, a 
general frame used for expressing indoor planes, a whole construction scheme determined by changing distance parameters, 
height parameters and direction parameters among all indoor walls, 2, modeling the indoor whole through 3DMax software, 
generating an effect graph, generating a whole 3D effect graph, 3, modifying the effect graph through PS software, highlighting 
details, enabling the 3D effect graph to be more real, and enabling a user to feel living environment in person by watching a 
simulated real decoration effect scene in a short distance through wearing VR glasses, wherein the invention changes the whole 
decoration layout and decoration effect through changing the internal specific parameters of the software, so that the user can 
perform design requirement and whole decoration budget according to the user, the decoration requirements of the user are met. 
 
CLAIM 1. The holographic imaging full decoration simulation display method and the display system are characterized by 
comprising the following steps of: carrying out laser three-dimensional measurement on the whole house to be decorated to 
obtain the whole space size of the house and the position size direction of the bearing wall, and generating a whole size model 
library; adopting CAD drawing software to draw the whole plane and the space of the partition wall of the house, including the 
positions of furniture, household appliances and decorative building materials, and generating a specific parameter database; 
generating a 3D effect picture by adopting 3DMAX drawing software on the basis of CAD drawing software, generating a 
dynamic roaming picture by combining holographic projection software, generating a parameter database for the size, shape and 
price of the household appliance and the furniture, and establishing a parameter database for the parameter database of the 
decorative building materials, including unit price, material quality, size and detailed information; the method comprises the 
steps of taking pictures of common decoration materials, integrating the pictures into a material library carried by PS (packet 
switched) drawing software, establishing a real-scene full decoration material library, and rendering a dynamic roaming image 
generated by 3DMAX (digital imaging and mapping) through the PS software to generate a specific 3D dynamic image 
hologram; generating a dynamic panorama by adopting 3DMAX drawing software and VR holographic software; can 360 
degrees directly perceived watching through wearing VR glasses. 
 
 

 

 
N8603 

 

CN114296243 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 17/01/2022 
 
SELF-ADAPTIVE BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HOLOGRAPHIC WAVEGUIDE 
DISPLAY EQUIPMENT 
The invention discloses a self-adaptive brightness adjusting system and 
method for holographic waveguide display equipment, and aims to enable the 
holographic waveguide display equipment to automatically adjust the 
brightness of a micro-image source according to the illumination of the 
environment. The system comprises five functional modules: the device 
comprises a computer control module, a driving and adjusting module, a 
micro-image source display module, an optical waveguide transmission 
module and an ambient light acquisition module. The video signal is provided 
by the computer control module, the driving adjusting module is used for 
controlling transmission, then the micro image source display module is 
lightened, and the optical information of the micro image source display 
module is finally transmitted to human eyes through the optical waveguide 
transmission module to finish display. The ambient light acquisition module 
is responsible for acquiring ambient illumination information and transmitting the ambient illumination information to the 
driving adjustment module to change the brightness of the micro image source display module. Meanwhile, in order for the 
driving adjustment module to accurately change the brightness according to the illumination information, an experiment for 
calibrating the corresponding relationship between the display brightness and the ambient illumination needs to be performed. 
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CN114259249 SICHUAN PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN & CHILDREN 
Priority Date: 05/11/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TYPE RADIATION IMAGE INSTRUMENT 
The invention relates to the technical field of medical instruments, in particular to a holographic projection radiographic imaging 
instrument, which comprises a rack, wherein a first slide rail is fixedly arranged on the rack, the holographic projection 
radiographic imaging instrument also comprises a sickbed, an adjustment control assembly, a radio frequency assembly and a 
movement control assembly, the sickbed is arranged on the rack and is in sliding fit with the first slide rail, the sickbed comprises 
a seat plate, a backup plate, a connecting plate and a backing plate, the seat plate, the backup plate, the connecting plate and the 
backing plate are square plates with the same width, one side of the seat plate is rotationally connected with one side of the 
backup plate, the other side of the seat plate is rotationally connected with one side of the connecting plate, and the other side of 
the connecting plate is rotationally connected with one side of the backing plate; the adjusting and controlling component is 
fixedly arranged on the sickbed and is used for adjusting the shape change of the sickbed; the radio frequency assembly is 
arranged in the rack; the mobile control assembly is fixedly arranged on the rack and the sickbed and used for driving the sickbed 
to slide along the first sliding rail. The patient bed overcomes the defects that some patients are difficult to move, the height of 
the patient bed is high, the patients are difficult to lie on the patient bed, and inconvenience is caused to the patients. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic projection type radiographic image instrument comprises a frame (1), a first slide rail (1a) is fixedly 
arranged on the frame (1), the sickbed is characterized by further comprising a sickbed (2), an adjustment control component 
(3), a radio frequency component (4) and a movement control component (5), wherein the sickbed (2) is installed on the rack (1) 
and is in sliding fit with the first sliding rail (1a), the sickbed (2) comprises a seat plate (2a), a backup plate (2b), a connecting 
plate (2c) and a cushion plate (2d), the seat plate (2a), the backup plate (2b), the connecting plate (2c) and the cushion plate (2d) 
are square plates with the same width, one side of the seat plate (2a) is rotatably connected with one side of the backup plate 
(2b), the other side of the seat plate (2a) is rotatably connected with one side of the connecting plate (2c), and the other side of 
the connecting plate (2c) is rotatably connected with one side of the cushion plate (2 d); the adjusting control component (3) is 
fixedly arranged on the sickbed (2) and is used for adjusting the shape change of the sickbed (2); the radio frequency assembly 
(4) is arranged in the rack (1); the movement control component (5) is fixedly arranged on the rack (1) and the sickbed (2) and 
used for driving the sickbed (2) to slide along the first sliding rail (1 a). 
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CN114241172 CCB FINTECH 
Priority Date: 19/11/2021 
 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL DISPLAY METHOD AND DEVICE BASED ON HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 
AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
The application relates to a three-dimensional model display method, a 
three-dimensional model display device, a three-dimensional model display 
computer device, a three-dimensional model storage medium and a three-
dimensional model display computer program product based on holographic 
projection. The method comprises the following steps: acquiring a target 
three-dimensional model, displaying the target three-dimensional model, 
and performing holographic projection on the target three-dimensional 
model through holographic projection equipment; in the holographic 
projection process, acquiring a user control instruction, wherein the user 
control instruction comprises a control type and a corresponding control 
parameter; updating model parameters of model attributes corresponding to 
the target three-dimensional model and the control type according to the user 
control instruction; and performing real-time lamplight rendering on the updated target three-dimensional model based on preset 
lamplight parameters, displaying the rendered target three-dimensional model, and performing holographic projection through 
holographic projection equipment. By adopting the method, the target three-dimensional model can be updated and rendered in 
real time based on different control types, and the display effect of the three-dimensional model can be improved. 
 
CLAIM 1. A three-dimensional model display method based on holographic projection is characterized by comprising the 
following steps: acquiring a target three-dimensional model, displaying the target three-dimensional model, and performing 
holographic projection on the target three-dimensional model through holographic projection equipment; in the holographic 
projection process, acquiring a user control instruction, wherein the user control instruction comprises a control type and a 
corresponding control parameter; updating model parameters of model attributes of the target three-dimensional model 
corresponding to the control type according to the user control instruction; and performing real-time lamplight rendering on the 
updated target three-dimensional model based on preset lamplight parameters, displaying the rendered target three-dimensional 
model, and performing holographic projection through the holographic projection equipment. 
 
 

 

 
N8609 

 

CN114237389 CENTRAL CHINA NORMAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 06/12/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING-BASED IN-SITU INDUCTION FORMING METHOD IN ENHANCED TEACHING 
ENVIRONMENT 
The invention belongs to the teaching application field of virtual reality technology, and provides a telepresence generation 
method in an enhanced teaching environment based on holographic imaging, which comprises the following steps: s1, enhancing 
generation of a teaching environment; s2, multi-modal interactive control; and S3, generating the presence feeling. The method 
for enhancing the telepresence in the teaching environment based on the holographic imaging provides a new and systematic 
generation way and mode for enhancing the telepresence in the teaching environment, and is beneficial to teachers and students 
to obtain good telepresence experience in the enhanced teaching environment. 
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CN114237001 BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF POSTS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Priority Date: 06/12/2021 
 
BINOCULAR HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD THEREOF 
The invention provides a binocular holographic three-dimensional display system and a method thereof, wherein the system 
comprises: beam splitting prism, first speculum, second speculum, spatial light modulator and holographic optical element, 
wherein: the beam splitting prism is used for splitting the acquired parallel light beam into a first light beam and a second light 
beam, the first light beam irradiates the spatial light modulator, and the second light beam irradiates the first reflector; the first 
reflector is used for irradiating the first light beam onto the spatial light modulator; the spatial light modulator is used for 
generating a first holographic image light and a second holographic image light; the second reflecting mirror is used for 
irradiating the holographic image light onto the holographic optical element; the holographic optical element is used for acquiring 
the first holographic image light and the second holographic image light and generating a holographic three-dimensional image. 
According to the invention, the holographic images of the left eye and the right eye are reconstructed by respectively irradiating 
the first holographic image light and the second holographic image light on the first holographic element and the second 
holographic element, so that the holographic three-dimensional image is accurately formed. 
 
CLAIM 1. A binocular holographic three dimensional display system, 
comprising: beam splitting prism, first speculum, second speculum, spatial 
light modulator and holographic optical element, wherein: the beam splitting 
prism is used for splitting the acquired parallel light beam into a first light beam 
and a second light beam, the first light beam irradiates the spatial light 
modulator, and the second light beam irradiates the first reflector; the first 
reflector is used for irradiating the second light beam onto the spatial light 
modulator; the spatial light modulator is used for enabling the first light beam 
and the second light beam to be incident as light sources and generating first 
holographic image light and second holographic image light according to the 
first light beam and the second light beam; the second reflecting mirror is used 
for irradiating the first holographic image light and the second holographic 
image light onto the holographic optical element; the holographic optical element is used for acquiring the first holographic 
image light and the second holographic image light and generating a holographic three-dimensional image. 
 
 
N8614 

 

CN114236819 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 29/12/2021 
 
WAVEGUIDE DISPLAY TWO-DIMENSIONAL PUPIL EXPANDING METHOD BASED ON POLARIZER 
HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING 
The invention relates to a waveguide display two-dimensional pupil expanding 
method based on a polarizer holographic grating. Based on the polarization 
diffraction characteristics of the polarization body holographic grating, the 
polarization body holographic grating is used as a waveguide coupling element 
to guide and transmit light beams from the micro-image source system in a 
waveguide medium. And then, completing two-dimensional pupil expansion 
and derivation of a transmitted image light field through a composite polarizer 
holographic grating structure, and finally entering human eyes to realize the 
waveguide augmented reality imaging function. According to the invention, by 
utilizing the excellent polarization diffraction characteristic of PVG, only two 
grating regions are needed to be used in the waveguide pupil expanding 
structure, so that the waveguide area is greatly reduced, and the light beam 
propagation distance is correspondingly reduced, thereby reducing the volume weight of the waveguide device, further reducing 
the loss and scattering of the light beam in the waveguide, and improving the final imaging effect. 
 
CLAIM 1. A waveguide display two-dimensional pupil expanding method based on a polarizer holographic grating is 
characterized in that the polarizer holographic grating is used as a waveguide coupling device, and a grating fork type composite 
structure is used for realizing a two-dimensional exit pupil expanding effect at an exit pupil position in an optical waveguide 
near-eye imaging system. 
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CN114233995 SHENZHEN I TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 23/12/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE 
The invention relates to the technical field of display devices, in particular to a holographic display device, which comprises a 
mounting frame, a first LED display screen, a second LED display screen and a third LED display screen, wherein the first LED 
display screen, the second LED display screen and the third LED display screen are arranged on the mounting frame, the lower 
end of the mounting frame is provided with a bottom plate, and the upper end is provided with a top plate, the left side and the 
right side of the mounting rack are respectively provided with a first LED display screen, the upper end of the first LED display 
screen is fixedly provided with a connecting block, the connecting block is provided with a sleeve hole, the inserting groove is 
inserted with a first LED display screen fixing device, when the second LED display screen at the upper end and the lower end 
is installed, the rack frame is pushed to realize the fixed installation of the second LED display screen, and the rack frame can 
be fixed under the action of the blocking frame, so that the installation stability of the second LED display screen is ensured, the 
second LED display screen can be quickly mounted and dismounted, so that later-stage overhaul and maintenance are facilitated. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Holographic display device, including the mounting bracket and install first LED display screen, second LED display 
screen and third LED display screen on the mounting bracket, its characterized in that: the lower end of the mounting frame is 
provided with a bottom plate, the upper end of the mounting frame is provided with a top plate, the left side and the right side of 
the mounting frame are respectively provided with a first LED display screen, the upper end of the first LED display screen is 
fixedly provided with a connecting block, the connecting block is provided with a socket hole, the socket groove is inserted with 
a first LED display screen fixing device, the bottom plate and the top plate are both provided with oblique supporting frames, 
the oblique supporting frames are arranged in parallel, a forty-five degree angle is formed between the two oblique supporting 
frames and the bottom plate, the oblique supporting frames are provided with a second LED display screen, the two ends of the 
second LED display screen are symmetrically and fixedly provided with mounting plates, the mounting plates are fixed on the 
oblique supporting frames through screws, one ends of the bottom plate and the top plate are respectively welded with a fixed 
plate, the two ends of the fixed plate are symmetrically welded with connecting columns, the two sides of the same end of the 
bottom plate and the top plate are symmetrically provided with rack holes, the fixed plate on the bottom plate is located at the 
upper end of the rack hole on the bottom plate, the connecting column faces downwards, the fixed plate on the top plate is located 
at the lower end of the rack hole on the top plate, and the connecting column faces upwards. 
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N8590 
 

CN114371607 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 15/10/2020 
 
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM BASED ON COMPOSITE ZONE PLATE 
The invention relates to a digital holographic imaging system based on a composite zone plate, which consists of the composite 
zone plate and an image detector, wherein the composite zone plate is formed by combining a phase zone plate and an amplitude 
zone plate, and the phase zone plate and the amplitude zone plate are manufactured on the same substrate. The incident light 
wave generates plus or minus 1 order diffraction light after passing through the composite wave band piece, the measured sample 
is placed at the +1 order focus, when the converged spherical wave passes through the focus and illuminates the measured sample, 
the spherical wave is scattered to form object light wave carrying the information of the measured sample, the object light wave 
interferes with the non-scattered-1 order divergent spherical wave in the overlapping area to form interference pattern, thereby 
establishing a digital holographic imaging system using the +1 order as illumination light source and the-1 order as reference 
light source, and reconstructing the wavefront information of the object light by using the phase contrast hologram. The invention 
combines diffraction light wave modulation, micro-machining optical technology and a digital holographic imaging system, can 
increase the included angle between object light waves and reference waves, further improves the capability of capturing high-
frequency-band information of the object light waves, has higher environmental adaptability and dynamic measurement range, 
and provides a new way for micro-nano element on-line detection and living body biological characteristic microscopy. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A digital holographic imaging system based on a composite zone plate is characterized in that: the digital holographic 
microscopic imaging system consists of a composite zone plate and an image detector, wherein incident light waves generate 
plus or minus 1-order diffraction light only after passing through the composite zone plate, no other high-order diffraction order 
and zero-order transmission light exist, one of the two diffraction light beams converges, one of the two diffraction light beams 
diverges, the + 1-order diffraction light is used as an illumination light source, the-1-order diffraction light is used as a reference 
light source, a measured sample is placed behind a + 1-order focus, when the converged spherical wave passes through the focus, 
the measured sample is illuminated, the spherical wave is scattered to form object light waves carrying information of the 
measured sample, the object light waves interfere with the unscattered-1-order divergent spherical wave in an overlapping area 
to form an interference pattern, and the complex amplitude information of the measured sample is reversely reconstructed by 
using a phase contrast hologram. 
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CN114359901 CHANGZHOU INSTITUTE OF MECHATRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 04/01/2022 
 
AUTOMATIC BLOOD CELL CLASSIFICATION METHOD BASED ON SHEARING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY 
AND DEEP LEARNING 
The invention relates to a blood cell automatic classification method based on shearing digital holography and deep learning, 
which comprises the following steps: collecting an off-axis interferogram of blood cells; extracting object wave complex 
amplitude according to the blood cell off-axis interference pattern; recovering blood cell phase from the object wave complex 
amplitude; labeling the blood cell phase diagram; establishing a blood cell phase map data set; constructing a residual 
convolutional neural network framework; training a residual convolution neural network frame according to the blood cell phase 
diagram data set; obtaining an automatic blood cell classification model; automatically classifying the blood cells according to 
the blood cell automatic classification model to realize the automatic classification of the blood cells under the unmarked 
quantitative phase imaging; the blood cell phase diagram can be quickly recovered without dyeing the blood cells, the automatic 
classification of the blood cells under the unmarked quantitative phase imaging is efficiently realized, the feasibility is increased, 
and the complexity is reduced; the rapid classification and counting of the blood cells can be automatically realized without 
manual operation and intervention. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for automatically classifying blood cells based on shearing digital holography and deep learning is 
characterized by comprising the following steps: collecting an off-axis interferogram of blood cells; extracting object wave 
complex amplitude according to the blood cell off-axis interference pattern; recovering blood cell phase from the object wave 
complex amplitude; labeling the blood cell phase diagram; establishing a blood cell phase map data set; constructing a residual 
convolutional neural network framework; training a residual convolution neural network frame according to the blood cell phase 
diagram data set; obtaining an automatic blood cell classification model; and and automatically classifying the blood cells 
according to the blood cell automatic classification model. 
 
 
N8592 

 

CN114359325 NANJING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENT 
Priority Date: 31/12/2021 COMPUTING IMAGING RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
 
ACCURATE CELL IMAGE SEGMENTATION METHOD BASED ON DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING 
TECHNOLOGY 
The invention discloses a cell image accurate segmentation method based on a digital holographic imaging technology, which 
comprises five steps of obtaining a cell image, preprocessing the image, extracting a cell area in the image, identifying a single 
cell and segmenting the cell image. The method can quickly obtain the dynamic information of the cell sample, and cannot 
damage the cell sample; meanwhile, the accurate segmentation of single cells can be realized for the phenomena of cell 
overlapping, cell adhesion and the like in the cell image. 
 
CLAIM 1. A cell image accurate segmentation method based on a digital holographic imaging technology is characterized by 
comprising the following steps: firstly, acquiring a cell image from a digital holographic imaging system; preprocessing the 
image, and setting a threshold value to remove image noise points; extracting a cell region in the image, and separating the whole 
cell region from the background through a self-adaptive gradient threshold foreground segmentation algorithm; identifying single 
cells, and identifying cell centers by adopting a distance transformation algorithm and an H-minima transformation algorithm so 
as to complete the identification of the single cells; and step five, segmenting the cell image, and realizing segmentation of the 
cell image through a watershed algorithm controlled by the marker. 
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CN114354516 SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY OF ELECTRIC POWER 
Priority Date: 06/12/2021 
 
TRANSFORMER OIL IMPURITY DETECTION DEVICE BASED ON LENS-FREE HOLOGRAPHIC 
MICROSCOPY 
The invention relates to a transformer oil impurity detection device based on lens-free holographic microscopy, which comprises 
a diaphragm, a detection device and a control device, wherein the diaphragm is used for adjusting the range and the size of a 
light beam to obtain an image, and is an aperture diaphragm; the LED light source is used for directly irradiating the surface of 
the transformer oil sample to be observed through the hole of the diaphragm; the CCD camera is used for collecting a holographic 
image formed by interference of object light irradiated by the LED light source and reference light not directly irradiated by the 
LED light source; and the computer is used for receiving the holographic image acquired by the CCD camera, carrying out image 
processing and holographic reconstruction, acquiring the real form of the transformer oil sample for detection, wherein the LED 
light source, the diaphragm and the CCD camera are sequentially arranged from top to bottom, and the holes of the LED light 
source and the diaphragm and the CCD camera are positioned on the same straight line. Compared with the prior art, the method 
has the advantages of simple and convenient operation, short time consumption, low cost and the like. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a transformer oil impurity detection device based on no lens holographic is microscopic 
which characterized in that includes: the diaphragm is used for adjusting the range and the size of the light beam to acquire an 
image, and the diaphragm is an aperture diaphragm; the LED light source is used for directly irradiating the surface of the 
transformer oil sample to be observed through the hole of the diaphragm; the CCD camera is used for collecting a holographic 
image formed by interference of object light irradiated by the LED light source and reference light not directly irradiated by the 
LED light source; and the computer is used for receiving the holographic image acquired by the CCD camera, carrying out image 
processing and holographic reconstruction, and acquiring the real form of the transformer oil sample for detection. 
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CN114354466 NORTHWESTERN POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 17/09/2021 
 
MICROSCOPIC IMAGING DEVICE FOR MEASURING CELL-SUBSTRATE INTERACTION UNDER LIGHT 
FORCE STIMULATION 
The invention relates to a microscopic imaging device for measuring cell-substrate interaction under optical force stimulation, 
which combines the advantages of surface plasma resonance holographic microscopy and optical tweezers and can realize real-
time characterization of cell-substrate interaction under optical force stimulation. The optical tweezers are used for applying non-
invasive and flexible mechanical stimulation to living cells, and the surface plasma resonance holographic microscope system 
acquires surface plasma resonance phase information of the cells by acquiring digital holograms in real time and performing 
numerical reconstruction. The device can be used as a label-free and wide-field dynamic measurement means for researching 
the interaction between cells and a substrate under mechanical stimulation. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A microscopic imaging apparatus for measuring cell-substrate interactions under optical force stimulation, 
characterized by the steps of: s1, manufacturing a cell chip, specifically, evaporating a cover glass with a gold layer with a certain 
thickness on one surface, tightly attaching a layer of annular double-sided adhesive material at a position close to the boundary 
of the cover glass, dripping a solution containing a cell sample on the gold layer, quickly covering a clean cover glass, and tightly 
bonding an upper cover glass and a lower cover glass by the double-sided adhesive material; therefore, the double-sided adhesive 
material is used for realizing the encapsulation of the cell chip and preventing the cell culture solution from leaking; s2, in the 
optical tweezers unit, one beam of near infrared light waves is tightly focused in the cell chip after passing through a microscope 
objective L to form optical tweezers, and the other beam of broadband light source is used for imaging the cell sample in the cell 
chip through the microscope objective L; in the surface plasma resonance holographic microscopic unit, a microobjective M is 
coupled with a cell chip through immersion oil, a beam of laser enters the microobjective M and is tightly focused on a back 
focal plane of the microobjective M, the laser is emitted from the microobjective M to form a planar light wave and is incident 
on a cover glass plated with a gold layer at a certain angle to excite surface plasma resonance, and the reflected light wave carries 
near-field information of interaction between cells and a substrate; s3, ensuring that the microscope objectives L and M in the 
two systems are coaxial; for a gold layer with a characteristic pattern on the surface, firstly, utilizing a surface plasma resonance 
holographic microscopic unit to carry out wide field imaging on the gold layer, and fixing the position of a microscope objective 
M at the moment; then finely adjusting the position of a microscope objective L in the optical tweezers unit until the same 
characteristic pattern appears in the field of view; at the moment, the optical tweezers unit and the surface plasma resonance 
holographic microscope unit measure the same area of the sample, and the microscope objective L and M are coaxial; thus, the 
microscopic imaging device for measuring cell-substrate interaction under the light force stimulation is built. 
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CN114326352 NANJING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENT 
Priority Date: 31/12/2021 COMPUTING IMAGING RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
 
REAL-TIME CELL THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS METHOD BASED ON DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY 
The invention discloses a real-time cell three-dimensional analysis method based on digital holography, which comprises the 
following steps: acquiring a hologram; obtaining a phase result, and performing cell segmentation of a phase diagram; screening 
single cells; and (4) respectively carrying out three-dimensional morphological analysis on the thickness, the area, the perimeter, 
the volume and the irregularity of each screened cell. The invention is different from the traditional microscopic imaging mode, 
and can carry out microscopic three-dimensional imaging with high precision, high robustness and high speed by adopting a 
digital holographic method; compared with the traditional method, the cell segmentation method based on the combination of 
the empirical gradient threshold and the watershed algorithm has better parameter adaptability and precision; the method adopts 
a morphological cell three-dimensional analysis method to calculate the area, perimeter, thickness, volume and irregularity of 
the cell, which is a quantitative analysis of the three-dimensional result of digital holographic acquisition and has important value 
for the research of microorganisms. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A real-time cell three-dimensional analysis method based on digital holography is characterized by comprising the 
following steps: acquiring a hologram, namely acquiring an interference fringe pattern by using a laser light source through a 
Mach-Zehnder off-axis interference light path; acquiring a phase result, and performing phase reconstruction on the acquired 
hologram by using an off-axis digital holographic phase reconstruction algorithm based on fast Fourier transform; thirdly, cell 
segmentation of the phase diagram is carried out according to the phase acquisition result; step four, screening single cells; and 
step five, respectively carrying out three-dimensional morphological analysis on the thickness, the area, the perimeter, the volume 
and the irregularity of each screened cell, obtaining the thickness information of the cell by combining the average refractive 
index distribution of the sample and the obtained phase value, carrying out discrete statistical calculation by combining the 
contour binary position distribution information of the cell to obtain the area and the perimeter of the cell, obtaining the volume 
of the cell by utilizing a discrete triple integral algorithm according to the obtained thickness and area, and obtaining the 
irregularity of the cell by calculating according to the obtained perimeter and area. 
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CN114265298 HANGZHOU DIANZI UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 24/12/2021 
 
CELL IMAGE RECOVERY METHOD FOR LENS-FREE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING 
The invention discloses a cell image recovery method for lens-free holographic imaging. The method comprises the following 
steps: 1: and reversely propagating the target hologram acquired by the image sensor to the plane of the sample to obtain a reverse 
propagation diagram. 2: and executing a threshold segmentation algorithm on the back propagation map to obtain a binary image 
after threshold segmentation. 3: and executing a minimum circumcircle algorithm on the black part in the binary image, and 
taking the obtained minimum circumcircle as an initial support domain. 4: and fixing the center of the initial support domain, 
and outwards expanding the initial support domain to obtain concentric circles with different sizes as the expanded support 
domain on the basis of the radius of the initial support domain. 5: and respectively restoring the image on the basis of the initial 
support domain and the extended support domain to respectively obtain restored images in different support domains. 6: the 
fluctuation of the interference fringes of each restored image is quantized by the variance, and the restored image with the most 
gradual fluctuation is taken as the optimal restored image. 
 
CLAIM 1. A cell image recovery method of lens-free holographic 
imaging is characterized in that: step 1: reversely propagating a target 
hologram acquired by an image sensor to a plane where a sample is 
located to obtain a reverse propagation diagram; step 2: executing a 
threshold segmentation algorithm on the reverse propagation map to 
obtain a binary image after threshold segmentation; and step 3: executing 
a minimum circumcircle algorithm on a black part in the binary image, 
and taking the obtained minimum circumcircle as an initial support 
domain; and 4, step 4: expanding a plurality of concentric circles with 
different radiuses of the initial support domain on the basis of the initial 
support domain to serve as an expanded support domain; the radius of 
each expansion support domain is larger than that of the initial support domain; and 5: respectively carrying out image restoration 
on the basis of the initial support domain and the extended support domain to respectively obtain restored images in different 
support domains; step 6: the fluctuation of the interference fringes of each restored image is quantized by the variance, and the 
restored image with the most gradual fluctuation is taken as the optimal restored image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N8605 

 

CN114265297 CHANGZHOU INSTITUTE OF MECHATRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 27/12/2021 
 
TWO-SUM FITTING HOLOGRAM-BASED LEUKOCYTE PHASE EFFICIENT RECOVERY METHOD 
The invention belongs to the technical field of digital holography, and particularly relates to a leukocyte phase efficient recovery 
method based on two and fitting holograms, which comprises the following steps: collecting two random phase shift holograms; 
acquiring background light intensity according to the two random phase shift holograms; adding or subtracting the two random 
phase shift holograms; estimating the phase shift according to the two random phase shift holograms; constructing a fitting 
hologram; obtaining phase and phase shift until a phase shift iteration convergence condition is met; and the high-precision phase 
of the white blood cells can be obtained, the phase of the white blood cell sample can be recovered quickly and accurately, the 
high-efficiency phase imaging of the cells is realized, the application range is wide, and the high-precision phase imaging method 
has high practical value. 
 
CLAIM 1. A leukocyte phase efficient recovery method based on two sum fitting holograms is characterized by comprising the 
following steps: collecting two random phase shift holograms; acquiring background light intensity according to the two random 
phase shift holograms; adding or subtracting the two random phase shift holograms; estimating the phase shift according to the 
two random phase shift holograms; constructing a fitting hologram; obtaining phase and phase shift until a phase shift iteration 
convergence condition is met; and and acquiring the high-precision phase of the white blood cells. 
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KR20220035890 NAEILHAE 
Priority Date: 08/03/2022 
 
IMPROVED HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION DEVICE AND METHOD 
The holographic reconstruction apparatus includes a first light splitter configured to split single-wavelength light of a light source 
unit into first and second transmission-split light; a plurality of optical mirrors configured to reflect the first transmission-split 
light; A second optical splitter configured to split the second transmission-split light into first and second reflection-split light; a 
reference light objective lens configured to pass the second reflection-split light; a position adjusting mirror configured to 
transmit the first reflection-split light passing through the reference light objective lens; A recording medium for recording 
interference fringes formed by passing the object to be measured or transmitting the first reflection-split light reflected from the 
object to be measured through the object light objective lens and transmitting the second reflection-split light reflected from the 
positioning mirror to the second optical splitter through the reference light objective lens; And a processor configured to receive 
and store an image file generated by converting the interference fringes, wherein a light transmission or reflection object 
hologram is selectively acquired according to a mode. Various embodiments are possible. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic reconstruction apparatus comprising: a light source unit emitting single-wavelength light; a first light 
splitter splitting the single-wavelength light emitted from the light source unit into first transmission-split light and second 
transmission-split light; a plurality of optical mirrors reflecting the first transmission-split light; a second light splitter splitting 
the second transmission-split light into first reflection-split light and second reflection-split light; An object light objective lens 
through which the first transmission-split light reflected by the plurality of optical mirrors and then transmitted through the object 
to be measured, and the first reflection-split light split by the second optical splitter and then reflected on the surface of the object 
to be measured; A reference light objective lens through which the second reflection-split light passes; a position adjustment 
mirror through which the second reflection-split light passed through the reference light objective lens is transmitted; a first 
transmission-split light transmitted through the object to be measured or the first reflection-split light reflected from the surface 
of the object to be measured passes through the object light objective lens, A recording medium for recording an interference 
fringe formed by passing the second reflection-split light reflected from the positioning mirror through the reference light 
objective lens and transmitted to the second light splitter; and a processor for receiving and storing an image file generated by 
converting the interference fringe transmitted from the recording medium. 
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CN114355743 BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/02/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC ENCODING METHOD FOR REGULATING AND CONTROLLING INDEPENDENT LIGHT 
WAVE FIELD OF MULTIPLE DIFFRACTION ORDERS 
The invention discloses a holographic encoding method for regulating and controlling a multi-diffraction-order independent light 
wave field, belonging to the field of holography application. The invention is based on an optical pure phase hologram model, 
realizes the decorrelation among the level light wave fields by utilizing the multiple correlation among all diffraction levels and 
an iterative optimization algorithm, and further realizes the independent regulation and control of the light wave fields of all 
diffraction levels. After the calculation hologram is obtained by optimizing the encoding method, the hologram can be loaded to 
the spatial light modulator or prepared into a diffraction optical element. Under the condition of meeting the illumination 
condition of the modulation component, the independent regulation and control of each level of the emergent diffraction light 
wave can be realized. The invention has no strict limitation on the regulation and control components of the wavelength and the 
light wave field of the illumination light, has no specific limitation on the spatial position of the regulation and control 
information, can improve the regulation and control capability of the diffraction light wave field, and can be applied to the fields 
of light potential regulation and control, light beam shaping, optical encryption, optical information storage and the like. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic encoding method for regulating and controlling a multi-diffraction-order independent light wave field 
is characterized by comprising the following steps of: comprises the following steps of (a) carrying out, the method comprises 
the following steps: determining physical parameters and initializing; determining the wavelength lambda according to actual 
requirements, determining the pixel size p according to actual processing conditions of a spatial light modulator or a preparation 
element which needs to be used, and further according to a grating equation: 2psinṁax= (1) determining the maximum diffraction 
Angle ṁax(ii) a Then, the +1 order diffraction angle theta in the x and y directions is determined according to the required M 
multiplied by N diffraction ordersxAnd thetayI.e. both are satisfied And and the required regulation and control information is 
ensured not to be overlapped; determining the total pixel number of the hologram according to requirements, then, according to 
a Fidoc algorithm, taking the regulation and control information of each level as target amplitude, and performing zero filling 
on the outermost layer of each amplitude distribution to be used as a non-interested area, wherein the initial phase is a random 
phase; wherein M and N represent the number of diffraction orders required in the horizontal x and vertical y directions, 
respectively; step two: designing a 0-order diffraction phase distribution; according to the regulation and control information of 
the 0-order diffraction light wave field, based on the Fidoc algorithm, according to the amplitude limiting condition: where a 
represents the amplitude of the target image, representing the amplitude that is substituted into the k +1 th round of calculation, 
representing the amplitude obtained by the reconstruction of the kth round, g and gamma are adjustable optimization coefficients, 
and obtaining phase distribution corresponding to 0-order diffraction regulation through an iterative optimization process Step 
three: designing a regulation phase; reversely transmitting the light wave field regulation and control information in other 
diffraction orders except 0 order to the plane of the hologram; the resulting complex amplitude distributions are each divided by 
Then, according to the order and the regulation phase function Performing normalization processing on the multiple relation; the 
determination is 1 time With respect to the phase information of the (m, n) th order diffraction, and the relationship of (am + bn) 
times that should exist, wherein the order regulation coefficients of a and b in the x and y directions, respectively, are the space 
point (x) at the time of the t-th iteration0,y0) If the relationship is satisfied Where K is an integer, the phase of the (m, n) -th 
diffraction order needs to be calculated as follows: this operation is called phase normalization; the information of each 
diffraction order is weighted and superposed, and then the reserved phase distribution is the phase regulation function in the 
current iteration round Complex amplitude information obtained by multiplying the phase shown by the function by (am + bn) 
times, and multiplication, forward propagation to the observation plane; if the obtained regulation quality meets the requirement, 
outputting a regulation phase function Otherwise, each grade is corrected according to the formula (3) and invertedThe data is 
propagated to the plane of the hologram, namely, the data is substituted into the next round of iterative computation until the 
output condition is met; step four: synthesizing a computed hologram; according to 0-order diffraction phase distribution And 
regulating phase function Further synthesizing the computed hologram Wherein j is an imaginary unit, alpha and beta are 
intensity modulation degree coefficients in x and y directions respectively, and carrier frequency phase factors in the x and y 
directions respectively, wherein k represents wave number; in the optimization, the intensity of each diffraction order can be 
controlled by optimizing alpha and beta, and further the independent regulation and control of the light wave field of each 
diffraction order are realized. 
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CN114326350 WUHAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 06/12/2021 
 
METHOD FOR REALIZING DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL COLOR AND HOLOGRAPHIC SWITCHING BASED ON 
HYDROGEL NANOMETER MICROCAVITY 
The invention discloses a method for realizing dynamic structural color and 
holographic switching based on a hydrogel nano microcavity, wherein the 
hydrogel nano microcavity is formed by stacking three layers of metal-
hydrogel-metal films; the metal layer is a silver layer; the hydrogel layer is 
a polyvinyl alcohol layer; the polyvinyl alcohol of the hydrogel layer can 
absorb water to swell; the hydrogel nanometer micro-cavity transmits 
different colors in different humidity environments, and the functions of 
dynamic colorful nanometer printing patterns and holographic switching can 
be realized by spatially arranging the stepped hydrogel nanometer micro-
cavity and combining the design of holographic phases. The invention combines the expansion characteristic of hydrogel 
combined with water molecules with the structural hue generated by the nanometer microcavity, and adds holographic phase 
information, thereby realizing a novel multifunctional dynamically adjustable optical display device. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for realizing dynamic structural color and holographic switching based on a hydrogel nanometer 
microcavity is characterized by comprising the following steps: the method comprises the following steps: s1: processing metal-
hydrogel-metal nanometer micro-cavities with different hydrogel heights by using electron beam gray exposure; s2: placing the 
sample in a low relative humidity and water-soaked environment respectively and measuring the spectrum; s3: finding out two 
kinds of nano microcavities with different hydrogel thicknesses as a first structure (1) and a second structure (2); the first structure 
(1) and the second structure (2) can realize the reversal of the transmissivity in different environments at a specific wavelength 
lambda; namely low ambient humidity: for a specific wavelength , the first structure (1) has a high transmittance and the second 
structure (2) has a low transmittance; water soaking: for a specific wavelength , the first structure (1) has a low transmittance 
and the second structure (2) has a high transmittance; s4: respectively corresponding the phase distribution required by the two 
holographic images, namely the hologram #1 and the hologram #2 to the spatial arrangement of the first structure (1) and the 
second structure (2), and simultaneously corresponding the spatial arrangement of the first structure (1) and the second structure 
(2) to two different colors in the nano-printing image to be displayed; s5: displaying different colors of the nano-printed image 
under the irradiation of white light in different humidity environments; when irradiated with laser light of a specific wavelength, 
the nano-microcavity array projects hologram #1 at low ambient humidity and hologram #2 at water-wet environment. 
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CN114322749 XI AN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 07/12/2021 
 
SUPER-RESOLUTION DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MEASURING DEVICE AND METHOD BASED ON ARRAY 
LIGHT SOURCE 
The invention provides a super-resolution digital holographic measuring 
device and method based on an array light source, and belongs to the technical 
field of optical imaging and digital holography. The method aims at the defect 
that the prior art is difficult to meet the actual detection requirement of 
complex environment. The technical scheme provided by the invention 
comprises a computer, a power supply device and an optical assembly, 
wherein the optical assembly comprises an array light source, a collimating 
mirror, a first light splitting prism and a first plane reflector which are 
sequentially arranged on a light path of the array light source, a second plane 
reflector is arranged on a reference light path of the first light splitting prism, 
a second light splitting prism and a telecentric imaging lens are arranged on 
an object light path of the first plane reflector, an image sensor is positioned 
on an image plane of the telecentric imaging lens and connected with the 
computer, a sample to be measured is arranged between the plane reflector and the light splitting prism and positioned on an 
object plane of the telecentric imaging lens during testing, and the measurement is carried out by a certain method. 
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CN114252023 INSTITUTE OF OPTICS & ELECTRONICS - CHINESE ACADEMY OF 
Priority Date: 28/12/2021 SCIENCES 
 
COMPUTER-AIDED ADJUSTING DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ASPHERIC SURFACE CALCULATION 
HOLOGRAPHIC DETECTION 
The invention discloses a computer-aided adjusting device and a computer-
aided adjusting method for aspheric surface calculation holographic 
detection, wherein a phase-shift interferometer is arranged on a marble 
beam; the calculation hologram is fixed with the phase shift interferometer 
through a holographic adjusting frame, and the calculation hologram is 
adjusted through the holographic adjusting frame; a measuring platform 
consisting of a detection tool, an axial displacement table and an inclined 
adjusting table is arranged on a lifting device connected with a marble base, 
and the spatial attitude of the aspheric element to be measured in the 
measuring process is monitored in real time through two vertically-arranged 
autocollimator angle measuring systems; the computer system is connected 
with the phase-shift interferometer and used for collecting the surface shape information of the aspheric surface to be detected; 
the adjustment quantity required by the aspheric surface to be detected is obtained by analyzing the collected surface shape 
information, and the position adjusting table is controlled to quantitatively adjust the aspheric surface according to the detection 
data of the autocollimator, so that the accurate adjustment of the detection light path is realized. The invention provides an 
effective adjusting means for aspheric surface calculation holographic detection, and has great application value. 
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CN114237000 LASER FUSION RESEARCH CENTER CHINA ACADEMY OF 
Priority Date: 15/12/2021 ENGINEERING PHYSICS 
 
OFF-AXIS DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC OPTIMIZATION RECONSTRUCTION METHOD AND SYSTEM 
The invention relates to an off-axis digital holographic optimization reconstruction method and a system, wherein the method 
comprises the following steps: based on the two-path plane wave off-axis holographic structure, an array detector is adopted to 
collect the thermal background intensity without any illumination, the object light intensity when the reference light is shielded, 
the reference light intensity when the object light is shielded and the interference hologram of the reference light and the object 
light; preprocessing the hologram interfered by the reference light and the object light by utilizing the acquired parameters, and 
establishing a minimized objective function based on the processed hologram; solving the minimized objective function to obtain 
an optimized solution; and obtaining the reconstructed object light wave complex amplitude distribution according to the 
optimization solution. The method of the invention does not need frequency filtering, improves the system space bandwidth 
product compared with the traditional method, and realizes the high-resolution and high-quality reconstruction of the object 
optical field. 
 
CLAIM 1. An off-axis digital holographically optimized reconstruction method, 
the method comprising: based on two-path plane wave off-axis holographic 
structure, an array detector is adopted to collect the following parameters, 
wherein the parameters comprise: a hologram of thermal background intensity 
without any illumination, object light intensity when shielding the reference light, 
reference light intensity when shielding the object light, and interference of the 
reference light and the object light; preprocessing the hologram interfered by the 
reference light and the object light by utilizing the thermal background intensity 
without any illumination, the object light field intensity when the reference light 
is shielded and the reference light intensity when the object light is shielded to 
obtain a processed hologram; establishing a minimized objective function based on the processed hologram Wherein A (-) 
represents an imaging transformation operation and TV (-) represents a total variation operation; tau is the weight coefficient of 
the regularization term, x is the unknown number to be solved for the minimization objective function, x  xreal;ximag],xrealIs 
the real part of the object field, ximagIs the imaginary part of the object field, xrealAnd ximgThe sizes of the two layers are m 
multiplied by n, and the size of x is 2m multiplied by n; solving the minimized objective function to obtain an optimized solution 
of x; and obtaining the reconstructed object light wave complex amplitude distribution according to the optimization solution. 
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METHODS FOR MANUFACTURING MASTERS AND OPTICAL PRODUCTS

P34810 WO 202277011 14/04/2022 WAVEFRONT TECHNOLOGY US 07/10/2020 US2020063088944 WO202277011
OPTICAL PRODUCTS, MASTERS FOR FABRICATING OPTICAL PRODUCTS, AND 

METHODS FOR MANUFACTURING MASTERS AND OPTICAL PRODUCTS
Microlens

P34817 WO 202271311 07/04/2022 TOPPAN PRINTING JP 29/09/2020 JP2020000162943 WO202271311 DISPLAY BODY

P34823 WO 202269107 07/04/2022 KOENIG & BAUER DE 01/10/2020 DE202010125727 WO202269107
DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ALIGNING MAGNETIC OR MAGNETISABLE PARTICLES, AND 

MACHINE FOR GENERATING OPTICALLY VARIABLE IMAGE ELEMENTS

P34824 WO 202263570 31/03/2022 LEONHARD KURZ STIFTUNG DE 25/09/2020 DE202010125128 WO202263570 DE102020125128 MULTILAYER BODY AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A MULTILAYER BODY

P34825 WO 202263430 31/03/2022
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 28/09/2020 DE202010005932 WO202263430 DE102020005932 OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT HAVING A REFLECTIVE SURFACE REGION Microlens

P34826 WO 202263424 31/03/2022
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 28/09/2020 DE202010005912 WO202263424 DE102020005912 METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT

P34828 US 20220119655 21/04/2022
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 20/10/2020 DE202010006456 US20220119655 DE102020006456 PRODUCTION OF PIGMENTS HAVING A DEFINED SIZE AND SHAPE

P34843 KR 102377297 22/03/2022 NANO MECCA KR 19/07/2021 KR2021000094499 KR102377297
TRANSMISSION TYPE DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL ELEMENT AND METHOD FOR 

MANUFACTURING THE SAME

P34844 KR 102377294 22/03/2022 NANO MECCA KR 19/07/2021 KR2021000094497 KR102377294
REFLECTIVE COUNTERFEIT PREVENTION FILM AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING THE 

SAME

P34847 JP 2022057567 11/04/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 30/09/2020 JP2020000165890 JP2022057567 OPTICAL ELEMENT AND LIGHT IRRADIATION DEVICE

P34852 JP 2022055724 08/04/2022 ZEON JP 29/09/2020 JP2020000163309 JP2022055724 OPTICAL DISPLAY MEDIA AND ARTICLES

P34853 JP 2022050547 30/03/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 06/01/2022 JP2022000001296 JP2022050547 DISPLAY DEVICE

P34861 IN 202021016030 25/03/2022
PATEL SHILPAN 

PRAVINCHANDRA
IN 14/06/2020 IN2020021016030 IN202021016030 NOVEL HIGH SECURITY BANK NOTE SUBSTRATE

P34863 EP 3984762 20/04/2022 BUNDESDRUCKEREI DE 14/10/2020 DE202010212977 DE102020212977 EP3984762
SECURITY ELEMENT COMPRISING A WINDOW JIB AND METHOD FOR THE 

PRODUCTION THEREOF

P34866 EP 3978573 06/04/2022 RUIZ QUEVEDO ANDRES EP 30/09/2020 EP2020000382862 EP3978573 WO202269778 V-SHAPED (NON PLANAR) MAGNETIC EFFECT PIGMENTS

P34869 DE 102020006457 21/04/2022
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 20/10/2020 DE202010006457 DE102020006457 PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF PLATELET-SHAPED PIGMENTS

P34870 DE 102020006455 21/04/2022
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 20/10/2020 DE202010006455 DE102020006455 PREPARATION OF PIGMENTS OF DEFINED SIZE AND SHAPE

P34874 CN 216353017 19/04/2022
BEIJING XINGHAN SPECIAL 

PRINTING
CN 08/10/2021 CN2021002416861 CN216353017U TRACEABLE ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL
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P34886 CN 216268287 12/04/2022
SHENZHEN YUTONG PACKAGING 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 13/08/2021 CN2021001893313 CN216268287U TRANSFER FILM AND TRANSFER FILM ARTICLE Hologram

P34903 CN 114369969 19/04/2022
ZHEJIANG YAXIN PACKAGING 

MAT
CN 10/12/2021 CN2021001504351 CN114369969 PRODUCTION METHOD OF UV (ULTRAVIOLET) STEREOSCOPIC LENS TRANSFER PAPER

P34905 CN 114360360 15/04/2022
SHENZHEN ZHONGLISHENG 

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
CN 08/12/2021 CN2021001492309 CN114360360

ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PRINTING MATERIAL AND PREPARATION METHOD AND 

APPLICATION THEREOF

P34908 CN 114347685 15/04/2022
HUIZHOU HUAYANG OPTICAL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 09/12/2021 CN2021001498899 CN114347685 PATTERN PRINTING METHOD AND PRINTING EQUIPMENT FOR MAGNETIC PIGMENT

P34909 CN 114333553 12/04/2022
SHENZHEN HUAXIN ANTI 

COUNTERFEITING TECHNOLOGY
CN 27/12/2021 CN2021001607925 CN114333553 NOVEL LIGHT BECOMES ANTIFALSIFICATION LABEL

P34921 CN 114262466 01/04/2022
GUANGDONG UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 04/01/2022 CN2022000006328 CN114262466

CDTE QUANTUM DOT DOPED STRUCTURAL COLOR COMPOSITE FILM, PREPARATION 

METHOD THEREOF AND APPLICATION THEREOF IN OPTICAL ANTI-COUNTERFEITING

PUBLICATION 

DATE
PRIORITY DATE KEY

Day-Month-Year Day-Month-Year WORDS

N8554 WO 202280563 21/04/2022
KOREA ELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
KR 15/10/2020 KR2020000133386 WO202280563

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HOGEL FOR MANUFACTURING DIGITAL 

HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL DEVICE

N8555 WO 202274373 14/04/2022 VIVIDQ GB 06/10/2020 GB2020000015789 WO202274373 GB202015789
ILLUMINATION POWER CONTROL FOR A COMPUTER-GENERATED HOLOGRAM 

DISPLAY

N8556 WO 202273860 14/04/2022 SAINT GOBAIN GLASS EP 05/10/2020 EP2020000000009 WO202273860 VEHICLE PANE FOR A HEAD-UP DISPLAY

N8557 WO 202266744 31/03/2022 VEYEZER US 25/09/2020 US2020063083682 WO202266744 HOLOGRAPHIC REAL SPACE REFRACTIVE SYSTEM

N8558 US 20220113675 14/04/2022
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS 

OPERATING
US 09/10/2020 US2020063089934 US20220113675 DELIVERING PRE-RENDERED HOLOGRAPHIC CONTENT OVER A NETWORK

N8559 US 20220100147 31/03/2022
GM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY 

OPERATIONS
US 30/09/2020 US2020017038356

US20220100147 DE102021111228 

CN114326353

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTORS INCLUDING SIZE CORRECTION AND ALIGNMENT OF 

BEAMS HAVING DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS OF LIGHT

N8560 US 11294178 05/04/2022 LUMINIT US 30/08/2021 US2021017461625 US11294178 TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAPHIC HEADS UP DISPLAY WITH IN-PLANE IMAGE

N8561 KR 20220046903 15/04/2022 HOLOLAB KR 08/10/2020 KR2020000130162 KR20220046903 HOLOGRAM REPLICATION METHOD AND SYSTEM BASED ON MIRROR MOVEMENT

N8562 KR 20220043305 05/04/2022
KOREA ELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
KR 29/09/2020 KR2020000126545 KR20220043305

WAVELENGTH COMPENSATION METHOD AND DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL 

ELEMENT

N8563 KR 20220036146 22/03/2022
KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY 

INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

COLLABORATION FOUNDATION

KR 15/09/2020 KR2020000118393 KR20220036146
INTERACTION HOLOGRAM DISPLAY METHOD AND SYSTEM BASED ON HAND GESTURE 

RECOGNITION

N8564 KR 20220035890 22/03/2022 NAEILHAE KR 08/03/2022 KR2022000029245 KR20220035890 IMPROVED HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION DEVICE AND METHOD

N8565 KR 20220035761 22/03/2022 LG CHEM KR 14/09/2020 KR2020000117904 KR20220035761 HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

N8566 KR 20220035760 22/03/2022 LG CHEM KR 14/09/2020 KR2020000117903 KR20220035760 HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

N8567 EP 3984746 20/04/2022 MAYR MELNHOF KARTON DE 14/10/2020 DE202010127048 DE102020127048 EP3984746
ROTARY PRINTING DEVICE AND METHOD FOR OPERATING A ROTARY PRINTING 

DEVICE

N8568 EP 3979006 06/04/2022 ENVISICS GB 02/10/2020 GB2020000015652
EP3979006 US20220107606 GB202015652 

GB2599436 KR20220044663
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
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N8569 CR 202100488 12/01/2022

YGLESIAS MORA MANUEL 

FERNANDO |XIRINACHS JIMENEZ 

DIEGO

CR 22/09/2021 CR2021000210488 CR202100488U HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR FOR NFT

N8570 CN 216355508 19/04/2022

HUNAN XIANGDIAN TEST RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE | JIANGSU SHENGTONG 

POWER NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

CN 09/11/2021 CN2021002730708 CN216355508U HOLOGRAPHIC OUTDOOR DISTRIBUTION BOX WITH SCREEN

N8571 CN 216351793 19/04/2022
BEIJING YIYI INTELLIGENT 

CULTURE COMMUNICATION
CN 07/12/2021 CN2021003071338 CN216351793U MULTIMEDIA HOLOGRAPHIC IMMERSION TYPE EQUIPMENT

N8572 CN 216351754 19/04/2022
ZHENGZHOU SHUOHONG 

INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY
CN 03/12/2021 CN2021003026389 CN216351754U INTELLIGENT WALL FOR HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

N8573 CN 216351537 19/04/2022
JITONG TECHNOLOGY 

BEIJING
CN 12/07/2021 CN2021001579872 CN216351537U HOLOGRAPHIC NEAR-TO-EYE THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM

N8574 CN 216330810 19/04/2022

BEIJING KANGTEMAN ELECTRONIC 

SYSTEMS | BEIJING SPECTRUM 

YINBAO TECHNOLOGY | TIANJIN 

YANGGUANG TECHNOLOGY

CN 15/10/2021 CN2021002494942 CN216330810U TRANSFER PRINTING SYSTEM OF HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE

N8575 CN 216256413 12/04/2022
SHANGHAI YINGHUOCHONG 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
CN 21/10/2021 CN2021002544859 CN216256413U

HOLOGRAPHIC MUTUAL SHOW CUPBOARD EQUIPMENT OF AERIAL FORMATION OF 

IMAGE

N8576 CN 216245843 08/04/2022
XIAMEN HAIPAI INVESTMENT 

& MANAGEMENT
CN 11/10/2021 CN2021002437323 CN216245843U HOLOGRAPHIC SIGHTING TELESCOPE OF SUPPLEMENTARY DIFFRACTION OF OPTICS

N8577 CN 216225619 08/04/2022
NANCHANG TRIPOLAR 

OPTOELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
CN 29/11/2021 CN2021002941944 CN216225619U CONTROL DEVICE FOR HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY CONVENIENT TO IT IS DUSTPROOF

N8578 CN 216210417 05/04/2022
JINAN VIEWCOLOR 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CN 28/09/2021 CN2021002374434 CN216210417U PORTABLE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE

N8579 CN 216210252 05/04/2022

EAST CHINA ELECTRIC POWER 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE | SHANGHAI 

JIRUI INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY | 

STATE GRID SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL 

ELECTRIC POWER

CN 18/11/2021 CN2021002835162 CN216210252U
OUTDOOR ACCURATE NAVIGATION HOLOGRAPHIC HEAD-MOUNTED DEVICE BASED 

ON RTK DIFFERENTIAL POSITIONING

N8580 CN 216202259 05/04/2022 YANG FENGYUN CN 09/09/2021 CN2021002174250 CN216202259U
INTELLIGENT HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION IMAGING DEVICE WITH LUMINOSITY 

ADJUSTING FUNCTION

N8581 CN 216183723 05/04/2022
SHENZHEN YUNWU ZHILIAN 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 19/10/2021 CN2021002514569 CN216183723U

AUXILIARY TOOL FOR IMPROVING PRINTING PRECISION OF HOLOGRAPHIC LASER 

POSITIONING PAPER

N8582 CN 216183675 05/04/2022
BEIJING XINHAI JINAO OFFSET 

PRINTING
CN 26/10/2021 CN2021002588950 CN216183675U PRINTING ROLLER OF FULL-AUTOMATIC LASER HOLOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINE

N8583 CN 216182759 05/04/2022
GUANGDONG RUIXIANG 

SHANGCAI TECHNOLOGY
CN 11/11/2021 CN2021002762676 CN216182759U

HOLOGRAPHIC EMBOSSING FILM PRESSURE ROLLER APPLIED TO PATTERNED 

ISOLATION FILM

N8584 CN 216161428 01/04/2022
ORIENTAL ANIME 

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 03/09/2021 CN2021002121702 CN216161428U NOVEL HOLOGRAPHIC MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM

N8585 CN 216143445 29/03/2022
SHANGHAI ZHANGJIANG 

CHAOYI MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
CN 18/08/2021 CN2021001949661 CN216143445U HOLOGRAPHIC 3D DISPLAY DEVICE

N8586 CN 216133651 25/03/2022
SHENYANG KEMEITE 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 25/08/2021 CN2021002017126 CN216133651U HOLOGRAPHIC FAREWELL CEREMONY HALL

N8587 CN 216133257 25/03/2022 FUJIAN NORMAL UNIVERSITY CN 26/08/2021 CN2021002027356 CN216133257U
VECTOR LIGHT FIELD GENERATING DEVICE BASED ON POLARIZATION HOLOGRAPHIC 

TECHNOLOGY

N8588 CN 216133254 25/03/2022

NANJING WAVELENGTH OPTO 

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE 

TECHNOLOGY | WAVELAB 

SCIENTIFIC NANJING

CN 05/08/2021 CN2021001818842 CN216133254U HUD LIGHT PATH SYSTEM BASED ON LASER HOLOGRAPHIC SCANNING

N8589 CN 114373061 19/04/2022
SUZHOU COOLYOUR 

NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
CN 26/04/2021 CN2021000454527 CN114373061

IMMERSIVE INTERACTIVE PANORAMIC HOLOGRAPHIC SYSTEM AND APPLICATION 

THEREOF

N8590 CN 114371607 19/04/2022 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY CN 15/10/2020 CN2020001100752 CN114371607 DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM BASED ON COMPOSITE ZONE PLATE
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N8591 CN 114359901 15/04/2022
CHANGZHOU INSTITUTE OF 

MECHATRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 04/01/2022 CN2022000002014 CN114359901

AUTOMATIC BLOOD CELL CLASSIFICATION METHOD BASED ON SHEARING DIGITAL 

HOLOGRAPHY AND DEEP LEARNING

N8592 CN 114359325 15/04/2022

NANJING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE 

TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENT 

COMPUTING IMAGING RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

CN 31/12/2021 CN2021001656138 CN114359325
ACCURATE CELL IMAGE SEGMENTATION METHOD BASED ON DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC 

IMAGING TECHNOLOGY

N8593 CN 114355743 15/04/2022
BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/02/2022 CN2022000160956 CN114355743

HOLOGRAPHIC ENCODING METHOD FOR REGULATING AND CONTROLLING 

INDEPENDENT LIGHT WAVE FIELD OF MULTIPLE DIFFRACTION ORDERS

N8594 CN 114354516 15/04/2022
SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY OF 

ELECTRIC POWER
CN 06/12/2021 CN2021001479913 CN114354516

TRANSFORMER OIL IMPURITY DETECTION DEVICE BASED ON LENS-FREE 

HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY

N8595 CN 114354466 15/04/2022
NORTHWESTERN 

POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
CN 17/09/2021 CN2021001096752 CN114354466

MICROSCOPIC IMAGING DEVICE FOR MEASURING CELL-SUBSTRATE INTERACTION 

UNDER LIGHT FORCE STIMULATION

N8596 CN 114333440 12/04/2022
HARBIN ENGINEERING 

UNIVERSITY
CN 05/01/2022 CN2022000009666 CN114333440

REMOTE TEACHING DEVICE BASED ON INTERNET HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 

TECHNOLOGY

N8597 CN 114326352 12/04/2022

NANJING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE 

TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENT 

COMPUTING IMAGING RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

CN 31/12/2021 CN2021001659185 CN114326352
REAL-TIME CELL THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS METHOD BASED ON DIGITAL 

HOLOGRAPHY

N8598 CN 114326350 12/04/2022 WUHAN UNIVERSITY CN 06/12/2021 CN2021001478435 CN114326350
METHOD FOR REALIZING DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL COLOR AND HOLOGRAPHIC 

SWITCHING BASED ON HYDROGEL NANOMETER MICROCAVITY

N8599 CN 114326143 12/04/2022 MU QIANWEI CN 29/09/2020 CN2020001057747 CN114326143
METHOD FOR DISPLAYING STACKED 3D (THREE-DIMENSIONAL) HOLOGRAPHIC 

IMAGES BY MULTILAYER TRANSPARENT DISPLAY SCREEN

N8600 CN 114322834 12/04/2022
ZERNIKE OPTICAL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 29/12/2021 CN2021001680644 CN114322834

FREE-FORM SURFACE ZERO INTERFERENCE DETECTION DEVICE AND DESIGN 

METHOD OF COMPUTER GENERATED HOLOGRAM

N8601 CN 114322749 12/04/2022
XI AN UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 07/12/2021 CN2021001485930 CN114322749

SUPER-RESOLUTION DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MEASURING DEVICE AND METHOD 

BASED ON ARRAY LIGHT SOURCE

N8602 CN 114297763 08/04/2022

SHENZHEN GUOJIAN 

ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION 

ENGINEERING

CN 06/01/2022 CN2022000011034 CN114297763
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING FULL DECORATION SIMULATION DISPLAY METHOD AND 

DISPLAY SYSTEM

N8603 CN 114296243 08/04/2022 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY CN 17/01/2022 CN2022000050111 CN114296243
SELF-ADAPTIVE BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HOLOGRAPHIC 

WAVEGUIDE DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

N8604 CN 114265298 01/04/2022
HANGZHOU DIANZI 

UNIVERSITY
CN 24/12/2021 CN2021001609687 CN114265298 CELL IMAGE RECOVERY METHOD FOR LENS-FREE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING

N8605 CN 114265297 01/04/2022
CHANGZHOU INSTITUTE OF 

MECHATRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 27/12/2021 CN2021001616087 CN114265297

TWO-SUM FITTING HOLOGRAM-BASED LEUKOCYTE PHASE EFFICIENT RECOVERY 

METHOD

N8606 CN 114259249 01/04/2022
SICHUAN PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL 

FOR WOMEN & CHILDREN
CN 05/11/2021 CN2021001305454 CN114259249 HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TYPE RADIATION IMAGE INSTRUMENT

N8607 CN 114252023 29/03/2022

INSTITUTE OF OPTICS & 

ELECTRONICS - CHINESE ACADEMY 

OF SCIENCES

CN 28/12/2021 CN2021001622488 CN114252023
COMPUTER-AIDED ADJUSTING DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ASPHERIC SURFACE 

CALCULATION HOLOGRAPHIC DETECTION

N8608 CN 114241172 25/03/2022 CCB FINTECH CN 19/11/2021 CN2021001398387 CN114241172
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL DISPLAY METHOD AND DEVICE BASED ON 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

N8609 CN 114237389 25/03/2022
CENTRAL CHINA NORMAL 

UNIVERSITY
CN 06/12/2021 CN2021001475834 CN114237389

HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING-BASED IN-SITU INDUCTION FORMING METHOD IN ENHANCED 

TEACHING ENVIRONMENT

N8610 CN 114237002 25/03/2022
BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF POSTS & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CN 20/12/2021 CN2021001566531 CN114237002 SYSTEM FOR GENERATING IMAGE PLANE HOLOGRAM

N8611 CN 114237001 25/03/2022
BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF POSTS & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CN 06/12/2021 CN2021001481395 CN114237001

BINOCULAR HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD 

THEREOF

N8612 CN 114237000 25/03/2022

LASER FUSION RESEARCH CENTER 

CHINA ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING 

PHYSICS

CN 15/12/2021 CN2021001539317 CN114237000
OFF-AXIS DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC OPTIMIZATION RECONSTRUCTION METHOD AND 

SYSTEM
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N8613 CN 114236971 25/03/2022 GOERTEK CN 30/11/2021 CN2021001444331 CN114236971
EXPOSURE SYSTEM AND EXPOSURE METHOD OF POLARIZATION HOLOGRAPHIC 

GRATING

N8614 CN 114236819 25/03/2022 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY CN 29/12/2021 CN2021001636763 CN114236819
WAVEGUIDE DISPLAY TWO-DIMENSIONAL PUPIL EXPANDING METHOD BASED ON 

POLARIZER HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING

N8615 CN 114236660 25/03/2022
NANCHANG VIRTUAL REALITY 

INSTITUTE
CN 24/12/2021 CN2021001603098 CN114236660 PREPARATION METHOD OF HOLOGRAPHIC VOLUME GRATING

N8616 CN 114233995 25/03/2022 SHENZHEN I TECHNOLOGY CN 23/12/2021 CN2021001590488 CN114233995 HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE

N8617 CN 114231148 25/03/2022
WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE 

TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT
CN 27/12/2021 CN2021001619335 CN114231148

WEAR-RESISTANT IMAGING LAYER PAINT, HOLOGRAPHIC THERMOPRINTING FILM, 

PLASTIC PRODUCT AND PREPARATION METHOD
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